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ABSTRACT
Geographies of Desecration:
Race, Indigeneity, and the Militarization of Hawai‘i
by
Laurel Turbin Mei-Singh
Advisor: Ruth Wilson Gilmore
Geographies of Desecration: Race, Indigeneity, and the Militarization of Hawai‘i develops a
genealogy of military fences and their relationship to Hawaiian struggles for self-determination
and national liberation. Military occupation has transformed entire ways of life on the islands by
altering Hawaiian land tenure systems through displacement, disruption of subsistence practices,
and environmental degradation. Hawaiian mo‘olelo (stories, history) also structure life in a highly
militarized place, centering interconnectivity between human and nonhuman realms while
impelling grassroots efforts that shape its landscape.
This dissertation develops in-depth case studies of militarized sites on the Wai‘anae
Coast of O‘ahu, where military bases occupy 34% of the land and Native Hawaiians and Pacific
Islanders comprise 62% of the population. Conducting ethnographic research from 2011-2015, I
gathered data regarding the everyday lives, perceptions, and experiences of the local population.
I conducted fifty interviews with subsistence practitioners, community leaders, and homeless
people, as well as veterans and military personnel. I also engaged in participant observation,
which included fishing, farming, and supporting the day-to-day operations of community
organizations such as the Wai‘anae Environmental Justice Working Group. Archival research
entailed excavating the files of a grassroots community organization that has confronted military
presence in Hawai‘i since the Vietnam War. I identified two recurring themes: the pervasiveness
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of fences in Wai‘anae, and the histories that assert ongoing interconnectedness between Kanaka
Maoli (Hawaiians) and particular places.
Based on this research, I arrived at three findings. First, stories and histories articulated
through Hawaiian mo‘olelo inform community-based initiatives that shape the landscape of a
highly militarized place and reveal significant capacity to shift the structures and logics that
undergird militarization. For example, the remaking of wahi pana (storied places) spurs

environmental justice activism and anticolonial self-organization. Second, partitions as a defining
feature of military occupation contain the real possibility of noncapitalist, demilitarized futures.
They give form to settler colonialism in Hawai‘i—the elimination of Native alternatives (Wolfe,
2013)—while advancing racism, or group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death
(Gilmore, 2007a). In this vein, I understand settler colonialism and racism as distinct analytical
frames pointing to mutually imbricating historical processes. Third, class positionality inflects
claims to land and livelihoods in Wai‘anae. Highlighting narratives of the maka‘ainana
(commoners), locals, and poor and working class people, I approach class struggle and cultural
nationalism as dual political strategies in the context of Wai‘anae activism and community selforganization.
The Pacific has held a prominent position on the world stage for over a century, and
Hawai‘i serves as a linchpin for the diplomatic, military, and economic ambitions of the U. S. in
Asia and the Pacific. This dissertation prompts strong consideration for how the punitive
policies of the militarized “carceral state” structure indigenous dispossession. Further, generating
an analysis of the under-studied topic of the socio-environmental implications of military bases,
this project conveys the centrality of human-environment relationships to the militarization and
policing of poor and indigenous spaces as well as to resistance to such projects.
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Source: Designed by Manu Mei-Singh. Used with
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Every generation confronts the task of choosing its past. Inheritances are chosen as much as
they are passed on. The past depends less on ‘what happened then’ than on the desires and
discontents of the present. Strivings and failures shape the stories we tell. What we recall has as
much to do with the terrible things we hope to avoid as with the good life for which we yearn.
But when does one decide to stop looking to the past and instead conceive of a new order?
When is it time to dream of another country or to embrace other strangers as allies or to make
an opening, an overture, where there is none? When is it clear that the old life is over, a new one
has begun, and there is no looking back? From the holding cell was it possible to see beyond the
end of the world and to imagine living and breathing again?
― Saidiya Hartman, Lose Your Mother
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CHAPTER ONE
Everywhere is War
Geographies of Militarization & Resistance in Wai‘anae
Beginnings
It was that moment in the day when the sun was sinking toward the west side of the
island, casting a golden, sideways light on the sand and water. I walked toward a tangle of shrubs
and encountered a woman with wavy grayish hair framing her head. As I approached, she
looked directly at me. She sat in a garden comprised of winding rock formations, hardy plants,
and a spiral-shaped mound of sand at its center. As if by greeting, she asked me, “How do you
move a mountain?” She answered herself: “One rock at a time.” She described a fire that she
had watched from that beach, burning through Mākua Valley across the road. The U.S. military
had set it for weapons disposal, but it spread much wider than intended. She vividly described
the burning of brush and a Hawaiian temple, and goats and pigs running through the valley. 1
She had built the garden to provide a quiet, restful place for Hawaiian 2 elders, yet the heaviness
of her words communicated that her garden was also connected to a ritual of mourning.
After we spoke, I crossed the two-lane Farrington Highway and gazed into Mākua
Valley, a massive and magestic green space shaped like an open bowl. By 1998, the Army had

She was likely referring to a July 2003 brush fire that spun out of control at Makua Military
Reservation, crossing the highway and even burning shrubs on the beach. The fire exposed
about two-dozen cultural sites and also inspired incisive criticism of the U.S. military’s
destructive practices in the valley (Kayal, 2003).
2
Throughout this dissertation, I use Hawaiian, indigenous, Kanaka Maoli, Kanaka, and Native
interchangeably. Kanaka Maoli represents a decolonizing practice and “indicates…genealogical
relationship to the lands and water of our islands” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, 2014, p. 2). At the same
time, I more frequently use “Hawaiian” to reflect Wai‘anae vernacular and convey how many people
define themselves. “Hawaiian” further reminds readers that Hawaiian does not work as a residency
marker, like “Californian.” Note that Kānaka or Kānaka Maoli (with a macron) can denote plural.
1

1

ended training activities at Makua Military Reservation 3 in response to community organizing,
public pressure, and several lawsuits (Apgar, 2001). A group called Mālama Mākua (take care of
Mākua) had organized much of the advocacy. Because of these efforts, I did not witness any
bombings, fires, or explosions that day. However, the valley carried the marks of occupation; in
particular, a chain-link fence covered with barbed wire surrounded the space in an oppressive
bear hug. A red and white sign attached to the fence read: “DANGER: DO NOT ENTER –
HIGH EXPLOSIVES IMPACT AREA.” Closer, much of the land in the valley was devoid of
trees, conveying a sense of emptiness in a clearly habitable place.
For years after our first encounter in 2004, I found myself drawn to Mākua on the
Wai‘anae Coast of the island of O‘ahu every time I returned home to Hawai‘i. Each time I
visited, I encountered Leandra Wai, which I later learned was the woman’s name. 4 On Christmas
day in 2011, Leandra and her friends and family from Mālama Mākua gathered outside the gates
of Makua Military Reservation. They were celebrating the place and mourning its destruction. As
we sat on the shore afterwards, Leandra explained that not only was the valley sacred, but so was
the beach, and pointed to two towering triangular rocks on either side, watching over the
yellowish sand, water, and people lounging and playing. As the sun was setting, twenty dolphins
leaped close to the shore. Later, two humpback whales breached and jumped across the horizon.
Since then, Leandra continues to teach me the history of Mākua through her story. “I
was raised blind but so seeing,” Leandra told me in 2014 as we sat in the living room of the
house that she then lived in with her husband, Sparky Rodrigues, an activist who has also

For all Hawaiian terms and place names, such as “O‘ahu” and “Wai‘anae,” and “Mākua” I will use
appropriate diacritical marks including the ‘okina and kahakō except in instances where quotes,
proper nouns, and reports do not use them.
4
All names are actual except in cases in which people requested a pseudonym or anonymity.
3

2

worked tirelessly to protect Mākua. While at that time she slept in this house, she has always
considered Mākua her home. When I asked when she had lived at Mākua, she replied, “From
the 1990s to the present.” She explained the forces that compelled her in the 1990s to stay on
the beach with approximately 60 families: “I couldn’t fit in – in my home, my neighborhood, my
island.” In addition to providing a place to rest and sort things out, Mākua enabled her to
reformulate her place in space and time. At Mākua, Hawaiian independence activists and
demilitarization organizers came to her tent regularly to talk about “things like colonialism.” Like
many others, she described herself as houseless, not homeless. People took care of each other
and created their own version of a noncapitalist Hawaiian economy. However, in 1996, the State
of Hawai‘i instituted a highly militarized eviction. I learned that Leandra’s mourning grappled
with desecration, the destruction of a place, the ongoing dispossession of land, and the
disruption of indigenous lifeways precipitated by war and militarization across Hawai‘i.
Geographies of Desecration: Race, Indigeneity, and the Militarization of Hawai‘i develops a
genealogy of military fences and their relationship to Hawaiian struggles for self-determination
and national liberation. I understand genealogy as a discursive and material process forged
through oppositions that together shape the “history of the present” (Foucault, 1990; also see
Lowe, 2015). Such contradictory processes include histories of war, which can be traced to the
moment when the first documented vessel—the HMS Resolution, a war ship of the British
Royal Navy—entered Hawai‘i’s waters in 1778 (Niheu, Turbin, & Yamada, 2007) as well as
1898, when the U.S. military initated a full-scale military occupation of the islands amidst the
Spanish-American War. This dissertation in particular focuses on the legacy of World War II
martial law that lasted from the December 7, 1941 bombing of Pearl Harbor to October 14,
1944. During this period, the U.S. military dominated Hawai‘i’s land, government functions, and
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social life while constructing fences all over the island of O‘ahu. These enclosures not only
fenced off land where people grew their own food and caught fish to eat (Kelly and Quintal,
1977), but also unfurled a security infrastructure that continues to police indigenous and nonnative local populations to this day. In addition to genealogies of war, this project also examines
the genealogical relationships of Hawaiians to Wai‘anae conveyed by mo‘elelo (stories, history),
as well as the ongoing interwoven histories of Kānaka Maoli with other ethnic groups.
Based on this research, I arrived at three findings. First, Hawaiian mo‘olelo (stories,
history) inform community-based initiatives that shape the landscape of a highly militarized place
and reveal significant capacity to shift the structures and logics that undergird militarization. For

example, the remaking of wahi pana (storied places) spurs environmental justice activism and
anticolonial self-organization. Second, partitions as a defining feature of military occupation
contain the real possibility of noncapitalist, demilitarized futures. They give form to settler
colonialism in Hawai‘i—the elimination of Native alternatives (Wolfe, 2013)—while advancing
racism, or group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death (Gilmore, 2007a). In this vein, I
understand settler colonialism and racism as distinct analytical frames pointing to mutually
imbricating historical processes. Third, class positionality inflects claims to land and livelihoods
in Wai‘anae. Highlighting narratives of the maka‘ainana (commoners), locals, 5 and poor and

“Local” reflects Hawai‘i vernacular to refer to long-time residents in Hawai‘i who are typically
working class and non-Hawaiian. Eric Yamamoto (1995) argues, “local identity links Asian
Americans with Native Hawaiians and other groups…by creating a collective culture and an
oppositional Hawai‘i-based identity rooted in resistance to increasing external socio-economic
control” (p. 46-47). However, Haunani-Kay Trask (2000) argues for the specificity of the
genealogical ties and political conditions for Native people in Hawai‘i. In doing so, Trask
critiques “local” as a term that celebrates Asian insider status in Hawai‘i while denying
indigenous history and dispossession. Acknowledging these specificities, this manuscript also
endeavors to rethink possibilities for solidarity between Hawaiians and locals.
5
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working class people, I approach class struggle and cultural nationalism as dual political
strategies in the context of Wai‘anae activism and community self-organization. 6 The
pathbreaking critical scholarship on changing relationships to land and nationhood in Hawai‘i
has informed my analysis (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992; Osorio, 2002), particularly work highlighting the
resistance of maka‘ainana (Silva, 2004; Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, Hussey, & Wright, 2014; Kelly and
Quintal, 1977).
Partitions such as military fences organize everyday life as well as grassroots political
efforts on the Wai‘anae Coast. A defining feature of partitions is that of separation: through the
containment of land that alienates people from their lifeways, and the making of divisions
between geographically, historically, and economically distinct groups. Yet partitions do not
produce clear dividing lines—rather, they are productive forces with jagged and broken effects.
For example, in the case of military occupation in Wai‘anae, the military does not reside “inside”
fences while indigenous people are permanently barred. Rather, partitions produce a
contradictory set of relationships to land, state institutions, and variant groups. For example,
many continue to practice Hawaiian ways of life characterized by mutually interpendent relations
with the environment (a project hindered by the military’s domination of land), but would
hesitate to relinquish access to commodities enabled by U.S. warfare, such as cars and gasoline.
Likewise, Hawaiians are deeply divided regarding allegiance and opposition to the U.S. military,
and this conflict sometimes resides within single individuals. Similarly, while many in Hawai‘i
acknowledge the rightful claim of Hawaiians to land and self-determination, some of the same
people do not welcome those displaced by U.S. militarism and colonialism in other parts of the
For a fuller discussion of the tensions between class struggle and cultural nationalism in the history
of Hawai‘i’s movements see Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua (2014), which I discuss more fully in the
Conclusion.
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Pacific. I use the word carceral interchangeably with partitions to denote the production of spaces
that restrict and enclose lifeways for individuals and communities. Shaping ways of life, carceral
projects criminalize people deemed “threats” to the security of a hegemonic national body (Loyd
with Gilmore, 2013). 7 More than “keeping people in,” carceral projects reconsolidate control
over places in the face of crisis (Gilmore, 2008; Hall, Critcher, Jefferson, Clark, & Roberts,
1978), which includes powerful indigenous and grassroots claims to land. In doing so, the U.S.
military produces “racial” and “settler” spaces while asserting power where their hold is tenuous
and uncertain.
In addition to racism and settler colonialism, Hawaiian stories and history articulated
through mo‘olelo structure life in Wai‘anae, which impel efforts to claim land amidst military
occupation. For example, people in Wai‘anae often speak of the Kumulipo (source of deep
darkness), a chant and prayer that describes the chain of birth delineating the ancestral
connections between human and nonhuman life, stars and earth, and deities and mortals, all of
which derive from pō (deep darkness or the realm of gods). Noenoe Silva (2004) refers to the
Kumulipo as a cosmological and “political text” that continues to function as “ideological
resistance” for Hawaiians (p. 97-98). Manulani Aluli Meyer (2003) defines Hawaiian
epistemologies as at once “ancient and modern,” defined as “how one knows, indeed, what one
prioritizes with regarding to this knowing, [which] ends up being the stuffing of identity, the
truth that links us to our distinct cosmologies, and the essence of who we are as Oceanic
people” (p. 141-142). Within this framework, epistemologies—“how one knows”—contour
On how carcerality shapes ways of life, also see Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2008), “Forgotten Places
and the Seeds of Grassroots Planning” in Engaging Contradictions: Theory, Politics, and Methods of Activist
Scholarship. On how the partitioning of space produces conditions for accumulation and social
reproduction, see Neil Smith (1992), “Contours of a Spatialized Politics: Homeless Vehicles and the
Production of Geographical Scale” in Social Text.
7
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understandings of the origin and organization of the universe. Incorporating that which exists
beyond perceptibility to the senses, cosmologies expressed in mo‘olelo center spirituality, the
“’domain of experience’ that valiadates and strengthens…how we know and experience the
world” (ibid, p. 143). These ways of knowing and being establish the foundation for both
Hawaiian and Oceanic identity.
Drawing from Cedric Robinson’s (2000) explication of the Black radical tradition, I
understand Hawaiian mo‘olelo as a source for addressing the new condition of a people through
revelations of older systems. Traditions in this context are forged by a collective consciousness
shaped by an impulse of a people “to make history on their own terms.” Further, “structures of
feeling,” that which is “actively lived and felt,” give form to these constructs (Raymond Williams
1984 p. 131-132). A multifaceted and ever-shifting body of knowledge, beliefs, and feelings
makes up the ontological totality 8 of a people. Ontological totality does not mean universal or
fixed, rather, a living and breathing sociohistorical project that constitutes the grounds for
collective identity formation, resistance, and the work of building a decolonized and
demilitarized future. Historical in orientation, mo‘olelo theorize the constellation of relationships
that constitute the universe and a peoples’ place within it. While remaking history, they also
establish guidelines for that which is yet to come.

Methods
Focusing on the Wai‘anae Coast of O‘ahu, I engaged in ethnographic research from 2011
to 2015. Situated at the social and geographic margins of Hawai‘i, Wai‘anae is a “forgotten

Thanks to Ruth Wilson Gilmore for pointing out this phrase in Cedric Robinson’s (2000) Black
Marxism on p. 168, 171.
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place” shaped by environmental racism produced by large-scale historical processes, which I will
detail in the next section. Recent years have proven to be critical in Hawai‘i due to the increased
traction of efforts for Hawaiian independence, and its proponents’ contention that the U.S.
military’s significant hold on land poses an impediment to self-determination (Perkins, 2015).
Living in Wai‘anae for almost a year from September of 2013 to June of 2014 enabled me to
gather data regarding the everyday lives, perceptions, and experiences of a predominantly poor
and working class community, many of whom strongly identify with a “Hawaiian” way of life in
contrast to urban and suburban neighboring Honolulu. I conducted fifty interviews with a range
of people connected to Wai‘anae, namely Hawaiian cultural practitioners, community leaders,
fishers and farmers, homeless people, veterans, and military personnel. Through participant
observation, I joined in the daily life of the community, and fished, farmed, and supported the
operations of community organizations such as the Wai‘anae Environmental Justice Working
Group. Last, I examined multiple archives, including news articles and government documents.
Archival research entailed excavating the extensive files of Hawai‘i Peace and Justice, a
grassroots community organization (formerly the American Friends Service Committee Hawai‘i
Area Program) that has confronted the social and environmental implications of military
presence in Hawai‘i since the Vietnam War. While conducting research, I identified two
recurring themes: the pervasiveness of fences in Wai‘anae, and Hawaiian histories that assert
ongoing interconnectedness between Kanaka and particular places.
My past experience as a community organizer informed my methodology and analysis. It
compelled me to participate in organizing efforts to meet community leaders and activists, and
to familiarize myself with political conflicts unfolding over the course of my research. In
addition to recording routines of everyday life, participant observation and the writing of
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fieldnotes enabled me to chronicle discussions and dynamics in organizing spaces. As such, it
provided “means to reflect on the effectiveness, transformation, reformulation, and application
of everyday interventions” against oppression. In this sense, the reflexive note taking of
organizing activities constituted a self-critique and form of praxis (Vargas, 2008, p. 176). This
guided my community participation while enabling me to reflect on the purpose of this research:
to generate dialogue that can inform organizing against global militarism.
Linking my teaching experience and field research to grassroots political education, I
worked with the Wai‘anae Environmental Justice Working Group, particularly one of its leaders
named Lucy Gay, to organize monthly movie screenings that compared issues in Hawai‘i with
global processes. At our first Wai‘anae Film Series event on March 14, 2014 at Leeward
Community College’s Wai‘anae campus, where Lucy is the Director for Wai‘anae Educational
Opportunity, we showed Vanessa Warheit’s (2009) Insular Empire on U.S. colonialism in the
Mariana Islands alongside Makua: To Heal a Nation, made by Na Maka O Ka ‘Aina (1996). The
latter depicted the 1996 evictions from Mākua Beach, which displaced Leandra and others living
on the coast at the time. After these films, attendees broke into small groups and discussed
issues that included militarization, resistance, and visions for environmental justice in Wai‘anae.
Employing a similar format, our next screening explored parallels between another Hawaiian
anti-eviction struggle on Sand Island and the Black power movement. The third event featured
organizers from Hawai‘i Peace and Justice and examined the connections between military
occupation in Hawai‘i and the global network of U.S. military bases. The fourth and last
Wai‘anae Film Series screening that I organized with Wai‘anae community leaders explored
Hawaiian independence movements in relation to questions such as global poverty and
international debt. These events were free, open to the public, and provided organic and locally
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sourced meals made by community members and funded by groups such as KAHEA: The
Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance.
As word spread, 100 people in this rural town regularly attended these events. They
spoke about kaumaha (grief) from loss of lands and erasure of culture, anger towards the
military for their hold on land and other resources, sadness regarding the poverty and pollution
in Wai‘anae, and inspiration to protest, organize, and restore Hawaiian ways of life and
independence from the United States. They remarked on the importance of these forums to
generate and share grassroots analyses of their conditions while envisioning alternative futures.
As a result, I continued to work with community leaders to apply for funding and develop
sufficient infrastructure so that the Wai‘anae Film Series could continue after I returned to New
York City. Amidst the rising visibility of Black Lives Matter spurred by protests against police
violence, my organizing and research aims to pave openings for solidarity between indigenous
communities and people of color confronting militarized violence.
Regarding activist scholarship, geographer Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2008) asserts that
scholars “have the precious opportunity to think in cross-cutting ways and to find both
promising continuities and productive breaks” (p. 31). Through our interventions “in a
particular historical-geographical moment, [we can change] not only what people do but also
how all of us think about ourselves and our time and place” (p. 56). This can open, transform,
and redefine our meanings of the world we are collectively making. Following Gilmore’s path,
my ongoing participation in organizing for community self-determination has enlivened this
research on militarization, indigeneity, racism, and environmental justice. This project aims to
show the intermeshment of life in Wai‘anae with global processes while opening possibilities for
partnerships between geographically and historically distinct groups.
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Figure 4. Notes taken in Wai‘anae Film Series
meeting in discussion regarding alternatives to
militarism. Photo by author.
Environmental Racism in Wai‘anae, The Outer Island that You Drive to
After driving for 25 miles on the H1 Interstate Freeway from Honolulu to Wai‘anae, just
after the freeway turns into the four-lane Farrington Highway, a “Welcome to Wai‘anae” sign
stands before an industrial power plant. A few miles down the road, two radio transmitter
towers from the Lualualei Naval Base peak into the sky forming the tallest points on the island,
which nearby residents have long argued contributes to high rates of childhood leukemia in the
area. (I will discuss this in depth in Chapter 3.) After passing roads leading to garbage dumps,
11

one encounters the rotten egg smell of the waste treatment plant. As the highway winds along
the beach, there are fast food chains, strip malls, churches, and some doctors’ offices. At an oldlooking superette at the side of the road there is an anti-drug poster with an image of a frenetic
looking young girl picking at blemishes all over her face. It reads: “Will meth make me dig at my
own skin?” To an outsider of Wai‘anae, a drive from Honolulu’s center to its rural outskirts
makes it apparent that the urban planning and built environment of O‘ahu contributes to the
political and social marginalization of people who live on the west side of the island.
The Wai‘anae Coast stretches for seventeen miles sandwiched between the Wai‘anae
mountain range and the Pacific Ocean. Unless one is hiking or has access to military roads, there
is only one way in and one way out: the Farrington Highway. For the rest of Hawai‘i, Wai‘anae
could be considered a “forgotten place” that embodies the historically produced outcomes of
organized abandonment propelled by contemporary capitalist and neoliberal state
reorganization. Large-scale movements of capital, labor (Gilmore, 2008), and—in the case of
Wai‘anae—military activity have shaped such places. Inhabited by marginal people on marginal
lands (Greenberg and Schneider in Gilmore, 2008), forgotten places are “sinks—of hazardous
material and destructive practices that are in turn sources of group-differentiated vulnerability to
premature death,” or racism. Underemployment, overwork, a shrinking social wage, and the
disappearance of whole ways of life further characterize such places (Gilmore, 2008, p. 35, 32).
As my Wai‘anae neighbor, Curly, said to me, “Wai‘anae is the breadbasket of mental illness, hard
times.” Exposing the contradictions between indigenous elimination and Native alternatives
(Wolfe, 2013), the people of Wai‘anae also craft new modes of living and understanding that
inform their organizing and resistance (Gilmore, 2008, p. 37).
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The site of the United States Pacific Command, O‘ahu hosts the command center for the
Asia and Pacific region which covers over half the earth’s surface and over half the world’s
population. According to political scientist Keanu Sai (2004), “Since 1900, Hawai‘i has played a
role in every U.S. armed conflict” (p. 62). Military installations remain concentrated in Wai‘anae.
There the military controls 34% of the land (State of Hawai‘i, 2012a), with three major bases, a
satellite tracking station at Ka‘ena, and a military “Rest Camp” on one of the coastline’s best
beaches. William Aila’s family spans generations in Wai‘anae, and he is a fisherman, Hawaiian
cultural practitioner, community leader, and public official who has worked alongside Leandra
and Sparky with Malama Mākua. He explained that the military literally resides in his backyard:
I grew up right up the road here (gestures toward Waianae Valley), two miles into
the valley, and we could always hear the training at Schofield [on the other side of
the Wai‘anae mountains]. We can always see and smell the smoke from fires that
they start…We can hear it today. You can hear the 155s shooting, you can hear
the machine gun and the practices going on. … I remember as a young man
watching bombs go off into the valley. Tufts of smoke, dirt flying in the air. I
actually remember one time when I was fishing off of Mākua, the U.S.S. Missouri
before it was decommissioned, fired into Mākua. Large 16 inch rounds.
While environmental destruction defines military presence on the Wai‘anae Coast, few active
duty personnel work on its bases, producing a barren and desolate quality on its lands.
The military acknowledges that it leaves behind ordnance and emits significant air and
water pollution at Mākua (U.S. Army Env. Command, 2009), and three of four O‘ahu
Superfund sites designated for federal cleanup 9 are associated with the military (EPA, 2010). The
military hosts 77 installations in Hawai‘i, using 204,305 acres, approximately 5.7% of the islands’
total land and 23% of O‘ahu, Hawai‘i’s most populous island (Kajihiro, 2009). Emma, whose

Superfunds are the product of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA). This is a U.S. federal law that devoted financial and institutional
capacity to clean up sites that meet particular standards of contamination (Superfund sites).
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family was displaced by the military from Mākua, explained that the U.S. military is “like DNA;”
it is woven into the very being of Hawaiians as well as Hawai‘i itself. Today, seventeen percent
of Hawai‘i’s population is military-affiliated, and the 2000 Census found that Hawai‘i has a larger
concentration than any other state (Kajihiro, 2009, pg. 273). Militarization contributes to
dispossession, homelessness, loss of subsistence practices and culture, destruction of sacred
sites, youth military recruitment, poverty, disease, and the stripping of Hawaiian selfdetermination (ibid; Trask, 1993; Niheu et al, 2007). In addition to military bases controlling
Wai‘anae’s land, two landfills, an oil-fired power plant, a waste treatment plant, and an industrial
park define the region’s landscape. William Aila further informed me that Wai‘anae also hosts
several unmarked dumpsites from former plantations and military bases. William explained,
“Wai‘anae pays the social and environmental price for the economic viability of the rest of the
island.”
These environmental conditions stand as stark markers of environmental racism, a
defining characteristic of the Wai‘anae Coast. Environmental justice studies document race and
income as key predictors for proximity and exposure to environmental hazards (United Church
of Christ, 1987, 2007; Bryant and Mohai, 1992; Been, 1994). This is because “social inequality
and the imbalance of social power are at the heart of environmental degradation, resource
depletion, [and] pollution…” (Bullard, 1993, p. 23). The U.S. Census (2010) has calculated that
62% of Wai‘anae residents are Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander compared to 21.6% for all of
O‘ahu. In fact, the world’s largest concentration of Hawaiians live in Wai‘anae, with 23,609 of its
residents identifying as Hawaiian, almost half of the region’s population, comprising a tenth of
Hawaiians living in all of the islands (University of Hawaii College of Tropical Agriculture, 2003;
Honolulu’s Planning, 2002 in Fermantez, 2007). Wai‘anae’s population of approximately 50,000
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has high rates of poverty, homelessness, and chronic disease (EPA, 2011). According to one
count, there are approximately 6,000 homeless people in Wai‘anae, comprising over a tenth of
its residents. The per capita income of Wai‘anae residents was about 61% of the State 10 average
and Wai‘anae wage earners earned 20% less than State averages (Honolulu DPP, 2012). Further,
Wai‘anae poverty levels near 20%, with some census tracts exceeding 50%. The median
household income is $25,638 (Pecsock, 2005 in Honolulu DPP, 2012).
Wai‘anae’s abandonment contributes to racist and colonial stereotypes amongst residents
living in suburban, middle class parts of the island. About a week after I moved into an
apartment on Pokai Bay at the base of Wai‘anae Valley, the worker who installed wifi in my unit
told me that he was from California and sensed immediately that I was not from the area. He
inquired why I had moved to Wai‘anae. I explained that it was for research, and he immediately
responded, “What are you researching, animal behavior?” On another occasion, an acquaintance
intimately familiar through her professional work with the structural inequalities of health care in
Wai‘anae informed me that occasionally people die in ambulances on their way to more
equipped hospitals in town. She shook her head, momentarily upset, then immediately brushed
it off by saying, “it’s progress.” On another occasion, eating dinner at a restaurant in Honolulu,
another acquaintances rushed up to me, hugged me, and exclaimed, “I heard you’re saving the
Hawaiians!” These comments speak to the normalization of overt racism and colonial
paternalism typical of the ways in which middle class non-Hawaiians often speak about the
concentrated poverty of Hawaiians in Hawai‘i: as uncivilized animals, that their premature death

Throughout this dissertation, lower-case “state” refers to a contradictory set of institutions,
individuals, and ideologies that exercise authority over a territory. Capitalized “State” refers to the
State of Hawai‘i.
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is linked to “progress,” and that they are in need of salvation. This is also perhaps typical of a
highly segregated place shaped by colonialism as well as intense race and class polarization.
While people connected to Wai‘anae as well as demilitarization activists based in
Honolulu understood the importance of researching militarization in Wai‘anae, many expressed
surprise that I had decided to live and organize there. I found myself explaining that as a
product of multiple diasporas, my work on war, racism, and dispossession returns to realities
that have defined previous generations in my family. For my parents, Hawai‘i represents flight—
from massacre in Nanjing and revolution in China then casual racism in the U.S. South, as the
wars facing my mother’s family were ongoing; from working class life in New York City after
previous generations had escaped from pogroms in Eastern Europe, coupled with my father’s
imperative to flee the Vietnam War draft. The desire for their mixed race child to embody the
“American Dream” materialized through life in a sanitized Honolulu suburb in the ahupua‘a of
Waikiki, which is now known as a famous tourist destination rather than a place where multiple
streams provided sustenance to its residents. In many ways, the material and ideological
conditions that have defined my life have obscured the ongoing histories of racism, war, and
indigenous dispossession. I engaged in this project because I had simply decided that I no longer
wanted to flee: I felt the urgent need to confront some of the processes that had shaped my life
yet remained “hidden in plain sight” (Ferguson and Turnbull, 1998).
Notwithstanding my personal commitments to these struggles, the discrimination
expressed by acquaintances and the surprise of comrades alike offer telling portrayals of the race
and class anxieties surrounding low-income neighborhoods inhabited by people of
socioeconomically oppressed ethnic groups. Much has been written about the geography of
urban centers in the continental United States, such as New York City and Chicago. These
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places developed along racial lines in accordance to race-based housing policies linked to Jim
Crow segregation and federally-backed loans, which created a “dual housing market” enforcing
racial segregation (Taylor, 2012). This resulted in white flight and concentrated poverty in Black
neighborhoods that came to be associated with racist perceptions of a crime-ridden and
dangerous “ghetto” (Wilder, 2000; Coates, 2014). The dialectic of racist policies and grassroots
activism shape such places (Gregory, 2011). At the same time, middle class people in highly
segregated places define themselves based on their distance from poverty. In Hawai‘i, the
interpolation of race, poverty, and place are similarly historically situated, yet followed different
paths that center on iterations of colonization and war, infrastructural development tied to
plantation economies and militarization, and conflicts over access to water, which I detail below.

The Production of Environmental Racism and Concentrated Poverty on the Wai‘anae Coast
Named after the large, deep-water mullet fish populating the coastal waters and sustained
by ocean currents (wai means water and anae means mullet fish), some consider Wai‘anae the
first place on O‘ahu settled by Hawaiians. Historians estimate that approximately 4,000-6,000
inhabitants lived along the Waianae Coast upon Western arrival in 1778. The ahupua‘a (land
division) stretching from Wai‘anae Valley to the beach in Pokai Bay was likely the site of the
highest concentration of people (and remains the heart of Wai‘anae today). In the valley, Kanaka
Maoli grew taro in fresh water streams and eventually established an extensive irrigation system.
People also grew sweet potato throughout Wai‘anae, which required less water. At Pokai Bay, a
chief lived amongst a coconut grove and banana trees near the mouth of Wai‘anae stream
(Krauss et al, 1973). From its early days, Wai‘anae has been a wahi pana (storied place), with its
geological features the subject of countless mo‘olelo (Watson, 2008, pg. 69-70). The only
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existing book-length historical study of the Wai‘anae Coast, published in 1973 and written by
Bob Krauss, Edward J. McGrath Jr., and Kenneth M. Brewer describe heiau’s, homes, and
agricultural developments dotting the coastline. The coexistence of survival and spirituality
defined Wai‘anae inhabitants’ relationship to the environment.
Even before 1778, the beginning of sustained Western contact, the people of Wai‘anae
held an identity separate from the rest of the island. Krauss et al’s (1973) history explains, “The
rugged Wai‘anae Range forms a majestic wall which separates this leeward shore from the rest of
Oahu. It may be this isolation which gave the people of Waianae a traditional sense of
independence, a stubborn individualism, a thorny refusal to conform” (p. 12). From 1773 to
1785, a chief from Maui named Kahekili and his army attacked the island of O‘ahu, overrunning
the island. The most sustained resistance continued in Wai‘anae, where warriors regrouped on
Kawiwi Hill, on a ridge between Makaha and Wai‘anae Valley. Eventually victorious, Kahekili
ruled until 1794, followed by one of his sons, Kalanikupule. In 1795, Kamehameha from the
Island of Hawai‘i—equipped with Western guns and technology—conquered O‘ahu and seized
lands for his friends, family, and accomplices near the verdant, port town of Honolulu. As a
result, many Hawaiians relocated to Wai‘anae (Watson, 2008). And such is the beginning of the
ongoing “Hawaiian diaspora” to Wai‘anae. 11 In this way, Wai‘anae continues to provide a
pu‘uhonua (a place of refuge) for people displaced by war and later by capitalist expansion.
The arrival of capitalism prompted what Tricia Kehaulani Watson (2008) describes as the
“ecocolonization” of Wai‘anae. The entrance of Hawai‘i into the China Trade marked the
beginning of this process. In the 1810s, vessels anchored along the Wai‘anae Coast, and local
chiefs exchanged sandalwood for liquor, guns, silks, mirrors, and furniture. Chiefs forced
11

Kamuela Enos, whose family has lived in Wai‘anae for decades, used this term.
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maka‘ainana to cut and gather sandalwood in Wai‘anae mountain forests for days or week-long
expeditions, while “taro patches went untended and fishnets went unmended” (Krauss et al,
1973, p. 18). In protest, people started uprooting young sandalwood plants to avoid harvesting
adult trees (Kent, 1993). The starvation that resulted from the sandalwood craze exacerbated the
epidemics that contributed to the mid-century “holocaust” of Kānaka Maoli that saw a
population collapse of eighty percent within the first forty-five years of documented Western
contact (Stannard, 1993). The whaling industry followed the sandalwood trade, leading to the
establishment of a New England bourgeoisie on the islands and laying the foundation for
subsequent phases of capitalist development (Kent, 1993). Genocide, environmental destruction,
and class differentiation continue today amidst ever-changing land use patterns.
In the early 1820s, missionaries from the United States began arriving to Hawai‘i in
droves, destabilizing knowledge systems centering humans’ relationship to land as both familial
and spiritual—an idea and practice around which life was organized (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992). Yet
in the pu‘uhonua of Wai‘anae, Christianity gained less traction. In fact, while missionaries
subjected Kanaka Maoli in urban Honolulu to surveillance and punishment, people in rural areas
were able to continue Hawaiian customs relatively undetected (Silva, 2004). Boki, then the
governor of O‘ahu and chief of Wai‘anae appointed by Kamehameha, was slow to grant
missionaries permission to build a station in Wai‘anae. He also refused to marry his wife, Liliha,
in a church; spoke poor English; and continued to drink ti root whiskey against the will of
missionaries (Krauss et al, 1973). He was a nephew of powerful Ka‘ahumanu (favorite wife of
Kamehameha and niece of Kahekili), who overthrew the aikapu (gender-segregated eating laws
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that structured Hawaiian society) in favor of Christianity. 12 Their relationship soured because of
Boki’s rebellions, representing the growing divisions between ali‘i who wished to maintain
Hawaiian ways and those who sought to adopt Christian customs. However, in 1829, Boki and
about 429 of his anti-Christian associates were lost at sea on an expedition searching for an
island thick with sandalwood. This was Boki’s attempt to repay significant debt that he owed to
settlers. Missionary Hiram Bingham called this an act of God that eliminated the strongest
portion of the Kanaka Maoli anti-Christian faction (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992, p. 89-90).
Boki’s wife, Liliha, subsequently became chiefess of Wai‘anae and governor of O‘ahu.
Liliha and her supporters attempted to overthrow Ka‘ahumanu in the Pahikaua War of 1831,
but Liliha’s father, a devotee of Ka‘ahumanu, foiled her revolt. Ka‘ahumanu then stripped Liliha
of her position, and gave it to Kuakini, Ka‘ahumanu’s brother. This solidified Ka‘ahumanu’s
power, and Liliha’s loss prevented other ali‘i nui (chiefs) from following her example, as they
feared a similar fate (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992, p. 92). In 1839, Liliha’s death was mourned all over
Wai‘anae. Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau wrote, “Few of the chiefs were so beloved by the
common people as Liliha” (in Krauss et al, 1973).
In 1843, Hawai‘i gained recognition as an independent state by Belgium, the United
States, Great Britain, and France (Sai, 2004, p. 53) as the shift to Western systems and ways of
life continued. In particular, the Mahele of 1848 divided and commercialized Hawai‘i’s land.
Lilikala Kame‘eleihiwa (1992) interprets the 1848 Mahele as the decisive turning point in the loss
of political power for Hawaiians, as it shifted land control from the Hawai‘i monarch and chiefs

Lilikala Kame‘eleihiwa provides context Ka‘ahumanu’s decree, instituted during a moment of
epidemic disease and mass death amongst Hawaiians. Amidst this, white people were not facing
widespread premature death. As such, conversion to Christianity could be understood as an attempt
to save the lives of Hawaiians.

12
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to a private property system that enabled foreign ownership. While some high-ranking chiefs
attained property from this law, few commoners bothered to apply because private property was
so distant from their realm of previous experiences (also see Watson, 2008; Osorio, 2002). For
example, the Mahele listed Mākua as “Government Land,” and provided sixteen plots of land to
Hawaiian residents. In 1864, the government leased the majority of the valley to Joseph Booth,
the owner of a Honolulu hotel, and his son John, at the cost of $175 per year for 2,323 acres. In
1873, Sam Andrews, the thirty-year-old son of a missionary, acquired the lease and settled in the
valley with an eighteen-year-old Hawaiian woman named Malaea Naiwi (Kelly, 1977, p. 38-39).
In their ranch, people raised vegetables, “cucumbers half as long as your arm and without
seeds,” fruit, watermelon, cattle, and dairy cows (Krauss et al, 1973, p. 31-32). Eventually, in
1910, politician and builder of artesian wells, Link McCandless, obtained the lease for Mākua’s
land for $451 per year. He maintained the cattle ranch where mostly Hawaiian and Japanese
residents lived as tenants (Kelly and Quintal, 1977). Kame‘eleihiwa (1992) argues that the
Mahele of 1848 enabled the entrance of capitalism, economic control of land by foreigners, and
eventual annexation. In Wai‘anae, the Mahele concentrated land in the hands of haole (foreignborn, white) land-owners who used the land for ranches and plantations.
In 1879, a German-born, U.S.-trained judge named Hermann A. Widemann obtained a
lease for Wai‘anae Valley for 25 years and opened the Waianae Sugar Co. on January 16, 1880,
the first plantation on O‘ahu and thus initiated conflicts over water. “Never before had such a
combination of top level money, patronage and technical expertise taken an interest in the
Wai‘anae Coast.” Widemann hired Link McCandless, the eventual leaseholder of Mākua, and his
brothers to drill 33 wells for his plantation (Krauss et al, 1973, p. 37). In addition to further
commodifying land, sugar operations diverted water toward the plantation and away from small,
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family-run taro farms in Wai‘anae Valley—with devastating ecological impacts on the region
(Watson, 2008, p. 87-88). This period marks the beginning of longstanding conflicts between
white-owned sugar plantations and Hawaiian taro farmers, and the latter filed a complaint in
1889 regarding their usurpation of this precious resource. Yet commissioner T. Kekahuna ruled
that from 5 a.m. to 5 p.m., water would flow to the plantation and that Kanaka Maoli could only
access water during the evening and night. Because of their access to water, in 1890, the Waianae
Sugar Co. cultivated 600 acres and yielded 2,500 tons of sugar. Yet local Hawaiian taro farmers
shared irrigation water with a Chinese-run plantation holding 122 acres in the same valley, and
Krauss et al (1973) speculate about a cooperative joint venture between Chinese cane growers
and Hawaiian taro farmers.
The plantation domination of water produced Wai‘anae’s poverty, as the theft of water
amounted to the theft of wealth. “The [Hawaiian] word for water reduplicated 13 meant wealth in
general, for a land or a people that had abundant water was wealthy” (Handy, Handy, & Pukui in
Watson, 2008, p. 47). Struggles over water also remain at the center of struggles over
environmental racism in the region. As Robert Bullard (1993) explains, colonialism shapes
ecological landscapes to benefit people of privileged racial and economic status. Confronting
these conditions, environmental justice struggles advocate for the just distribution of
environmental and social “goods” in addition to opposing uneven proximity to environmental
hazards. The history of Wai‘anae betrays the structural, social, and institutional processes that
underlie these injustices (Cole and Foster, 2001).
Plantations thus not only dominated the economy, it shaped the social and political
organization of Wai‘anae. In a historical study of plantation life in Hawai‘i, Ronald Takaki (1984)
13

The Hawaiian word for water is wai, and wealth is waiwai.
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refers to the sugar industry as King Sugar, and the first plantation “an ‘entering wedge’ that
irrevocably split apart traditional Hawaiian society” (p. 6). According to Krauss et al (1973),
Plantation policy decisions affected everyone, not only plantation workers. The
workers themselves were almost entirely dependent on the plantation for their
needs. All this plus the remoteness of Waianae and a lack of communication with
the outside permitted the plantations to operate like an independent kingdom,
and gave the manager tremendous power (p. 72-73).
As the largest settlement on the island outside of Honolulu, Wai‘anae in 1880 had 903 residents,
with “several stores kept by natives and Chinamen,” two churches, two schools, and a clubhouse
for white plantation employees. A July 18, 1910 news article documented that “Seven-hundred
and fifty laborers are employed at the Waianae plantation. Of these, 500 are Japanese, 150 are
Chinese and the rest principally Portuguese and Hawaiians,” with Asians receiving $18-22 per
month in pay, while Portuguese and Hawaiians averaged $25 per month (ibid, p. 77). Further, a
railroad brought goods and workers to plantations and connected Wai‘anae to the rest of the
island (ibid). Clyde Woods (2000) equates plantations to colonization, characterizing this
“militaristic” form of agriculture as totalizing, monopolizing, colonizing, genocidal, and
exploitative. Theorizing the “development, organization, and expansion of capitalist society,”
Cedric Robinson (2000) contends that its transformations “pursued essentially racial directions”
and that race “permeate[s] the social structures emergent from capitalism” (p. 2). Racial
capitalism in Hawai‘i is tied to the growth of plantations as well as their eventual decline, which
contours the race and class stratification evident on O‘ahu to this day.
While the Mahele followed by the emergence of the plantation economy defined the
nineteenth century of the Wai‘anae Coast, war definitively influenced the “long twentieth
century” (Arrighi, 1994) in Hawai‘i. Military occupation reconsolidated the sea changes sweeping
the islands while advancing U.S. imperatives for geopolitical control of the Asia-Pacific region.
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In 1890, Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan published Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 1660-1783,
arguing that the United States should annex Hawai‘i due to its strategic location to obtain
leverage in the event of conflict with Asia. This, Mahan affirmed, was the key to the survival of
Western civilization. On January 16, 1893, John L. Stevens, the U.S. Minister in Hawai‘i in
collusion with settler planters, ordered U.S. Marines to land in Honolulu to “protect American
citizens and property” (Kuykendall, 1967). This led to the overthrow of the constitutional
government that comprised the Hawaiian Kingdom and the establishment of a provisional
government called the Republic of Hawai‘i (Liliuokalani, 1898). Queen Lili‘uokalani
commissioned an envoy to U.S. president Grover Cleveland arguing for the illegality of the
intervention. Cleveland subsequently appointed James Blount, the former chair of the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs, to conduct an investigation. Blount issued a report, which found
that the United States legation assigned to the Hawaiian Kingdom, together with
the United States Marines and Naval personnel, were directly responsible for the
illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian government. The report also detailed the
culpability of the United States government in violating international laws, and
Hawaiian state territorial sovereignty (Sai, 2004, p. 57).
Nevertheless, in 1897, U.S. President William McKinley and three representatives of the
Republic of Hawaii --Lorrin Thurston, Francis Hatch, and William Kinney-- signed a treaty of
annexation. Expressing mass opposition to annexation, 21,269 people—many of them
maka‘ainana—signed anti-annexation petitions (also known as Kū‘ē petitions) (Silva, 2004).
Five years later, during the 1898 outbreak of the Spanish-American War, U.S. military
occupation of Hawai‘i aided the war against Spain in the Philippines and Guam while
establishing a strategic outpost for future conflicts. On June 1, 1898, a convoy headed to the
Philippines and Guam violated Hawai‘i’s neutrality and international law by arriving to Honolulu
to stock up on 1,943 tons of coal. Another convoy on June 23 arrived in Honolulu and took
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1,667 tons of coal. Then, on July 6, 1898, the U.S. Congress passed a joint resolution to annex
Hawai‘i (Sai, 2004). Keanu Sai (2004) cites from a U.S. Senate secret session in 1898, U.S.
Secretary of State Charles Evan Hughs (1993), and the U.S. Department of Justice (1996), all of
whom acknowledge obligations recognized by international treaties. They therefore admit to the
illegality of congressional action in usurping such international agreements. Despite the illegality
of the joint resolution, the war precipitated unprecedented military expansion on the islands (Sai,
2004). The construction of the Pearl Harbor naval base began in 1900, destroying 36 Hawaiian
fishponds, followed by the construction of other bases that interrupted indigenous land tenure
systems throughout the islands (Kajihiro, 2009).
In 1898, by joint resolution of U.S. Congress, Hawai‘i became a Territory of the U.S. and
the Organic Act of 1900 gave the U.S. president power to seize land for military purposes.
Within years, the Wai‘anae Coast became a favorite training ground for military units (Krauss et
al, 1973, p. 72). In 1916, the U.S. military seized 39.6 acres in Nanakuli and 64 acres in Makaha
for “camp sites” (Watson, 2008). Then in 1918, President Woodrow Wilson seized a portion of
Pokai Bay’s shoreline, “as much as nine miles of beach….[and] a portion of the Waianae
plantation.” An article printed in the Pacific Commercial Advertiser pointed out that the Land
Commissioner and Governor of the Territory of Hawai‘i were not consulted about this 1918
land seizure (Pac Commercial Advertiser, 1918, in Watson, 2008). In 1929, the U.S. military
condemned over 4,000 acres in Lualualei Valley and constructed the first major military base in
Wai‘anae to supply ships at Pearl Harbor.
In 1912, the U.S. federal government had opened homesteads in Lualualei near the
eventual base for “common people” (Krauss et al, 1973), yet conflicts over water and
government neglect defined much of their lives. In January of 1923, homesteaders and other
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Wai‘anae residents held a mass meeting in Wai‘anae town, and devised a petition listing multiple
complaints: No road or water system for homesteaders; not enough public school teachers; no
representative from rural districts on the Honolulu Board of Supervisors; high-handed methods
of arrest and conviction of minors; and a lack of a resident doctor. These protests were
minimally successful, and in 1924, the Territory of Hawai‘i built the first roads to the
homesteads. Further, the plantation agreed to release 112,000 gallons per day to the Lualualei
homesteads. Yet Wai‘anae residents saw this as insufficient, as government records show that
the Wai‘anae Sugar Co. paid $1,500 per year to the Territory of Hawai‘i for rights to two million
gallons of water per day. Honolulu County bought back 112,000 gallons a day from the
plantation for $1,400 per month. This was in fact illegal, as the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act of 1920 that opened 200,000 plots of land for Hawaiians required that homesteaders have
first access to any government water sources. However, a U.S. government investigation in 1933
bore little positive results. A few months after this investigation, the plantation signed a new 20year lease allowing them access to water for $1,500 per year (Krauss et al, 1973). As a result,
homesteaders continued to bathe in ocean, children gathered water from a railroad tank, and
women washed their clothes in plantation flumes after the lunas (managers) returned home. At
Nanakuli School, 220 school children depended on a janitor at who worked from 4am to 10pm
daily to collect water in pails for children to drink and to use to flush toilets (Krauss et al, 1973).
Karl Marx (1867) defines primitive accumulation as “nothing else than the historical
process of divorcing the producer from the means of production.” David Harvey (2006)
advances the notion of primitive accumulation by introducing the term accumulation by
dispossession. This describes how dispossession, particularly of living space—and water in the
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case of Wai‘anae—serves a dominant social group’s accumulation strategies as well as their
ability to wield power over other groups.
The Pearl Harbor bombing on December 7, 1941 and martial law instituted that very day
consolidated military presence and further advanced dispossession in Wai‘anae. While the
coastline suffered no civilian damage from the bombing, 201,000 men over the course of the
war trained in Wai‘anae (Allen, 1971). At any given moment, up to 15,000 to 20,000 soldiers
were training on the Wai‘anae Coast, putting an even greater strain on the water supply (Krauss
et al, 1973). At the Waianae Amphibious Training Center, troops practiced descending from
landing nets as they carried packs and weapons, wrestled with equipment through surf, and hit
the beach. The United States Organization also established a center for rest at a Japanese
language school in Wai‘anae (Allen, 1971). “In the end, it was American troops who inflicted the
most war damage to the Waianae Coast” over this period (Krauss et al, 1973 p. 135) from
defense guns and projectiles (Allen, 1971). They also dispossessed the people of Mākua Valley,
which I further explore in the following chapter. Because of this, many Kānaka Maoli and locals
developed an open hostility toward the government. In response to a retired Navy chief
canvassing homestead lands to sell war bonds during the war, residents asked why they should
support a government that had never shown any interest in helping them (Krauss et al, 1973).
Drought, pressures from the war, and labor organizing strained the mainstay of
Wai‘anae’s economy, and the years following the war brought radical changes, including the
closure of plantations alongside a population influx. On May 22, 1945, plantation workers voted
to join the militant International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union, leading to an
increase in wages and benefits. On October 17, 1946, stockholders liquidated the Waianae Sugar
Co., and 180 employees lost their jobs. Days after the plantation closed, businessman Chinn Ho
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bought 9,150 acres of land for $1.25 million, which was the largest purchase made to that date
by an Asian in Hawai‘i. He sold empty military structures throughout Makaha Valley, with
Quonset huts priced at $50 each, and larger buildings for $100, attracting buyers from all over
island. In the 1950s, the lifting of rent controls brought more refugees from Honolulu. The
population multiplied from 2,948 permanent residents in 1940 to 7,024 in 1950. With water
conflicts continuing, a lengthy public court battle between Ho and Fred Ohrt from the
Honolulu Board of Water Supply regarding who owns the water eventually designated full
responsibility to the City and County. And Wai‘anae’s population continued to grow. In the
1960 census, Wai‘anae’s population more than doubled from the previous decade, reaching
16,452 (ibid).
The optimism of statehood in 1959 was short-lived, and ushered the current era of
environmental racism and concentrated poverty in Wai‘anae. Some celebrated statehood, and
indeed jobs opened at nearby Campbell Industrial Park, a site of oil refineries, steel mills,
fertilizer plants, and cattle feedpens (Krauss et al, 1973). Yet after 1959, “hotels and resorts were
becoming the new plantations” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, 2014, p. 7). Wai‘anae in the 1970s was
marked by crisis (Fermantez, 2007). Community leader Eric Enos explains of this time:
Many of us found it difficult to relate to the curriculum in the schools. Drugs and
alcohol took many of our young people and parents, and jobs were hard to come
by. Many of our youth and their families from generations back felt disconnected
from traditional ways of knowing and being…. (in Watson, 2008)
Further, the population influx after the war significantly transformed the social fabric of the
previously existing community. The Krauss et al (1973) history documents:
Lack of money was nothing new on the Waianae Coast and had never been an
embarrassment. Each family took care of its own and with fishing, plus a little
home grown food, no one ever need starve. But the old practice of sharing was
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becoming more difficult. The fish were fewer and land was becoming scarce. And
there were so many strangers! (p. 160).
As ways of life transformed, intentional, hostile acts did not produce environmental racism, as
Laura Pulido (2000) argues. Rather, environmental racism signifies a historical product of the
spatiality of racism tied to industrial development and its transformations, suburbanization, and
the associated ways white privilege historically shapes places (ibid). In this vein, Wai‘anae
developed along racial (Wilson, 2009) and settler colonial lines.

Figure 5. Gas station in Wai‘anae. Photo by author.

Postwar developments convey how infrastructural capacities advanced ongoing military
occupation (Weizman, 2007) while simultaneously producing Wai‘anae’s abandonment. The
bombing of Pearl Harbor justified federal funding to construct Hawai‘i’s freeway system,
spurring plans for routes that provided multiple ways to access military bases to optimize
military mobility. The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1959 funded highway expansion and
29

solidified the islands’ position as “the crossroads of the Pacific” (Gonzalez, 2013, p. 69).
Vernadette Gonzalez (2013) writes: “From the start, the U.S. understood roads as military
infrastructure; as facilitators of communication, travel, and capitalist extraction; and as symbols
and material evidence of the American style of governing.” As a result, highways enabled easy
car-based access to many parts of the island of O‘ahu while producing Wai‘anae’s isolation due
to the fact that the four-lane Farrington Highway curving around the Wai‘anae mountain range
remains the only way to enter and leave.
A car-based infrastructure defines the lives of many Wai‘anae residents today. A 1993
report written for Mayor Frank Fasi and the Honolulu Planning Department conveys:
“Waianae’s commercial center continues to reflect the impact of and dependence on the
automobile. Mid-sized and larger shopping centers and fast-food operations with ample parking
now dominate much of the town. … The fragmented appearance of central Waianae is still
evident” (Media Five Limited). Describing its transportation infrastructure as a defining feature
of the region, Wai‘anae community leader Lucy Gay dubs Wai‘anae “the outer island that you
drive to.” This is because O‘ahu’s transportation infrastructure relies solely on cars and an
under-utilized bus system. While Wai‘anae and downtown Honolulu are 25 miles apart, the
commute can demand a daily two-hour one-way drive during rush hour, and even longer on the
bus. Many Wai‘anae residents leave their homes at 5 a.m. daily to drive to work to beat rush
hour traffic. Instead of talking about the weather, which is usually hot and sunny in Wai‘anae,
people talk about the traffic. In one such conversation, a long-time Wai‘anae resident aptly
described life in the region: “Working, fighting traffic everyday.” Planner Mark Gillem (2007)
describes the profound spatial implications of military outposts, describing features of “America
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Towns” as marked by pollution, cars, traffic, walls, gates, and fast-food restaurants. All of these
stand as prominent features of Wai‘anae’s landscape.
Yet Wai‘anae has continued its tradition of environmental justice organizing. Inspired by
Black, Chicano, Native American, and international anticolonial social movements that shaped
the global landscape of the late 1960s, Eric Enos restored Wai‘anae’s lifeways in the 1970s and
1980s. He helped to rebuild the lo‘i, the water terraces for kalo (taro) from which the Waianae
Sugar Co. had diverted water. In response, the State of Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural
Resources claimed that this action was illegal, although the plantations had redirected water
from the lo‘i to feed their commercial enterprises in the first place. Eric and his people
eventually won this legal battle because activist anthropologist and ethnic studies professor
Marion Kelly found maps of the previous water flow made by settlers. Eric and others remade
the landscape of Wai‘anae and continue to do so every day at what is now called Ka‘ala Farms,
named after the tallest mountain on O‘ahu at the back of Wai‘anae Valley. Their work
demonstrates the ways the people of Wai‘anae confront existing power structures while
rebuilding alternatives to racial capitalism.
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Figure 6. Makua Beach, 2015. Photo by author.

“The Fish Are Our Ancestors:” Militarized Dispossession and Indigenous Cosmologies
The term kīpuka refers to a space amidst lava beds where vegetation remains, and
Davianna Pōmaika‘i McGregor (2007) describes kīpuka as strongholds of Hawaiian ways of life
that coexist with western influences. Such places are often isolated, difficult to access, and
arid—characteristics that define the Wai‘anae Coast. They are also “land richly inlaid with
ancestral memories reaching beyond the borders of historic time and Western logic” (Andrade,
2008, p. 6; also see Oliveira, 2014). In kīpuka like Wai‘anae, maka‘ainana who comprise the
backbone of the land engage in daily labor like fishing and farming. This supplements their
wages and produces wealth for their extended family and neighbors (Eric Enos in McGregor,
2007). Kīpuka can serve as pu‘uhonua, places of refuge for people who have faced multiple
iterations of displacement.
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Having lived at pu‘uhonua o Mākua (the refuge of Mākua), Leandra believes that land
holds significant autonomy and agency. In Leandra’s living room, she told me that Mākua is her
mother, grandmother, teacher, guardian, and light. (The translation of Mākua is parent.) She
constantly referred to Mākua as “her” and “she.” Leandra said,
Mākua is a strong, spiritual being. It’s the land of aumakua (deified ancestors). All
aumakua are visible in Mākua. There’s wind, every texture of rain—seven
different kinds, currents, flora and fauna. Midnight rainbows are even common:
there are ones with colors, shades of gray, silver. The astronomy is amazing, the
stars are so close, it feels like they’re right over me.
Leandra told me that her aumakua (deified ancestor) is Papa, the female earth deity. “Mākua is
La‘i La‘i. She is Haumea…I am La‘i La‘i,” Leandra explained. La‘i La‘i, often identified
interchangeably with Haumea and Papa, was the first human being, the female progenitor of the
human race (Malo in Beckwith, 1970). In the Kumulipo, Papa mated with Wakea, the deity of
the sky. Together, they bore “the human race, or, more specifically, the Hawaiian people in
direct descent from the ancestral gods” (Beckwith, 1970, pg. 290). Based on the mo‘olelo of the
island of O‘ahu, the mating of Papa and Wakea occurred at Mākua. Leandra invoked explicitly
feminine ancestral relationships that articulate interconnectedness with Mākua and the deities
connected to the place, ascribing meaning that significantly differs from the consequences of
military occupation.
While people hold varying opinions regarding the fate of Mākua, 14 these cosmologies
animate environmental justice efforts in Wai‘anae. For example, Emma has fought against the

In Chapter 4, I detail a May 15, 2014 meeting hosted by the U.S. Army regarding the extension of
their Programmatic Agreement which allowed for limited training exercises on Makua Military
Reservation. Approximately sixty people attended, and the vast majority opposed military presence
in the valley stating reasons ranging from Hawaiian sovereignty, opposition to war, and love of the
land itself. However, four Hawaiian veterans in attendance voiced their support of the
Programmatic Agreement, military presence in the valley, and the possible return to live-fire training.
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enclosure of her family’s land at Ka‘ena. Her organizing and engagement in legal strategies to
confront the partitioning of land is influenced by the cosmologies that articulate her
longstanding ties to these places. “The fish are our ancestors,” Emma said as we sat together in
a cove at Ka‘ena Point between two white rocks with circular shell-shaped patterns. “We come
from the darkness, we come from all of these little organisms, the coral polyps.” She was
referring to the Kumulipo, which describes the birth of night, the coral insect born from
darkness of night, followed by coral, earthworm, shellfish, Kane the deity, plants, animals, and
people and their family lines. Emma, like Leandra, described the intricate and complex web of
relationships showing that everything exists within a chain of birth connected to pō, or deep
darkness. Noenoe Silva (2004) further defines pō as “the time of the gods before the first human
and out of which humanity arose” (p. 100).
The Kumulipo describes cosmologies foundational to indigenous worldviews in Hawai‘i,
and “extol[s the] family nobility” of chiefs (Luomala, 1972, pg. 35 in Beckwith, 1972) and by
extension Hawaiians as a people. In 1889, amidst increasingly stymied efforts to preserve the
Hawaiian monarchy, King Kalākaua published the Kumulipo. Because it conveys his own family
line, it served to validate his claim to the throne (Silva, 2004). Later, Kalakaua’s sister Queen
Lili‘uokalani translated the Kumulipo from Hawaiian to English while under house arrest at
‘Iolani Palace to counter the missionary descendants, U.S. troops, and wealthy business interests
who backed her imprisonment in 1893 (Beckwith, 1972). Lili‘uokalani made this translation
available because—amidst the impending overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy—she sought to
“enhance the prestige and fortify the political bid for power of the family to which [Hawai‘i]
belonged by using ancient cosmogonic beliefs…to trace the family back to the ‘beginning of the
deep darkness’” (Luomala, 1972, p. xviii). Just as Kalākaua and Lili‘uokalani published and
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translated the Kumulipo in the face of Western encroachment at the turn of the twentieth
century, contemporary Hawaiians invoke cosmologies to assert claims to “indigenous place,
being, autonomy, and culture” (Tengan, 2008, p. 42).
Yet Hawaiian cosmologies are diverse. 15 While the Kumulipo stands as the dominant
creation story for Hawai‘i, the people of Wai‘anae also identify with a lesser-known creation
story that describes the genealogies of maka‘ainana, or commoners. Glen Kila, who can trace his
lineage back 2,000 years to Wai‘anae and the neighboring island of Kauai, as well as others
pointed me to a counter-history conveyed in a 1986 text called Tales from the Night Rainbow,
written by Pali Jae Lee and Koko Willis. It tells the story of
the people who lived here before the ali‘i [chiefs] came [who were] much
smaller than these warriors, and had no knowledge of how to use a spear or club
or any manner of war weapon. [They] used their minds to cooperate with the
world and had no war leaders or chiefs to lead them into battle. They were
fishermen and farmers. They shared all they grew and caught with the
community. 16
Similar to the Kumulipo, this text delineates an orally transmitted history describing a family line
and their changing relationship to the world around them. It traces the history of the Kai‘akea
family of Molokai, which goes back to 800 B.C., centuries before documented arrival of
subsequent Polynesian groups. Because warring chiefs eventually invaded and overtook these
original inhabitants of the islands, the newcomers called them mana hune (small power), known
today as menehune. Rather than tracing the genealogy of chiefs to the beginning of time, this
book tells the story of smaller people with lesser power, who are fishers, farmers, and
Noenoe Silva (2004) and ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui (2014) highlight the mo‘olelo of sister deities,
Pele and Hi‘iaka. These cosmologies present a genealogy of mana wahine (powerful women), a form
of feminist anticolonial practice.
16 The author accessed the text at http://www.scribd.com/doc/111753965/Tales-From-the-NightRainbow-Black-Print, and this version does not include page numbers.
15
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commoners. They were twice conquered, first by Tahitians, then by Western forces. In his study
of Hā‘ena on Kaua‘i, Carlos Andrade (2008) describes a similar origin story of menehune linked
to the place. In fact, he cites from a document uncovered by Katharine Luomala stating that 65
people identified as “menehune” in a Hā‘ena census taken at the beginning of the 19th century.
Complementing the Kumulipo, the counter-histories of menehune contribute to the ontological
totality of Hawaiians as a people. It appeals to the desire to restore the dignity of the commoner
and the conquered. Many other national origin stories follow a similar form (Anderson, 2006;
Gellner, 1983; Munck, 1986).
Like the Kumulipo, Tales from the Night Rainbow explains that people are of the land, not
merely existing in it:
The early ones believed that there was one body of life to which we belonged. We had land,
sea and sky. They, too, were a part of us. Everything that grew on our land and swam in our
ocean we called brother and sister. We were a part of all things and all things were a part of us.
Hawaiian cosmologies depicted by both the Kumulipo and Tales from the Night Rainbow
emphasize a worldview that wholly challenges paradigms premised on hierarchical divisions
between people and land, and the idea that land is empty until settled and managed by humans.
Emma stressed that there’s “an amazing sense of identity that's developed through the smallest
parts of this environment, the ecosystem. [These parts of the environment] have become a part
of us, [and are what] we have come from.” Such cosmologies challenge the separation of
“environment” from “human,” recognizing that life and social organization depend
fundamentally on relationships with land. People do not operate independently of the universe
and natural world, rather they are connected to all parts of it.
As a strategy for asserting Hawaiian connectedness to land and particular places, the
cosmologies invoked in the Kumulipo and Tales from the Night Rainbow imagine and express
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alternative visions of development. Noenoe Silva (2004) asserts that these expressions of the
Hawaiian people affirm Kanaka Maoli presence while resisting colonialism and the imperative
for assimilation. Geographer Clyde Woods (2000) argues that subaltern, local knowledge systems
both reshape socio-environmental identities and develop counternarratives that confront the
militarized violence of neoplantation economies. As such, these indigenous belief systems
contest the militarized, carceral geographies that characterize the twenty-first century and
contrast with the colonial imperative to conquer and manage. And while looking backwards to
the past (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992), such worldviews propose alternative visions for the future.
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Figure 7. Images from Wai‘anae Film Series participants depicting alternatives to militarism.
Photo by author.
Theorizing Indigeneity, Militarization, and Environmental Justice in Wai‘anae
“The government puts fences around the land then says they own it,” Loke, a homeless
community leader who lives at the Wai‘anae Boat Harbor (which I further discuss in Chapter 2),
explained regarding the U.S. military in Hawai‘i. Research on other locales depicts the myriad
ways that security infrastructures increasingly police and shape ways of life (Gillem, 2007; James,
2007), while work on settler colonialism examines the “logic of elimination” wielded by the
settlers and their institutions against indigenous lives and lifeways (Wolfe, 2006). Examining how
war infrastructures shape and give form to ongoing indigenous dispossession, this research
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builds off of the work of Haunani-Kay Trask (1999), Marion Kelly (Kelly and Quintal, 1977),
Anne Keala Kelly (2010), and Dean Saranillio (2010) among others who examine how militarism
has shaped Hawai‘i. In doing so, I bring scholarship on indigeneity and resistance in Hawai‘i in
conversation with work on militarization and the “carceral state,” while linking this to
environmental justice research.
First, this project contributes to research addressing the ongoing history of colonization
in Hawai‘i (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992; Osorio, 2002), as well as ongoing efforts for Hawaiian selfdetermination (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, 2011; Silva, 2004; Saranillio, 2010). As a mode of reclaiming
land, indigenous worldviews approach the environment as the source of sustenance, knowledge,
inspiration, and well-being. Sacred places remain critical sites where indigenous ways of knowing
and being are maintained and preserved by offering a link to the past while acting as a
foundation upon which indigeneity is constructed in the present (Andrade, 2008; Meyer, 2003).
For example, Eric Enos restored the water flow feeding the lo‘i in Wai‘anae Valley and
eventually established Ka‘ala Farm, which remains a learning center for indigenous knowledge.
Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua (2013) characterizes this practice as indigenous resurgence (see
Alfred, 2005), which transforms political economic structures that organize relationships with
the natural world while maintaining ancestral connections to place through the exercise of
relational obligations to the environment (also see Corntassel, 2012). Such everyday activities
engage in an “oppositional, place-based existence” (Alfred and Corntassel, 2005). Contributing
to this body of research, this dissertation unpacks the contradictions between quotidian
indigenous subsistence practices and environmental policies in Hawai‘i informed by military
bodies, as I explore in Chapters 4 and 5.
Second, this dissertation contributes to scholarship on militarization in Hawai‘i and
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beyond. Despite the ongoing destruction caused by militarization in Wai‘anae, for Hawai‘i
tourists and suburbanites, the military remains “hidden in plain sight” due to narratives that
naturalize its presence. Uncovering these elisions, Kathy Ferguson and Phyllis Turnbull examine
the U.S. military’s multitudinous impacts on social life and how it powerfully shapes race,
gender, and class relations on the islands (Ferguson and Turnbull, 1999). Teresia Teaiwa
describes “militourism” as the marriage of military and tourist industries, which conceals the
violence of occupation through notions of pleasure and leisure (1999; also see Gonzalez, 2013).
Perhaps as a result, with the exception of one ethnographic report on Mākua unpublished in
book form or in an academic journal (Kelly and Quintal, 1977), no comprehensive, ethnographic
studies on the environmental implications of military presence in Hawai‘i exist. Additionally,
existing scholarship examining the sociospatial implications of military bases on surrounding
communities does not theorize indigeneity (Gillem, 2007; Lutz, 2002). Contributing to scholarly
and community knowledge, this project develops an ethnographic study of indigeneity and its
intersections with race in Hawai‘i as it pertains to the environmental effects of militarization.
Further, this dissertation examines the overlap of militarism and policing, drawing
attention to the global archipelago of spaces produced by the “expanding penal and police
systems fueled by U.S. domestic and foreign policies” (James, 2007). Fanon (1963) describes
police stations and military barracks as forms of partitions that stand as pillars of violence in
colonial settings, as both the police and military play key roles in the consolidation of a social
order predicated on racial hierarchies (Hall et al, 1978). In response to perceived threats,
institutions tasked with police and military functions discipline, control and contain populations
deemed to imperil the welfare and security of the national body. As a result, partitions like
fences enable society as a whole to organize itself around such threats, thereby shaping entire
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ways of life (Loyd with Gilmore, 2013). This is the basis of carceral projects, including but not
limited to prisons (Gilmore, 2007), borders (Ngai, 2004), and counterinsurgency operations (U.S.
Army/Marine Corps, 2007). I argue that fences surrounding military bases similarly manage and
contain indigenous populations.
By uncovering the workings of militarization in Wai‘anae, this dissertation contributes to
studies of the environmental consequences of militarization. A consensus exists that the
relationship between militarization and the environment is woefully underexplored (Tucker and
Russel, 2004), and Robert Durant describes a “vacuum” of empirical research on green policies
and the U.S. military (Durant, 2007, p. 4). Yet existing research frequently refers to nature as
endangered species, habitats, and occasionally archeological sites, but glosses over the poisoning
of people, displacement, and social trauma from militarization (for example, see Durant, 2007;
Wilcox, 2007). Conversely, I seek to understand the militarization of the environment in the
context of structured and institutionalized inequality (Pulido, 1996), developing what Joni Seager
(1993) characterizes as a feminist analysis of environmental problems that interrogates the ways
power relations shape social, cultural and political arrangements and institutions. Examining the
multiple and complex intersections of militarization, the environment, race, and indigeneity, I
challenge the separation of “environmental impacts” from “human impacts,” arguing that the
two cannot be detached. Rather human livelihood and social organization depend fundamentally
on relationships with land and the environment.
In this endeavor, this project thirdly responds to geographer Laura Pulido’s (2000) call to
develop rigorous understandings of the spatiality of environmental racism by critically examining
the structural, historical processes that shape racialized landscapes such as Wai‘anae. In other
words, Pulido calls for scholars to examine environmental racism geographically. As such, rather
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than understanding environmental racism as the product of intentional, hostile acts, I approach
environmental injustice as tied to racialized patterns of development (Pulido, 2000). Despite the
rich body of existing environmental justice literature, scholars note: “environmental injustice
that results from war and militarism has drawn little attention” (Hooks and Smith, 2005, pg. 33).
Addressing this veritable gap, my project examines militarization, the spatiality of colonization
and racism, and its attendant environmental implications, while focusing on the belief systems
that counter such processes as a fundamental strategy for indigenous self-determination and
national liberation.

Conclusion
Back in Leandra’s living room, she told me about a friend named Walter Kamana, who
would visit her in her garden at Mākua Beach, which she refers to as a kīpuka. “It’s a piko,” he
told her. In Hawaiian, piko means belly button or center, often signified by a spiral shape that
denotes the origin of life. “When I moved to Mākua, my spirit knew it was a time to give birth
to itself,” Leandra explained. “You have your first birth, and then you have your spiritual birth.”
Describing the significance of the piko, Hawaiian activist physician Kekuni Blaisdell (2016)
offers an interpretation of this concept. Pointing to the image of a petroglyph in the shape of a
human, Blaisdell describes its three pikos. The one in the middle, the naval, speaks to the source
of sustenance from a mother to a child as well as deep knowledge rooted in feeling, which he
describes as enlightenment. The other piko in the head represents the personal spirit that
connects with ancestors from the beginning of time. In this way, people are in constant dialogue
with ancestors. The third piko denotes genitalia, symbolizing one’s connection to future
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generations. The piko in Leandra’s garden signifies present knowledge and sustenance, ancestral
connections, and relations with future generations.
Since she first moved to Mākua, Leandra has considered the place a wahi pana, a critical
site where indigenous epistemologies—ways of knowing—emerge (Andrade, 2009). Leandra
and other Mākua inhabitants sought to recuperate life from the alienation and poverty that
define modernity. After authorities forced her, her family, and her neighbors to move, Leandra
returned to build the garden on Mākua beach. She vowed that no matter how tangled the brush
or how heavy the rock, she would move one bush, haole koa or rock every day to shape it
according to her vision. By making and remaking Mākua as a sacred place, Leandra challenged
the boundaries between elimination and survival. The ontological totality for the people of
Mākua acknowledge the interconnectedness between humans and the environment, past and
present, the material and nonmaterial world, and life and death. It grapples with ongoing
histories of loss and enables mourning while challenging the bounds of the racial settler state.
Living at Mākua Beach, Leandra found her guide: Mākua itself. After she shared this piece of
her story, Leandra turned to me and said quietly, “Welcome home.”
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Figure 8. Map of Makua Military Reservation
and the Wai‘anae Boat Harbor. Source: Designed
by Manu Mei-Singh. Used with permission of artist.

CHAPTER TWO
Cry for the lands
Displacement and Apparitions at the Wai‘anae Boat Harbor and Mākua
Cry for the gods
Cry for the people
Cry for the lands that were taken away
And in it you'll find Hawaii
Ua mau ke ea o ka ‘aina i ka pono o Hawaii
(The life and sovereignty of the land must continue through justice and proper acts 17)
Israel Kamakawiwo‘ole, Hawai‘i ‘78

Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘opua (2014) provides this translation in the Introduction to A Nation Rising:
Hawaiian Movements for Life, Land, and Sovereignty (p. 4, 6).
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Tucked in a grove of kiawe trees, approximately 300 homeless people live at the
Wai‘anae Boat Harbor located between the Farrington Highway and the Pacific Ocean. Many of
their structures are constructed of tarps connected by metal poles and pallets, and several areas
have power generators. There are dogs as well a few papaya and banana trees. Describing the
Boat Harbor as a “forgotten place” and the product of organized abandonment (Gilmore, 2008),
their community leaders, Twinkle and Loke, rationalized that the State of Hawai‘i had so far
allowed them to stay because their neighborhood is “out of sight, out of mind.”
Twinkle holds monthly meetings for all Boat Harbor residents with Loke standing by her
side (Loke referred to herself as Twinkle’s “number two”). When I visited the Boat Harbor in
2015, Twinkle explained that she will not turn anyone away, but explains the rules before people
move in: Don’t steal, respect your neighbors, and keep your area clean. She assigns captains to
each area designated to resolve conflicts amongst residents. If this is not possible, they come to
Twinkle. And while most people were forced to live there due to an inability to pay rent—they
were “corralled” in the words of one resident—most have enough to survive. Fishermen often
donate fish when they see Boat Harbor residents near showers, or leave ‘ahi (tuna) for Twinkle,
which she shares with neighbors. Another Boat Harbor resident, Derek Robello, said, “Twinkle
keeps everybody in order…‘Cause without her, this place would be a mess.”
While Twinkle does not believe in what she refers to as “black magic,” many at the Boat
Harbor, including Loke, believe that ghosts live in the space. Twinkle and her nephew presented
me with a map, which identified the Boat Harbor’s 111 tent structures through an extensive
numbering system that included circles depicting the site of fresh-water opae holes with shrimps
endemic to the area. It also depicted places labeled “‘Uhane Stroll” and “Kepolo Lane.” ‘Uhane
is the Hawaiian word for ghost, and they explained that “Kepolo mean no good…bad spirit,
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devil.” Several Boat Harbor inhabitants with whom I spoke recounted that they had seen ghosts
in these areas.
This chapter situates the current homeless crisis in Hawai‘i within histories of warfare
that literally haunt people and places in the present. Many point out the injustices related to the
fact that Native Hawaiians are homeless on their own lands (Kelly, 2014). Yet while the ongoing
dispossession of Hawaiians in Hawai‘i is essential to questions surrounding homelessness, I
contend that homelessness in Hawai‘i also stands as part of the legacy of World War II martial
law, a moment defined by the displacement and policing of organized and indigenous
communities. The ongoing partitioning of land aims to produce geographical resolutions in
places defined by competing claims to spaces, where people excluded from access to private
property organize in ways that confound and confront capitalism and war. At the same time,
narratives and maps of ghosts convey how premature death and dispossession from partitions
are fundamentally incomplete projects. Ghosts embrace junctures between past and present, life
and death, and natural and spiritual worlds while confounding the domination of land and state
resources for warfare.
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Figure 9. Twinkle and one of her nieces.
Photo by author.
Ongoing Displacement: Legacies of World War II Martial Law
Twinkle Borge was born in Palolo in Honolulu, and moved to Wai‘anae in 2000. In 2003,
she held two full-time jobs at social service agencies. But because of a nasty breakup, she fell
into a depression and opted to figure things out on her own rather than turn to family. As a
result, she became homeless. At first, she was one of seven people living at the Boat Harbor.
Then, around 2011-2012, more people arrived after an eviction from a neighboring beach.
Around 2013, after another eviction at Keeau just south of Mākua, the majority of its current
residents arrived. She refers to this period as a “difficult transition.” Around this time, people
from adjacent Wai‘anae High School started to accuse Boat Harbor residents of stealing and
advocated for their eviction. Twinkle attended a meeting at the school on this matter, where she
explained that Boat Harbor residents had in fact apprehended people trying to steal from the
school. She reminded them that they had moved there because of a lack of income and welfare,
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and appealed for them to consider that children lived there. The head of the State of Hawai‘i
Department of Land and Natural Resources at the time, William Aila (who is also a Wai‘anae
community advocate) was in attendance, and Twinkle recounted, “He turned around and looked
at me and said, ‘Twinkle, you have 60 days to clean up your area. If you do not clean up to my
standards, I will come in and give you one sweep.’” And thus Twinkle coordinated cleanup
efforts and became the community leader. As a result, they were able to stay, and the school
now opens the shower for the kids at six in the morning before the start of the school day.
Twinkle has many people under her care. Twelve people living in her tent comprise her
family, many of whom are hanai (adopted). She makes sure that they—along with other
children—eat, attend school, behave, and are well-dressed. She attends meetings with teachers at
Kamaile Academy, where many of the children are enrolled. In turn, her nephew takes care of
her, making sure that she eats before she falls asleep from exhaustion at the end of every day.
Conveying how their lifestyle breaks the bounds of a heteronormativity, Twinkle elucidated, “I
have a lot of gay couples here. Not just in my tent but in the whole area. This place is friendly
no matter if you’re gay or not.” Twinkle learned that police officers in fact encourage houseless
people to move to the Boat Harbor and ask for Twinkle. “So you’re a social service provider,
they just don’t pay you?” I asked. She responded affirmatively. Further, Twinkle holds an almost
authority status in their eyes: “The officers when they see me, they walk away.” While she did in
fact have the opportunity to move into a house, “higher ups” informed her that they will
implement an eviction if she moves. So she stays.
Both Twinkle and Loke expressed mixed reviews of the police and military. They deal
with about twenty police officers in total, and the approximately three-quarters who “cause
trouble” enter tents without permission, go through residents’ belonging, call them names, and
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engage in other invasive behaviors, such as male officers searching females residents. And while
Loke’s husband is a veteran, both questioned why the military controls so much land, echoing
the rhetoric of many homeless advocates pushing for the return of military land to houseless
people and to Kānaka Maoli (Madden and Tjarks, 2013). However, one revealing exchange
illuminated the contradictions related to military presence in Wai‘anae. Unlike other military
towns, Wai‘anae’s bases do not contribute to economic activity in the region, as they staff few
active-duty personnel. However, like other colonies and poor communities in the U.S., enlisting
as an active-duty soldier can provide opportunities for financial security, education, and health
benefits. This is tied to the fact that nation-states prioritize welfare provisions to soldiers, who
exercise an ideal model of “citizenship” (Cowen, 2008). In a revealing exchange with Kevin, a
young houseless man who lived a few miles down the beach from the Boat Harbor, he told me
as he stared at the ocean, “I tell kids who are getting in trouble they should join the military. I
should have joined the military.” When I asked his thoughts about killing other people, Kevin
responded: “Either you’re killing them or they’re killing you.” When I asked who “they” are, he
shrugged and did not reply.
Twinkle and Loke’s leadership of the Boat Harbor community enacts a system of
governance that provides resources that existing nation-state formations in Hawai‘i do not
provide to the poor due the rising cost of real estate prices and state disinvestment in welfare.
Hawaii’s Homeless Programs Division estimates that the number of homeless doubled from
1999 to 2007 (in Gerena-Morales, 2007). An annual Point-In-Time study conducted by the State
of Hawai‘i in January of 2015 counted 7,620 homeless people total, marking a significant rise
from 6,188 counted in 2011. The methods of this study (a count of sheltered and unsheltered
homeless people over a one-week period) lead me to believe that these numbers represent a
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significant under-estimate, as 13,980 individuals received homeless shelter and/or outreach
services in 2012, almost half of who were “new clients” (Yuan and Stern, 2012 in Ambrose,
Hixon, and Omori, 2013). Further, according to a report by the National Law Center on
Homelessness and Poverty, Honolulu is ranked 8th nationwide among 273 cities for unfriendly
policies against homeless, including the illegalization of overnight sleeping at most parks and
beaches, the retrofitting of bus stops to prevent sleeping, and the displacement of homeless
people from tourist sites (Ambrose, Hixon and Omori, 2013). In October of 2015, Hawai‘i
Governor David Ige officially proclaimed homelessness in Hawai‘i a statewide emergency,
echoing former Governor Linda Lingle’s proclamation in 2006. This followed a jointly
coordinated City of Honolulu and State of Hawai‘i “sweep” of encampments at Kaka‘ako in
Honolulu (Gill, 2015), an area where real estate and construction are currently booming.
Michele Long, a Boat Harbor resident, estimated in 2015 that about half of their
residents were Hawaiian. Based on a 2013 report, amongst people who used Hawai‘i’s shelter
programs 2,444 were Hawaiians, 2,137 were white, 1,119 were from the Federated States of
Micronesia, and 897 were from the Marshall Islands 18 (State of Hawai‘i, 2013). But despite
differences in history, culture, and race, Michele stated that amongst the homeless, “they kind of
isolate us as one group.” Multiracial houseless communities such as the Boat Harbor live in a
somewhat liminal space in relation to notions of “citizenship” determined by existing nationstate formations such as the United States. The homeless live on the geographical margins of
capitalist society while centering ways of life premised on interdependence and communal forms
of exchange. Public officials exclude them from the imagined community that comprises

I will further examine the conditions of migrants from Micronesia, including the Marshall Islands,
in the following chapter.
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“public” yet they share a vibrant social life in the outdoors, playing cards and talking story
outside on weekends and during evenings. While living in the present, their ways of life in many
ways mirror past forms of social organization. Living in a forgotten place, an “inbetweenness”
characterizes their daily lives (Gilmore, 2008).
Confronting these insurgent ways of life, the military and its auxiliary policing bodies
produce geographical resolutions to these contradictory processes by partitioning and
repartitioning space (N. Smith, 1992). This is exemplified by what a Boat Harbor resident
describes as their “corralling” and their ongoing evictions. Further, their community represents a
product of disinvestment in the poor. Twinkle describes current housing programs as
inadequate, such as one instituted by the Wai‘anae Comprehensive Health Center that pays for a
year of rent, with funding from the Veterans Administration. “It would be better if they had
four years,” she stated, emphasizing the need for social services to additionally assist with
finding a job and financial support. “But we have one person who was successful. A single male
from the VA.” Fulfilling the infrastructural functions of the state to meet everyday human needs
(Mann, 1984), Boat Harbor residents coordinate their own structures for governance. Twinkle
operates in the “shadow state,” the growing voluntary sector that provides social services
previously provided by state agencies. In the late twentieth century, these bureaucracies
transformed into “policing bodies, whose role became to oversee service provision rather than
to provide it themselves,” leading to the large-scale abandonment, policing, and incarceration of
poor communities (Gilmore, 2007b; also see Jennifer Wolch, 1990). While Ruth Wilson Gilmore
shows how nonprofits have ascended to fill a service void, the self-organization of Boat Harbor
residents conveys how communities themselves engage in this practice, albeit with limited
assistance from charitable organizations such as the Food Bank. Their community, which Loke
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refers to as a “neighborhood,” stands as part of a long tradition of dispossession and community
self-organization on the Wai‘anae Coast.

Figure 10. Papaya trees at the Wai‘anae Boat Harbor.
Photo by author.
Martial Law
Located seven miles down the road from the Boat Harbor, Mākua stands as a symbol of
Hawaiian dispossession and the persistence of efforts for self-determination. In a 1977
ethnographic report by Marion Kelly and Sidney Quintal, former residents recall crops of
cucumber, watermelon, pumpkin, sweet potato, cotton, tobacco, as well as edible fish in ponds
in the valley prior to 1941. A train connected Mākua with the rest of the island, transporting
people, messages, and goods (also see Kelly and Aleck, 1997). The United States Army began to
acquire land for training in 1929. Then, at 3:30pm on December 7, 1941, just hours after the
Pearl Harbor attack, Hawai‘i Territorial Governor Joseph. B. Poindexter placed the Territory
under martial law. The Kelly and Quintal report explains: “To the attack on Pearl Harbor and
the fears of an imminent invasion, the military in Hawaii responded immediated (sic) with a
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barbed-wire-and-pill-box defense posture along the coastlines of the islands.” Weeks after the
Pearl Harbor bombing, the Army evicted all of Mākua’s residents, claiming that the land was a
war necessity, and promised its return six months after the war. During the war, the military
used Mākua for joint Army-Navy maneuvers, bombing the valley from planes. The sent shells
from amphibious ocean crafts and used existing structures such as homes as targets (Kelly and
Aleck, 1997).
Constructing fences and barbed wire all over the island, the U.S. military abruptly
interrupted traditional lifeways. Prior to the war, Mākua’s coastline hosted what was probably
one of O‘ahu’s last remaining fishing villages, which the U.S. military destroyed. After the Army
evicted its inhabitants, they also demolished structures supporting life in the valley, as “pipelines
[were] cut, fishing holes bombed, and fresh water wells were used as dumps for waste oil.” As a
result, Mākua Valley “transformed from a relatively peaceful cattle ranch into a busy garrison”
(Kelly and Quintal, 1977). The military built a concrete training wall about 60 feet long, 6 feet
thick, and 8 feet high at the center of Mākua Beach to enable Army and Navy troops to practice
scaling the wall under fire (Kelly and Aleck, 1977, p. 89). 19 That same year, the Navy initiated
one of their largest buildings programs in history, engaging in construction throughout the
Pacific in Hawai‘i, and islands such as Midway, Wake, Johnson, and Palmyra. Pearl Harbor was
focal point for this activity (Anthony, 1955, pg. 3). Through partitions, the state shaped places
across the Pacific (especially in Hawai‘i) according to the stated need for security, and, as a
result, transformed entire ways of life (Loyd with Gilmore, 2013).
The history of the policing and internment of Japanese people in Hawai‘i during World

Swimming in the center of the bay at Makua, one can still feel a massive concrete slab under their
feet near the shoreline.
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War II is relatively well documented (Okihiro, 1992), yet the coercive displacement of Hawaiians
has received less scholarly attention. Through the construction of barbed wire and walls, the
U.S. military asserted total control over Hawai‘i’s land and population, with devastating
consequences at Mākua. An evicted resident remarked, “There is nothing you can do. You
cannot say no.” This was because private land ownership at Mākua had shifted into the hands of
Link McCandless, a cattle rancher, politician, and builder of artesian wells across the island. He
had previously purchased and appropriated 24 of 28 parcels of Mākua’s land and converted
much of the valley into cattle ranch where mostly Hawaiian and Japanese residents lived as
tenants. Mass “hysteria” during this time further enabled military impunity (Kelly and Quintal,
1977, p. 114-117). The combination of private property systems of land tenure and the coercive
power of fear from war enabled this round of Mākua evctions.
Kali Fermantez (2007) describes the dialectic of displacement and the constant effort for
re-placement as a central political dynamic in Wai‘anae. I contribute to this formulation by
emphasizing the prerogative of the U.S. military to contain, manage, and criminalize Hawaiian
efforts that restore relations to place while exercising ea. Ea represents a “concept and diverse
set of practices” that centers the land to both life and to the self-determination of a people
(Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, 2014, p. 3). Exercising interdependent relationships between people and
land, ea represents a set of noncapitalist economic practices. Partitions disrupt ea while stripping
a people of power, honor, and livelihoods. The production of dependence through the
deprivation of ea is fundamental to the dynamics of U.S. military occupation on the islands.
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While disrupting and containing ea; 20 meaning life, breath, and sovereignty; repetitive
dispossession advances premature death. Emma, whose family was displaced from Mākua,
describes the suffering that results from displacement. “We've been plucked out of the ground,
taken out,” she explained. She continued, “And you know how I was talking about the sense of
being severed, the umbilical cord being severed? I don’t have a connection with Mākua and I've
only seen Mākua in its current state—it’s been destroyed and desecrated.” Similarly, someone
named Curly, who endured an eviction from Mākua Beach in 1996, referred to the land as
“mama, nurturing me like a child.” He compared the plight of Hawaiians to slaves taken from
their land—the difference, Curly says, is “we still in our motherland getting screwed.” Orlando
Patterson (1982) employs the term “social death” as the requisite condition of slavery. Its
constitutive features include violent domination, general dishonor, and natal alienation. The
third feature can be understood as the cutting of birth ties described by Emma and Curly, which
separates a community from “the inherited meanings of their forebears” (Patterson, 1982, p. 5).
While ongoing indigenous dispossession (settler colonialism) is incommensurate with the legacy
of slavery, 21 both conditions similarly yield a sense of dislocation, a “liminal incorporation” into
the social sphere (ibid) authorized by a settler colonial and racial nation-state. Curly’s
comparison of the Hawaiian plight to slavery speaks to the contradictory integration that he
experiences as an indigenous person living on his land. Further, having been stripped of power,
honor, and natality, social death transforms a human to a “thing:” a dehumanized object whose

This definition of ea is informed by the work of Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘opua (2014). See the
Introduction to A Nation Rising: Hawaiian Movements for Life, Land, and Sovereignty.
21
While slavery and settler colonialism stand as separate pillars of white supremacy (A. Smith, 2006),
they represent “parallel systems of domination” as the legacy of slavery in the U.S. has impeded
Black ownership of land while settler colonialism has dispossessed indigenous people of land
(Harris, 1993).
20
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existence is tied primarily to a master, and, I would add, a colonizer. Producing conditions of
dependence, military occupation advances premature death by interrupting the relations
betweent a people and their land and ancestors.
The military domination of the entire functions of government facilitated the usurpation
of lands and livelihoods. Months prior to the Pearl Harbor bombing, the Vice President of the
American Red Cross in Hawai‘i spoke bluntly about the role of the U.S. military in Hawai‘i:
“The Army and Navy are not here to protect the population of Honolulu; their duty is to defend
Hawaii as one of the most vital parts of the American Defense System. In case of emergency the
civilian population must be prepared to care for itself” (Anthony, 1955, pg. 2). This statement,
particularly the need for the population to care for itself amidst the prioritization of resources
for warfare was prescient regarding developments over the course of the war and in subsequent
decades. Further, martial law bequeathed the U.S. military complete power over Hawai‘i’s land
and people—meaning they were unbound to the United States constitution or laws delineated
by the federal government or Territory of Hawai‘i. The U.S. military held authority over
business, labor, wages and employment, police, transportation, courts, garbage, curfews, rent,
travel, immigration, water, communication, and the daily lives and movement of people. It
instituted curfews, banned the selling of liquor, and outlawed visible light shining from homes at
night. Historian J. Garner Anthony (1955) speculates that the Army had been planning martial
law for months in anticipation for Pearl Harbor’s bombing, and that that Territorial Governor
agreed because he believed that it would be lifted within a reasonable time.
Militarized dispossession instituted during martial law in Hawai‘i spanned from
December 7, 1941 to October 14, 1944 and laid the foundation for later Mākua evictions. It
imposed the iron fist of military order upon Hawai‘i’s population, dispossessed people, and
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consolidated power to manage instability from Hawaiians and locals living off the land. Amidst
postwar developments, Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2009) describes the consolidation of
“industrialized killing” operationalized with the establishment of the Pentagon. Amidst this, the
closure of factories—for arms and other goods—left in its wake poor Black and Brown people,
particularly in urban centers of the U.S. Policymakers proposed criminalization as the solution,
which shifted infrastructural investment from schools and hospitals to jails and prisons. This
shaped entire ways of life to correspond with the needs of global capitalism while radically
compromising alternative futures (Gilmore, 2007b). As presented in the previous chapter,
deindustrialization from the flight of plnatations produced a similar social and economic crisis
on the Wai‘anae Coast. Today, ethnic, class, racial, and gender polarization; violent imposition of
regulations upon “organic” institutions and communities; the militarized diminution of human
rights; and the domination of environmental resources define life in Wai‘anae and across the
planet (Woods, 2007). Yet despite these shifts, people continue to advance ways of life that
confront the partitions established and consolidated by the U.S. military.

Figure 11. Honouliuli Internment Camp from World
War II. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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The 1983 and 1996 Mākua Evictions
While the police state expanded its reach in urban centers of the U.S. in the decades that
followed World War II, security maneuvers continued to police lifestyles predicated on
noncapitalist forms of social and economic organization in Hawai‘i. In 1965, with the approval
of the State, the Army granted the Mirisch Motion Picture Company permission to use Mākua
Beach to film “Hawaii” and construct elaborate Hawaiian style structures on its premises. While
the company hired 150 Hawaiians and paid them $25.47 per day to populate the village, the
Department of Land and Natural Resources and the Honolulu Police Department evicted
people living at the beach at the time. A police report stated that many dwellings of evicted
people were made of wood and fairly permanent, while others included weekend-type camps
along the shoreline. One family had lived at neighboring Keaau beach for 48 years, others had
lived at Mākua for two and half years, while some had only lived in the area for months (Kelly
and Quintal, 1977, p. 92-93).
People subsequently returned, and in the early 1980s, multiple families lived at Mākua
Beach in a self-sufficient community. A resident proclaimed in a documentary by Na Maka o ka
‘Aina (1983) that “Mākua today stands for the right of people to control the destiny of ourselves
and our children,” while another described their struggle to remain on its land as a significant
moment in history. People living at Mākua exercised a way of life typical for maka‘ainana
(commoners), thriving on horizontal relationships, relationality, and interdependence (Oliveira,
2014). Informal exchange such as the sharing of food both enacted a placemaking strategy
predicated on human interconnectivity and contradicted existing capitalist prerogatives for
individualism and the quest for endless profit.
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Yet on January 22, 1983, the State of Hawai‘i instituted an eviction, arresting six people
as they sat in a circle, holding hands and singing ‘Hawaii Loa Ku Like Kakou” (All Hawai‘i Stand
Together). Hauled away in police wagons and cars, their charge was “obstructing governmental
operations.” Hayden Burgess, also known as Poka Laenui, who is an activist attorney and
supporter of the Mākua residents, recorded of the eviction: “The State’s heavy machinery
crushed and chewed up their beach shelters while club-and-gun-carrying officers and their attack
dogs watched” (Burgess, 1983). While the U.S. military enforced the 1941 evictions from Mākua
Valley, the State of Hawai‘i took on a similar security role when instituting the 1983 evictions.
This betrays the parallel objectives of the U.S. military and State of Hawai‘i policing apparatuses:
the consolidation of power and maintenance of order to police and manage lifestyles to conform
with the prerogatives of private property while disrupting noncapitalist ways of life.
Yet Hawaiians have persistently sought to delegitimize both of these state bodies. With a
packed courtroom, the first day of trial for the “Mākua Six” began on June 17, 1983. The basis
of their legal defense, led by Laenui, was the delegitimization of State authority over Hawaiian
land and citizens. After praying and singing, the bailiff called the people to rise as the judge
entered the courtroom—yet Mākua Six supporters remained seated. After three warnings, Judge
Harada declared those who remained seated in contempt of the court. Yet Mākua supporters,
numbering approximately fifty, remained seated for the three days of hearings, and by the final
day, Judge Harada dropped the charges of contempt. As another delegitimizing tactic, the
Mākua Six’s demand for dismissal argued:
This motion is submitted to this Court not as an admission to this Court’s
jurisdiction to even decide the jurisdiction question but merely for the purpose of
providing an opportunity for this “Judicial System” to terminate its own
complicity in this illegal scheme of judging Hawaiian citizens…This demand to
dismiss the proceedings is based upon the Laws of Nations, the Constitution of
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the United States of America, the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and
Navigation entered into between the U.S. and Hawaii in 1850 and principles of
Equity and Justice universally accepted by enlightened societies.
The defense presented evidence and arguments regarding the theft and occupation of Hawai‘i’s
land, arguing that the defendants are Hawaiian citizens, not Americans. Yet the judge ruled that
regardless of citizenship, the crime occurred on State lands, and therefore the State held
jurisdiction. Further, the judge stated that the people of Hawaii benefit by U.S. presence, erasing
the history of Native dispossession. However, Laenui recorded that during a recess, Harada
informally expressed his agreement with evidence regarding U.S. theft of Hawaii nationhood,
but Laenui remarks, “he was forced to reach this decision or be overturned by an appeal court”
(Burgess, 1983). While policing and military functions enforce both private property relations
and the state control of land, this instance shows the ambivalence of many state actors regarding
the question of Hawaiian independence. It also speaks to the relative powerlessness of individual
agents working within a system wholly predicated on impunity in regards to advancing the
repetitive dispossession of indigenous governance.
Eventually people returned again to live at Mākua Beach where the wealth of resources
from the environment and within the community provided what the state was unable to provide.
At Mākua, people shared fish from the ocean, as well as rice, meat and beans from cans. They
grew food like sweet potato, banana, tapioca, dry-land taro, and onions. As part of its informal
economy, one of its residents named Curly often left canned foods on a picnic table outside of
his tent, which neighbors would take anonymously. When that person received a paycheck or
food stamps, it would return to the table. Other economic practices were more formal. Robert
“Uncle Boogie” Bonner worked out of a “three-sided smokehouse made of corrugated tin
roofing” on the beach, selling kiawe-smoked pork butt studded with red chile pepper seeds, rice,
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dried fish, and canned juice. He made “just enough to make money for gas, food and necessities
at the beach” (Oda, 1996). Instead of “homeless,” Mākua Beach inhabitants identified as
“houseless,” calling the beach their home and practicing a traditional Hawaiian way of life.
“It was like Ocean Discovery Channel,” Curly told me, describing his years living at
Mākua Beach in the 1990s. “It helped me discover who I was,” he continued. “And you know
how instead of Simon says it’s always society says? That system wasn’t for me. That’s why I
moved there.” When he moved to Mākua in the 1990s, leaving behind his family, he told me
that his heart was full of hate, a condition that he connects to generations of displacement tied
to the loss of sovereignty for Hawaiians. While life at Mākua was never perfect, the ocean and
surrounding environment animated a healing process—many living on Mākua Beach were
confronting poverty and illness while yearning to reconnect with Hawaiian culture (Na Maka O
Ka ‘Aina, 1996). In 1996, 282 people, 83% of whom were Hawaiian, lived at Mākua Beach
(Suka, 1996 in Niheu et al 2007). Curly was the community-appointed sheriff. “That’s
sovereignty,” he explains. “You don’t go to the government, you don’t complain. Being on the
land is sovereignty, living it, and drawing energy like a battery.” This echoes scholarship that
centers land—not government—as the basis for sovereignty (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, 2011).
People referred to the beach as pu‘uhonua o Mākua, as it provided a sanctuary from
capitalism and colonialism. Many invoked O‘ahu mo‘olelo (stories, history) describing Mākua as
the place where Papa (earth-mother) and Wakea (sky-father deities) gave birth to the Hawaiian
people (Kelly and Aleck, 1997). An inhabitant of Makua Beach asserted in the mid-1990s,
“We’re poor, but we’re not living poorly,” while others cited challenges accessing government
services (McDuffie, 1996). Curly told a reporter in 1996: “People worked all their lives and the
system let them down. Programs don’t work. Mākua is like a program in itself…It’s the old
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Hawaii” (Shimabukuro, 1996). Again, exercising a way of life typical for maka‘ainana, Mākua
inhabitants thrived on relationality and interdependence (Oliveira, 2014). Both veterans and
non-veterans arrived to Mākua in the grip of psychotic breaks until they integrated into the
community, healing from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. A reporter wrote that Mākua was
“what mental health professionals call a ‘therapeutic community’” (Zangari, 1996). Psychiatrist
and public health scholar Mindy Fullilove (2005) uses the term “milieu therapy” to describe a
process that enables people to reform webs of relationships that have been disrupted. Central to
this practice is the making of healing spaces. As such, life at Mākua enacted the reclamation of
space for Hawaiians and a form of class struggle waged by the poor.
Yet U.S. military occupation shaped the lives of Mākua Beach dwellers, and eventually
their fate. Curly recalled living across the street from Makua Military Reservation hearing bombs
and explosions from target practice. “The military,” he said, shaking his head. “It’s like a
belligerent 50-pound gorilla that stays in your kitchen long after the party has ended, its feet on
the table, refusing to leave.” In August of 1995, the State stopped picking up trash at Mākua
Beach after doing so for several years, contributing to rumors that the Department of Land and
Natural Resources (DLNR) was planning an eviction (Shimabukuro, 1996). On March 12, 1996,
the DLNR issued an eviction notice (McDuffie, 1996). Then-governor Ben Cayetano affirmed
the action was necessary for “clean-up” and “public access,” clearly demarcating the beach
dwellers outside of the bounds of the “public.” After a few postponements, extensive
community organizing, and frequent front-page headlines in Hawai‘i’s two daily newspapers, a
convoy of vehicles arrived at Mākua at dawn on June 18. State officials had isolated the area
using roadblocks starting at 5:45 a.m. Two State marine patrol boats floated offshore and a city
police helicopter hung in the sky. More than 100 law enforcement officials evicted sixteen
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people who remained at Mākua in an act of civil disobedience, half of whom were residents and
half were supporters. State public safety officials, sheriff deputies, and State conservation law
enforcement officials conducted their arrest, backed by twelve National Guard soldiers who
coordinated logistics and handled heavy equipment (Kakesako, 1996). Some sheriffs wore bulletproof vests and semi-automatic pistols on their waists (Barrett, 1996). The State maintained
roadblocks and patrolled the area for four days afterwards, barring public access to Mākua and
neighboring Keawaula, also known as Yokohama Bay (Omandam, 1996). Later, recounting the
incident with me, former Mākua resident Leandra Wai mused, “Who would have thought that
so few people would need that much enforcement?” She recounted that after the eviction, she
became a “ghost,” and shifted to another dimension.
Activists criticized the military domination of land and resources. Vietnam Veterans
Against the War distributed a pamphlet critiquing “the US military’s ability to bomb and burn an
entire valley only a few feet away,” referring to their 65-year lease of 4,000 acres at Makua
Military Reservation for only one dollar total. The pamphlet continues regarding the 1996
eviction, “People have been shoved off of the land to make way for bombs and target practice.
And when they try to find a place where they can live in peace they are threatened criminalized,
and demonized. That’s what happened this week.” Further, DLNR chair Mike Wilson celebrated
the State of Hawai‘i’s dedication of $500,000 for a State Park at Mākua, stating “we now have
more money for the park than any other park in the state” (Barrett, 1996b). All they did, Curly
told me—which was evident in my many visits to Mākua starting in 2004—was put up “two
frickin’ big metal gates” and a picnic table. The gates “must have cost $250,000 each,” he
ruminated sardonically.
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Such “security” measures partition people who do not conform with capitalist lifestyles
from land and living space and constitute a defining mechanism of the carceral geographies that
characterize military occupation on the islands. Carceral geographies examine the range of
“spaces in which individuals are confined, subjected to surveillance or otherwise deprived of
essential freedoms” (Gregory, Johnston, Pratt, Watts, & Whatmore, 2011). It shapes prisons
(Gilmore, 2007a), cities (N. Smith, 2001), and gated communities (Davis, 2006), and military
bases. Examining one mode of carcerality, Healani Sonoda (2008) argues that the contemporary
mass incarceration of Hawaiians extends from a long history of colonialism. Upon their arrival
to the islands, Calvinist missionaries outlawed hula, surfing, speaking the native language,
gathering food, and catching fish. As part of these criminalization efforts, such policies
imprisoned and fined Hawaiians, who suffered from poverty due to loss of land and
waterways—equivalents to wealth. Today, the mass incarceration of Hawaiians, almost a third of
whom are deported to private prisons in the continental U.S. exercises another iteration of
displacement while hindering efforts for Hawaiian sovereignty (ibid). Ruth Wilson Gilmore
(2007a) describes carcerality as “partial geographical solutions to political economic crises” (p.
26). Crises in Hawai‘i include the irresolvability of indigenous claims to land, the military
domination of land and state resources, and the severe lack of affordable housing throughout
the islands. Further, in the wake of the flight of plantations as part of a larger process of
deindustrialization in much of the world, the ascendance of real estate as a profit-making
industry has led to soaring real estate prices, and thus mass homelessness in many global centers.
Police and military bodies treat displaced people who develop powerful forms of organization as
a veritable threat to be controlled and crushed.
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Today: The Wai‘anae Boat Harbor
Houseless people in Wai‘anae continue to self-organize. In January of 2015, I visited the
Wai‘anae Boat Harbor and asked Twinkle and Loke if life at the Boat Harbor enacts a form of
Hawaiian independence. Their skepticism contrasted with discourses employed at Mākua in
previous decades. Loke said definitively, “This is not about culture. This is about reality.”
Regarding sovereignty, Twinkle asked, “Why we gonna change the shit when we’re already living
it?” Twinkle emphasized that most people were there because “their financial end up stopping,”
meaning they lost their jobs and/or government support. She further recounted a story of men
visiting her, inviting her to meet with someone whom they identified as the Queen of Hawai‘i
for lunch on the grounds of 'Iolani Palace. (She was not aware of the name of this person or of
their group.) “I was like, what the hell, the Queen died,” she said, referring to Lili‘uokalani, the
Queen of sovereign Hawai‘i who sugar barons illegally overthrew by imprisoning her in her own
palace in 1893. “I ain’t gonna bow to the queen. I ain’t bow to no man.” Further, “she cannot
promise that she can give me one house tomorrow.” She described herself as Hawaiian-Filipino
and emphasized the multi-ethnic composition of the place. (They’re “Hawaiian, Micronesian,
Japanese, Portuguese, Filipino, Tongan, Puerto Rican; one Popolo (Black) family here.”) She
elaborated:
I read my history and everything but sorry, I wasn’t brought up that way. I was
brought up, ‘Come on, get up, get ready, you’re going to go to school. Gotta
make the rice’… I was brought up using one switch to turn on my light, not
banging woods to start a fire. Here I bang woods to start fire if I have to. But
beginning of every month I fill up all my propane tanks so I don’t ever run into
that problem. So I don’t want to go backward, I want to go forward.
She told the men, “I know what you’re looking at, you’re looking at the people here who stand
behind me. But we stand together. Because if this place was only about me, I’d be no good for
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anybody else here. I stand with us.” As a community leader, organizer, caretaker, and unpaid
social worker, Twinkle’s version of self-determination is grounded in an unyielding commitment
to human relationships and community. Her coordination of practical day-to-day matters for
Boat Harbor residents rests on her innate ability to command deep respect through capable
leadership combined with remarkable warmth and a biting sense of humor. She said of the
person the men referred to as the “Queen:” “she wants my talents.”
Through their self-organization, Twinkle and Loke redefine sovereignty on their own
terms. Loke informed me that the majority of Boat Harbor inhabitants work within the market
economy (mainly construction and service jobs), yet almost all of them have been pushed out of
a major marker of inclusion for U.S. citizenship: access to private property for a home. The Boat
Harbor represents a carceral space where the mechanisms of poverty and policing have
“corralled” its residents. This represents an outcome of the carceral geographies produced by
the militarized domination of land and state resources intersecting with the crisis of affordable
housing on the islands. At the same time, the Boat Harbor residents today and Mākua residents
of the past maintain a sharp awareness that living outside the bounds of the markers of U.S.
citizenship (private access to a home) opens up new and original possibilities. These places thus
become zone of contestation. They are spaces where people engage in the messy and imperfect
project of rebuilding their lives and their relationship to land, picking up pieces from that which
has fallen apart, personally and within the broad scheme of social and ecological relations. And
the act of gathering these pieces and putting them back together is the act of making wahi pana
(storied places). Demilitarization activist Kyle Kajihiro shared from his lessons organizing at
Mākua in the 1990s with activist Frenchy Desoto: sacred is a verb. It is the labor that
supplements the wages that do not provide enough to survive within capitalist modernity, it is
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the keeping of lands from which people have been displaced, and it is the telling of mo‘olelo
(stories, history) to share historical and communal knowledge. The next section will further
explore the mo‘olelo that confront carceral geographies while informing strategies for survival
and self-determination.
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Figure 12. Map of the Boat Harbor neighborhood. Photo by author.
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‘Uhane Stroll and Kepolo Lane
When showing me the map of the Boat Harbor depicting ghosts, Twinkle and her
nephew explained that some have witnessed the presence of green, black, red, and white ghosts
near ‘Uhane Stroll, and many sense that bad spirits live near Kepolo Lane. As a place-making
tool, this map reflects the organization of space established by inhabitants of the Boat Harbor,
marking the place according to their collective perceptions and experiences. As a tool of
territorialization, it communicates that the people of the Boat Harbor are there to stay. Whereas
settlers and operatives of the military produced maps to conquer places (Hudson, 1977), this
represents a map for insurgent peoples. It “reconceiv[e] the geography inherent in the history
but hidden in the historical narrative, [which] irrevocably transforms the history itself” (N.
Smith, 2004 p. 9). In other words, this map reimagines space and time, producing a new
narrative and thus history of the space.
In Wai‘anae, people constantly share stories about ghosts, which often entail glimpses of
fisherman. For example, an acquaintance who camped at Mākua Beach one night recounted that
he pitched a tent on the beach near an ahu (altar), a rectangular cube-shaped structure made of
lava rock, where visitors leave offerings such as lei, water, and rocks wrapped in ti leaves. He
awoke in the middle of the night, suddenly wide awake. Sensing something outside his tent, he
stepped onto the sand and saw the ghost of a fisherman slowly making his way toward the
ocean, carrying a net. Neither of them acknowledged each other, and he eventually returned to
his tent to sleep. Another friend insisted that at neighboring Ka‘ena one night, he captured a
photograph of the ghost of a fisherman wearing a malo (male loincloth), his figure translucent.
Having seen the photograph, his partner verified this fact. Both houseless and housed people in
Wai'anae with whom I spoke described fishing and "living outside" as ways to traverse time to
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live similarly to Hawaiians in the past. Sightings of phantasmic fishermen engaging in
subsistence practices in the middle of the night signifies how time travel enables contact with
those who previously lived in these places.
Such stories were not new for me. Growing up in Hawai‘i, I heard stories of ghosts
throughout my childhood, and family members explained these frequent sightings as tied to the
mass death of Hawaiians. Indeed, mass death is a historical reality that has profoundly shaped
ideas about spirituality, identity, and politics in Hawai‘i (Silva, 2004). Amidst the onslaught of
syphilis, tuberculosis, and flu epidemics that plagued Hawaiians, Calvinist missionaries in the
1800s ignored the need for medical treatment, positing that Christianity and private ownership
of land would remedy a rapidly declining indigenous population. As opposed to healing
indigenous people, the western system of private property relations merely further eroded their
sovereignty (Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992; Osorio, 2002).
While cosmologies such as the Kumulipo offer a link to the ancient world to times even
before humans treaded the earth, ghost stories attempt to resolve conflicts in the present. As an
alternative to settler colonialism and the enclosures characteristic of late capitalism, such
countertopographies (Katz, 2004) articulate the material manifestations of Hawaiian knowledge
rooted in spirituality, connectedness with ancestors, and the mo'olelo of particular places
(Andrade, 2009; ho‘omanawanui, 2014). Symbolizing a material rearrangement of time and
space, haunting can be defined as “an animated state in which a repressed or unresolved
violence is making itself known, sometimes very directly, sometimes obliquely” (Gordon, 2008,
p. xvi). It occurs at the moment when the “not there” becomes a “seething presence” (ibid, p.
195), when home becomes unfamiliar, when a blind spot comes into view (ibid, pg. xvi), and
where “individual memory is congealed in social memory” (ibid, p. 197-198). As an articulation
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of cosmologies that convey an interweaving of different moments in time, the sighting of ghosts
and the recounting of their presence center the power and agency of spiritual forces inlaid in the
natural world.
Such countertopographies also signify “infrastructures of feeling” (Gilmore, 2008) tied to
loss. For example, Leandra described herself after the militarized 1996 eviction from Mākua:
“My hair turned white. I was a ghost. Babies hid from me, dogs barked.” As someone multiply
displaced, she occupied a liminal space in an area somewhere between living and dead. State
forces had violently stripped away what had provided her with a sense of purpose in the world,
leading to a partial social and ecological death. In a historical study of a Hawai‘i anti-eviction
struggle, Neal Milner (2006) remarks that if in the U.S. single-family homeownership acts as a
marker indicating reliable and deserving participation in civic life, the loss of home marks the
forced exclusion from citizenship. In a similar vein, Orlando Patterson (1982) describes social
death as “the margin between community and chaos, life and death, sacred of secular,” (p. 51) a
condition characterized by institutionalized and contradictory liminality (p. 46). The liminality of
the houseless is also produced by displacement into the realm of waste, evidenced by the
language of “sweep” and “clean-up” commonly used to describe mass evictions. In these terms,
houseless people are excess members of the body politic not fit for belonging in civic life.
Expressing a similar story of grief, dislocation, and loss, Boat Harbor resident Derek
Robello shared that he was born in 1955 and raised in Halawa, near Pearl Harbor. He grew up
without electricity and burning wood to heat water for showers. He describes his childhood as
one of eight children: “We lived right across from civilization…the other side [of the road] had
flush toilets.” This way of life continued for his family until they were evicted around 1970 to
make way for the construction of Aloha Stadium, where the University of Hawai'i and other
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football institutions now play their games. Echoing the words of a former Mākua resident (“You
cannot say no”), Derek recounted, "You say no,” he said, “but we got evicted.” They
subsequently moved to a suburb in Central O‘ahu, and he later held a job working in
construction. He recounted that family and friends were proud of his success and stability. At
his job, one of his projects entailed the construction of the controversial H3 freeway that cut
through the island that now connects Aloha Stadium and neighboring Pearl Harbor to Kaneohe
Marine Force Base on O‘ahu’s east side. Many opposed this project and famously staved off
construction for ten years because of the threat it posed to endangered species, cultural sites,
and the land itself (Gonzalez, 2013). “I seen a lot of things,” he reflected. “All of our heiaus
(places of worship) and everything like that getting destroyed…we destroyed everything…no
more nothing that we can keep alive.” To Derek, this destruction was tied to a generalized loss
for Hawaiians, which Mindy Fullilove describes as a “collective loss,” the disruption of a
“massive web of connections—a way of being.” He expressed despair that “They destroying
everything, the culture, the land. The same way how they came and destroyed our
language…[and] give everybody Christian names.” He arrived to the Boat Harbor in 2010 to
reclaim what he had lost—“to live Hawaiian culture,” and because he knows “how for live this
kine life.” Derek’s story echoes the histories of many who lived at Mākua and the Boat Harbor,
most of whom were Hawaiian: they faced some sort of crisis—usually a combination of familial,
personal, and economic that precipitated a profound uncertainty regarding their place in the
world. People like Derek, Twinkle, Curly, and Leandra moved to houseless communities to
gather themselves, find a sense of place, and thus reclaim their lives.
But when we spoke, Derek mourned shattered dreams to establish a school for the youth
at the Boat Harbor, that would teach
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how we used to trade with the mountain and the sea, how we never needed money
before. Before we used to teach the kids to live without money. The old ways, yeah?
…And you never had land that because nobody can own land. You only take care of
the land to live. And that’s how it was in the old days, that’s why you never needed
money, people traded. People had the ocean. They traded fish for meat. In
between is all the taro. Nobody needed money. (Emphasis mine.)
Yet this school—which would above all teach about times prior to the violent influence of
money, land ownership, and thus capitalism on the islands—never came to fruition. 22 Although
he cleaned his freshwater opae hole near his tent, and grew noni (a tree endemic to Hawai’i
whose pungent fruit has medicinal properties), a banana tree, and wild cherry tomatoes without
ever planting seeds, he was not able to organize his neighbors to get them on board with this
plan. Visibly devastated, he repeated several times, “I quit already.” He had destroyed his
relationship with his children, grandchildren, and the rest of his extended family to move to the
Boat Harbor. “Now they ashamed of me, like I got leprosy.” Throughout our conversation, his
despair was palpable. Derek’s life has been characterized by a series of displacements and
dislocations that are personal and communal: his family’s eviction from Halawa, his participation
in the construction of the H3 and thus destruction of sacred sites, his decision to opt out of
capitalist ways of life premised on private property ownership, and his thwarted aspirations to
establish a Hawaiian school as part of the efforts to reclaim what Hawaiians have collectively
lost. Derek’s profound dejection resulted from the fact that he no longer knew where was home.
As a term that means burden, sadness, grief, and tragedy, kaumaha is like a weight that
one carries. Israel Kamakawiwo‘ole captures kaumaha in his song Hawai‘i ‘78, marking the year
of first documented western contact in 1778: “Cry for the gods/cry for the people/cry for the

Hawaiian charter schools have similarly sought to foster connections with Hawaiian language and
culture. See Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua’s (2013) The Seeds We Planted, an analysis of efforts to restore
indigenous systems that work within and against settler colonial structures.
22
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land that was taken away/And then yet you’ll find Hawai‘i.” A form of blues epistemology,
Kamakawiwo‘ole's haunting song conveys the grief and sadness inherent in the maps and
narratives of ghosts and spirits. Further, spirits become ever more present amidst grief. Emma,
whose family lived in Mākua Valley for generations, explained that ‘uhane or ghosts materialize
more frequently during times of sadness, particularly moments of dispossession. Ethnographer
and folklorist Martha Beckwith (1981) explains of Hawaiian ways of knowing, “The material
world is linked so closely in Hawaiian thought with the psychical.” Land carries a powerful and
conscious force, exercising its own agency alongside spiritual entities and psychic feelings inlaid
amongst it.
Offering a term for the unraveling of ecological and interpersonal connections that result
from dispossession, Mindy Fullilove (2005) characterizes this condition as “root shock.” This is
the “traumatic stress reaction to the destruction of all or part of one’s emotional ecosystem”
caused by the interruption of the “external balance between [one]self and the world” (p. 11).
Depicting another example of root shock, Boat Harbor resident Michele describes a neighbor
who had a “spirit put on him” and thus became “lost in the spiritual realm.” This kepolo spirit
made him “climb trees like a monkey,” “spar with telephone poles,” and behave violently
towards loved ones. In order to prevent such a condition, Michele cautioned her family not to
touch or move objects on the ground, like an old glass vase or certain rocks. To Michele, what
she described as a “slippage” into another realm could be precipitated by alterations in the
environment and physical contact with objects connected to the past. This echoed an idea
consistently repeated over the course of my research: that in the Hawaiian worldview, the
surrounding environment has significant power and agency connected to alternate planes, which
can even trump the agency of humans. Root shock is spurred by the interruption of the balance
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calibrated by relations to place that “dive under conscious thought and awaken our sinews and
bones” (Fullilove, 2005, p. 11). Geographer Katrina-Ann R. Kapā‘anaokalāokeola Nākoa
Oliveira (2014) calls this sense of balance a “Kanaka sense of place” rooted in genealogical
connections with the ‘āina (land).
These ways of knowing and being produce countertopographies that grasp death from
partitions and displacement while transforming this process into that of an unfinished story.
Ghost stories convey the interconnectedness of living and unliving, material and immaterial,
articulating a vastly different system of belief from the colonial imperative to conquer, manage,
and displace. This relationality contrasts with colonial rationality that views objects as discrete,
time as linear, and space and land as empty until filled by human infrastructure and activity. As
opposed to marking death as a complete and final condition, countertopographies of ghosts
manifest the multiple junctures between past and present, unliving and unliving, and material
and metaphysical.

Strategies for Survival and Resistance
Ghost stories recalibrate conditions of possibility for Boat Harbor and other houseless
people who are confronting dispossession and organized abandonment on marginal lands. They
position the people of Wai‘anae as historical agents who engage in multiple strategies to
confront social death and organized abandonment. Twinkle and Loke tirelessly self-organize to
build structures that feed and provide shelter to those whose wages do not provide enough. In
the words of Emma, who echoed the sentiments of many, “you gotta stop tearing things down
and start building things up.” Their strategies reflect efforts common in indigenous communities
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that transform political economic relations through place-based practices that decenter the state
(Goodyear-Ka‘opua, 2011).
At the same time, a dynamic group of Wai‘anae residents, who are mostly women above
the age of forty and which includes Alice Greenwood, the formerly homeless activist who
mentored Twinkle, attend almost every single monthly Wai’anae community board meeting as
well as other community events frequented by policymakers to make their voices heard to public
officials. They draw attention to issues ranging from illegal dumping to traffic congestion to
military presence to homelessness. Such tactics align more closely with strategies associated with
the civil rights movement that aim to hold the government accountable and address the needs of
poor and marginalized communities. This work is painstaking and unglamorous. Further, for
organizers like Twinkle, disengaging with the nation-state is not a viable option. Rather, she
constantly negotiates with its actors and institutions while filling a veritable void in their ability
to meet human needs. As such, Wai‘anae community members addressing the current homeless
crisis both self-organize and confront the state—strategies which are not mutually exclusive—to
assert their claims to land and livelihoods.

Conclusion
Sitting at Kaneilio Point, next to a heiau at Pokai Bay, former Mākua resident Curly tells
me that he has always felt that he was born in the wrong era of time, but he stays connected. He
learned at Mākua that “the answer is right under your feet,” and repeatedly emphasized that
sovereignty is in the land, and cannot be found with the city, county or federal governments.
“The problem we have as a people is a broken heart, Laurel,” Curly tells me. “That’s hard for
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fix.” But he refers to Wai‘anae as his calling and as his home. It is a place where its “people are
for real because they’re compassionate. That’s supernatural.”
Curly repeatedly insisted on building alliances between Hawaiians and others who call
Hawai‘i their home. Regarding efforts for independence from the United States, he criticized the
fact that “they make it a Hawaiian issue.” In his opinion, this struggle is “for people who love
the island lifestyle…who have cultural and traditional pride.” Regarding divisions between
Hawaiians and other ethnic groups on the islands, he stated that “we got to love one another,
take care of the land, take care of the ocean, take care of one another…once we say ‘they,’ we’re
not including each other…the powers that be, they’re frickin’ brilliant.” He compared efforts for
Hawaiian self-determination and national liberation to “rebuilding a house. You gotta tear it
down and the foundation is the truth.”
This chapter has sought to uncover a piece of the foundation for this house, built by the
history of warfare waged on the islands, and the houseless people in Wai‘anae who continuously
engage in the rebuilding of their home despite repetitive rounds of violent dispossession. I
traced ongoing militarized dispossession in Wai‘anae to World War II martial law, spanning
from 1941 to 1944, when the U.S. military displaced Mākua Valley residents and destroyed one
of the island’s last remaining fishing villages. Martial law marks a significant moment in which
the U.S. military consolidated control over lands and governance on the islands, transforming
entire ways of life while setting a precedent for ongoing militarized removal of people. This
forced removal disrupted Hawaiian ways of life premised on subsistence, sharing, and
reciprocity. While confronting militarized policing, houseless people self-organize to confront
social death resulting from the “organized abandonment” of marginal people on marginal lands,
which coincides with the allocation of state resources towards the punitive dimensions of
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contemporary state formation (Gilmore, 2008, p. 31, 35). At the same time, abandonment
produces new agencies and structures (ibid).
Houseless communities at Mākua and the Wai‘anae Boat Harbor engage in activism and
self-organization that challenge and negotiate boundaries of belonging. Stories and maps of
ghosts grasp the social death that has resulted in the forced removal of Hawaiians from land and
thus the cutting of ties of birth. These countertopographies invoke interconnectedness of past
with present while asserting ongoing relationship to particular places that confound partitions
imposed by militarization. Rather than existing as a space outside of modernity that the military
came to destroy, the struggles and stories of the Mākua and Boat Harbor residents show that
sacred spaces in forgotten places represent sites where creativity can be cultivated through
everyday negotiations with the boundaries and tensions of the racial and settler state.
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Figure 13. Map of Lualualei Naval Annex,
Ka‘ala Farm, and MA‘O Organic Farms.
Source: Designed by Manu Mei-Singh. Used
with permission of artist.
CHAPTER THREE
Military Wasteland
The Rerouting of Lifeways in Lualualei
Introduction
The place is a ghost town. Navy personnel and a civilian contractor show us the old
dispensary, commissary, bank, and fueling station, but they are long since abandoned. They also
bring us to a man-made “wildlife refuge,” a grassy area surrounded by fences that occasionally
becomes a reservoir and attracts birds. Its water comes from sewage directed from the showers
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and toilet flushes of the few people on the base. In their van, we pass through hundreds of earth
covered, above-ground magazines made for naval weapons storage, the majority of which have
“Empty” signs in front. We also see a pool filled with concrete that is now an unkempt lawn, an
overgrown basketball court, and a football field filled with tall grass. A sparse weightroom looks
like it’s still in use. There are street signs but no cars except for ours, and virtually no people
except for our group, some guards, and a few people near the entrance of the 9,200-acre base.
We’re at the Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam Lualualei Annex in the largest valley in Wai‘anae.
The Navy’s guests include Lucy Gay (a teacher and organizer from the Leeward Community
College Wai‘anae campus), Ross Cordy (a renowned archeologist and a University of West
O‘ahu professor of Hawaiian-Pacific Studies), and myself.
Later, standing on a vista looking into the valley, a naval officer points to Fence Road,
which divides the Naval Magazine from the Radio Transmitting facility, as the 9,200 acres
occupied by the Navy in Lualualei serve two functions: the storage of weapons (using 7,500
acres) and the facilitation of communications for the U.S. Pacific Command by radio
transmitters (1,700 acres). Capable of transmitting one million watts of power, two radio
transmitters stand as landmarks for fishers off the Wai‘anae coast, with two 1,500-foot antennas
that are Hawai‘i’s highest structures (Kakesako, 1998). We learn that many of the items stored in
the magazines have been relocated to the Pearl Harbor West Loch Annex because of the
inefficiency of transporting these hazardous objects through the town of Wai‘anae. They need
congressional approval to complete this transfer and build more magazines at Pearl Harbor, and
as of now, there is no definite schedule for this. Amidst these explanations, Lucy begins to tell
the Navy personnel who is tasked with overseeing environmental issues the mo‘olelo of
Lualualei and its significance to Hawaiians. He changes the subject.
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The heat and desolation stimulates a feeling of lethargy and despondence so I ask our
escorts if they can take us toward the water sources, and they oblige. Higher and toward the
back of the valley, we arrive to a trickle of water, but it emanates coolness, a sense of life. Lucy,
Ross, and I touch the stream and our moods are visibly buoyed. When we return to the base of
the valley, the escorts tell us that the place is ripe with wildlife. Birds include i‘iwi griffin, guinea
hens, stilts, morehens, coutes, ducks, night herens, noise egrets, and a species of endangered
sedge. In terms of plants, there are twenty-four protected plants on the base that include
marcelia vivosa, red ilima, and mikilua. Goats remain from the ranching days. Fruits include
breadfruit, papaya, and banana. Other protected animals including bats, snails, weevil, and other
insects. The base contains more endangered species than any other Navy installation (Tolbert
and Joyce, 2015). The military personnel concede that the 9,200 acre base is “underutilized.”
This chapter examines how U.S. military occupation enacts the organized abandonment
of otherwise productive land and, as a result, transforms entire ways of life. 23 The militarized
partitioning of land results in the concentration of waste in a predominantly poor Hawaiian and
Pacific Islander community, contributing to the structural deprivation of health and well being.
This advances racism—group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death (Gilmore,
2007b)—and other divisions along racial lines in the surrounding community. At the same time,
the people of Wai‘anae assert control over their lives through telling mo‘olelo (stories, history)
and engaging in activism and community based economic development projects. The dynamics
between military abandonment and grassroots environmental efforts reveal a fundamental

In 1965, Robert F. Kennedy stated, “the essence of counterinsurgency is not to kill, but to bring
the insurgent back into national life.” Thanks to Nikhil Singh and his April 20, 2016 keynote at the
IRADAC symposium for sharing this quote.
23
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objective of military occupation: to dominate land to produce dependency and control lives.

Figure 14. Abandoned house at Lualualei Naval
Annex. Photo by author.

Contested Histories of Lualualei
Lualualei translates to “flexible wreath,” and, according to one legend, the name stems
from a battle in which Wai‘anae warriors surrounded the valley like a wreath to defeat invading
armies from Hawai‘i Island and Maui in the battle of Kipapa in 1410 (Krauss et al, 1973). The
area is also the subject of mo‘olelo about the Hawaiian deity, Maui, known for slowing the sun
so that his mother Hina could dry her kapa (a fabric made from the fiber of certain trees and
shrubs). Walterbea Aldeguer is from Ma‘ili, located on the coastline adjacent to the valley of
Lualualei, and engaged in research on Maui while taking a class with Ross Cordy. According to
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mo‘olelo documented by Cordy (2013) and Candace Fujikane (2011), Maui was born in Ulehawa
on the coastline of Ma‘ili. Speaking about her investigations, Walterbea referred to the section of
the Kumulipo that describes Maui birthing from an egg and becoming a rooster, his kinolau
(shapeshifting form). She recounts an experience while engaging in this research:
I was driving and looked at Pu‘uheleakala (a mountain surrounding Lualualei)
and I started to see the change in the mountain. Pu‘uheleakala is the hill from
where our Maui slowed the sun. What caught my eye is…you see the actual birth
of this chick to the point that you can see the landscape transform into a rooster
in the mountains…That section of the Kumulipo actually was [about] our Maui,
the birth of our Maui in Lualualei.
To Walterbea, Hawaiian mo‘olelo are literally “written in our mountains,” conveying the
significance of Lualualei to Hawaiians, the Wai‘anae community, and the people from the
valley—hence she refers to Maui and the mountain as “ours.” Maui mo‘olelo also gesture to
Pan-Pacific oral history traditions, including the Philippines (Wilcken, 2013). In a separate
conversation, demilitarization activist Kyle Kajihiro explains that Maui not only harnessed the
islands to bring them together from Lualualei, he also treaded between the realm of god and
human, earth and heaven. He brings darkness into light, conscious to unconscious. A rebel, he
transgressed boundaries while breaking rules and systems.
However, most importantly for Walterbea, the story of Maui evokes the history of water
flowing through Lualualei. Walterbea remembered stories about Hina, Maui’s mother, living
near springs and recounted: “There are people who grew up in the area that can tell you that
there were sinkholes that had water flowing underground.” She continued, “I don’t know when
the springs dried up but no more water anymore.” She recalls that Alice Greenwood had
conducted archival research and learned that wauke, a plant Hawaiians had used to make kappa
that requires a significant amount of water, grew in the valley. She emphasized that the Maui
mo‘olelo “tells me that our land way back when was very productive. We had wonderful
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growing conditions, a lot of sun. Fish was abundant. We were able to provide our own
clothing.” These stories challenge conceptions of Lualuelei as dry and therefore poor.
Cordy (2013) traces these false ideas to the writings of foreigners who traveled along the
shoreline in the 1800s, and attributed the low population to its aridity. As a result, they
fabricated a view of impoverishment from prior to Western contact, a notion that continues in
the present. Archeological surveys show that while areas near the shore were arid, land four
miles inland received sufficient water, with one to two permanent water streams flowing from
two springs. Further, Lualualei’s upper valleys had “40-60/80 inches per year of rainfall, and
thicker soil,” (ibid, p. 34) and roughly 1,000 people lived in the inland area. Based on other texts
from the 1800s, a pond and a fishpond also marked the landscape. Cordy further speculates that
similar to other valleys in Wai‘anae, water flowed to the sea only during times of rain, but it is
possible that water backed up behind coastal dunes as well as raised limestone areas inland,
forming swamps. Walterbea echoed these findings: “When you think about the different streams
that ran through Lualualei, water was abundant. With water you get wetlands.”

Ranching and Military Takeover
The Mahele divided Hawai‘i’s lands in 1848, enabling Western land ownership and
concentrating Lualualei’s lands in the hands of a few individuals—which facilitated military
takeover in subsequent decades. The Mahele determined that much of Lualualei was Crown
Lands designated for the Hawaiian monarchy, yet the monarchy leased some of this land to
Westerners. William Jarrett obtained a 50-year lease for Lualualei in 1851, established a ranch,
and eventually sold half his interest to Paul Manini, who managed its daily operations. In 1854,
due to financial squabbles, Manini sold his interest to George Galbraith. In 1869, because of
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monetary difficulties, Jarrett sold his remaining interest to James Dowsett. Within twenty or so
years, Dowsett likely entirely took over from Galbraith what they called the Mikulua Ranch
(named after an area in the valley). It became one of the largest ranches on O‘ahu in the late
1800s, with approximately 7,000 free-roaming cattle in 1863 and 14,800 acres in 1900. At one
point it employed 12 men and likely their families, who lived on the property. Mikilua Ranch
also subleased part of their land in the lower valley to the Waianae Plantation for sugarcane
cultivation (Cordy, 2013).
According to the history of Wai‘anae documented by Krauss et al (1973), which I drew
from extensively in the Introduction, conflicts over water characterized life in Lualualei in the
1900s, as ranchers, the sugar plantation, and homesteaders all shared a limited water supply. In
1902, Dowsett’s 50-year lease (which he had obtained from Jarrett) expired, and the Territory of
Hawai‘i divided parts of the valley and seaward portions of Lualualei into nine lots in 1903 for
ranching and housing. In 1907 and 1912, some Hawaiians obtained smaller lots along the coast
and on former sugarcane lands as homesteads. By 1915, artesian well digger, politician, and
rancher Link McCandless had bought most of the lots in the back of the valley, forming the
McCandless Ranch (Cordy, 2013). His grandson, Albert, who was 84 years old in 2014 and spent
most of his life in Wai‘anae, described Link McCandless as always wearing a suit and speaking
fluent Hawaiian. His great skill was the construction of artesian wells. Partly because
government entities were far away, they did not help the maka‘ainana and local homesteaders in
the valley access water that was dominated by ranching and sugar operations. As a result, they
confronted drought, government apathy, and lack of cooperation from plantations (Krauss et al,
1973).
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Later, the military usurpation of land displaced both large-scale agricultural operations
and later local Japanese people running family farms. In 1920, U.S. Congress passed the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act and designated 2,000 acres in Lualualei for Hawaiian
Homelands intended solely for Hawaiians. However in 1929, the U.S. government condemned
over 4,000 acres in Lualualei Valley for the base (Krauss et al, 1973). Additionally, in 1930 and
1933, Lawrence Judd, the Territorial Governor of Hawai‘i, took approximately 1,500 acres from
the Hawaiian Homelands for the U.S. Navy at Lualualei (Watson, 2008). 24 This enabled the
construction of the Lualualei Ammunition Depot, the first major military base in Wai‘anae built
to supply ships at Pearl Harbor (Krauss et al, 1973). In July of 1931, the U.S. Navy Department
awarded a $3,030,445 contract to Thomas Haverty Co. of Los Angeles to build the base (StarBulletin, 1931). Within a week, attorneys for Link McCandless filed an appeal in federal court
contesting the decision to award only $227,127 for 4,000 acres of Lualualei’s land, arguing that
the land was in fact worth $1.7 million (Star-Bulletin, 1931). Ruling in favor of the U.S. military,
the court set the stage for military jurisdiction over private property ownership (Watson, 2008).
This continued after the Pearl Harbor attack, when the U.S. military forced out between 74 to
111 residents of Japanese ancestry from Lualualei Homesteads, lands adjacent to the base
(Takeuchi, 1991). 25 While they were not allowed to live in their homes, the Hawaii Territorial

In 1986, the State of Hawai‘i filed a suit to recover this land. In 1995, after failures in court,
President Clinton signed the Hawaiian Home Lands Recovery Act sponsored by Hawai‘i Senator
Daniel Akaka, which required the U.S. federal government to determine the value of 1,356 acres at
Lualualei. As a result, instead of acquiring the Lualualei land, the Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands in 1998 obtained 894 acres of surplus federal land at another site at a now decommissioned
base in Barbers Point. The Barbers Point land was considered of equal value to the 1,356 acres at
Lualualei, essentially allowing the Navy continued use of the base (Kakesako, 1998).
25
A 1991 news article indicated that “as many as 90 [Japanese] families with 200 to 500 family
members [in Hawai‘i]…may qualify for federal reparations of $20,000 each.” This initiative was the
result of World War II-era military documents uncovered by University of Hawai‘i graduate student
Pam Funai.
24
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Guard allowed them to tend their farms during daylight hours (Odo, 2004). The displacement of
McCandless laid the foundation for the military domination of land in the valley, and the later
round of evictions during World War II demonstrated the authority of the U.S. military to
dispossess people of their living space.
Yet Lualualei provided a home for many employed by the Navy. In the early 1950s, more
than 1,500 military and civilians were employed at the base (Kakesako, 1998). McCandless’s
grandson, Albert, recalls that he started working on the base in 1948, originally in automotive
with heavy equipment and later as an antenna rigger. “It was good employment, oh steady,” he
recalled. This era also saw a major population influx in Wai‘anae, as 1950s and 1960s was an era
of so-called “urban renewal” which pushed people out of areas near Honolulu’s urban core,
many of whom came to Wai‘anae. In a separate conversation, Polly “Granny” Grace, who has
lived in Wai‘anae since the 1950s, recalled that at the time she came to Wai‘anae, the region was
a “military town,” with soldiers everywhere. What was formerly known as “NAD,” or the Naval
Ammunition Depot at Lualualei, was nicknamed “Popolo Camp” because of a segregated camp
with Black soldiers, many of who interacted frequently with local women. When I asked Albert
about Popolo Camp, he recalled that “later they had Popolos come in” at Lualualei and also
remembered an ammunition storage unit in Makaha, two valleys over, where Black Marines were
posted. “They got along good in the community….they used to come down here and play
basketball with us…so we had a little ritual going on.” He learned from a commander that
Lualualei had a higher rate of desertion than anywhere in the U.S. He recounted that one Black
soldier committed suicide, speculating that the desertions resulted from their hearing “voices,”
presumably from ghosts, although Albert speculated that it was in fact goats.
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The Navy constructed radio transmitter towers in 1972 and then converted part of the
site to a magazine in 1974 to store and handle ammunition for the U.S. Pacific Command. To
this day, 266 underground and aboveground ammunition storage areas slope through the valley.
In 1998, the Lualualei facility stored fuses, detonators, small shells, torpedoes, artillery rounds,
and Tomahawk cruise missiles. It was also estimated that 50,966 tons of ordnance were stored at
Lualualei and West Loch combined, and that both facilities handled about 31,000 tons of
munitions annually (Kakesako, 1998). A 1992 independent study reported that at one time,
as many as 345 nuclear weapons may have been stored at Lualualei (in Kakesako, 1998).
According to rumors amongst Hawai‘i residents and website globalsecurity.org, which contains
information of “variable quality from quite diverse sources,” the base houses fifty W-80-0
munitions for Tomahawk SLCM’s and 40 nuclear aerial bombs (Accessed 2016). However, a
1998 report by the Natural Resources Defense Council states that the military likely transferred
nuclear warheads from Lualualei to bases on the continent starting in 1992. However, today the
military will “neither confirm nor deny” the presence of nuclear weapons at Lualualei (in
Kubota, 1998).
During post Cold War military realignment and the federal Base Realignment and
Commission (BRAC) process, the population at Lualualei dropped significantly (Kakesako,
1998). In 1995, only 25 people lived in 11 units near the Naval Radio Transmitting Facility. The
station employed 35 Navy personnel, 15 civilians, 5 to 10 coast guard personnel, and a
contractor (Ogden, 1995 in ATSDR, 2010). Although land at Lualualei was not returned in any
of the BRAC rounds, these shifts correlate with the significant alteration of the geography of
military bases worldwide after the end of the Cold War. Changes continued more recently. On
October 1, 2010, the Navy and Air Force on O‘ahu joined forces to create Joint Base Pearl
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Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH), combining administrative oversight of land from Pearl Harbor and
Hickam Air Force Base. Lualualei was officially designated an “Annex” of Pearl Harbor, located
roughly twenty miles away. As a result, JBPHH became, according to the U.S. military, “one of
the world’s largest and most significant military bases,” managing 28,000 acres of land and nearly
70,000 surrounding marine miles (Tolbert and Joyce, 2015). This occupies roughly 7% of the island of
O‘ahu’s total land.
According to a document published by the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (2010)
(an institution that houses almost 15% of the area’s population), Ma‘ili and neighboring
Wai‘anae Census Designated places 26 have a high concentration of low-income people and
Hawaiians. Of the 16,449 families in the area, 18.3% were considered below the poverty level in
2000, compared to 7% for the island of O‘ahu and 9.2% for the U.S. in general. Further, the per
capita income for Ma‘ili and Wai‘anae was $13,267 compared to $21,998 for O‘ahu and $21,587
for the U.S. Only 7.2% of the population in this area hold a Bachelors degree or higher,
compared to 27.9% for O‘ahu and 24.4 % for the U.S. Summarizing these findings, the report
states that the area “has lagged behind the rest of O‘ahu and Hawai‘i in terms of educational
attainment and economic development” (ibid, p. 4). The report further documents that 25% of
the population are native Hawaiian (ibid, p. 6), meaning considered 50% or more Hawaiian and
thus eligible for housing through the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. 27 According to one
statistic, Hawaiians in general comprise 48.8% of Ma‘ili’s population, among the highest
percentage of Kanaka Maoli in all of Hawai‘i (Nagengast, 2009, p. 584).
This Census Designated Place refers to Wai‘anae Valley, not the entire region of Wai‘anae.
Wai‘anae Valley and Lualualei were in fact historically considered part of the same ahupua‘a
(traditional land division).
27
Kehaulani Kauanui (2008) critiques how such “blood racialization constructs Hawaiian identity as
measurable and dilutable” (p. 3) while advancing indigenous dispossession on the islands.
26
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As a strategy and outcome of military occupation, the making of forgotten places—sinks
of hazardous material and destructive practices (Gilmore, 2008) outside of the purview of
dominant maps and narratives—such as Lualualei stand as historical products of organized
abandonment. Gilmore’s (2008) term “organized abandonment” encapsulates the contradictory
aspects of its makings, providing a name for the deliberate neglect, willful indifference, and the
structured dereliction of a place. A defining feature of spaces shaped by organized abandonment
is the concentrated production of waste. By waste, I mean wasted land on the military base
through its severe underutilization, and the stowing of unused and surplus materials. Because the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has determined that significant waste exists on the
Lualualei Naval Annex, a Restoration Advisory Board has overseen a cleanup process to comply
with EPA regulations. In the cleanup process, soil testing results in various areas have found
contamination that includes excess 2,4-dinitrotoluene (a carcinogen used for explosives),
antimony, lead, and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (NAVFAC, 2015), polychlorinated
biphenyl, dioxin/furans, total petroleum hydrocarbons, pesticides, copper and mercury, and
vanadium (NAVFAC, 2014). Also, recent drinking water tests at Lualualei yielded higher lead
levels at over 8 parts per billion (Riker, 2016). In addition, Lualualei is also a site for the PVT
landfill, located a few miles down the road from the base. According to its website, the landfill
provides “the only location on Oahu where debris from construction projects, storms, and other
sources can be disposed of safely and securely.” The concentration of waste in the valley that
coexists with Lualualei’s race and class demographics demonstrates a clear example of
environmental racism, the disproportionate environmental burden placed on socioeconomically
oppressed groups. Such burdens advance group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death
(Gilmore, 2007a).
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Further, a defining characteristic of organized abandonment is the production of partitions
that are at once material, imaginary, and ideological. Not only is the most notable transit
corridor on the base itself called “Fence Road,” fences shape the landscape of Lualualei and all
military bases on the Wai‘anae Coast. They partition land from the surrounding population,
tightly controlling access for those not officially authorized to enter. Fences not only prevent
people from living and engaging in life-sustaining activities on 9,200 acres, it shapes the entire
geography of the largest valley in Wai‘anae known for its wide and flat floors. By shaping the
earth’s surface and obstructing relationships between humans and the environment, organized
abandonment and the production of forgotten places shape entire ways of life for the
surrounding community.

Figure 15. The neighborhood of Ma‘ili. Source: Photo by Wayne Chi. Used with permission of
photographer.
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Environmental Health Justice Organizing at Lualualei
Many in Wai‘anae have organized around environmental health justice issues in Lualualei.
In the early 1980s, Wai‘anae activists and community members formed a group called Citizens
Concerned for the Future of Our Children (CCFOC) in response to a high incidence of
leukemia that they attributed to electromagnetic radiation from the Radio Transmitter Facility.
In the archives of Hawai‘i Peace and Justice, formerly the American Friends Service Committee
Hawai‘i Area Program (AFSC), which organized with CCFOC around this issue, I found a letter
addressed to the Hawai‘i Department of Health written in 1985. Pediatric hematologist/
oncologist Robert Wilkinson wrote to them, “seven cases of leukemia have been recorded in the
Waianae area from 1979 to 1983 and there are an additional two or three cases which I will add
to this list” (p. 1). I also found a list, dated May 30, 1990, that included eleven children aged 0-12
diagnosed with leukemia from 1979 to 1986 in census tracts directly surrounding the base,
including Ma‘ili, Lualualei, and Wai‘anae Valley. 28 CCFOC and AFSC were also citing a 1979
survey conducted by the Department of Defense regarding “military properties” in Hawai‘i
indicating that “high energy electro-magnetic energy zones around radio transmitter
facilities…may adversely affect personnel,” and recommended electromagnetic radiation studies
“to determine radiation hazard zones.” 29 In 1981 or 1982, CCFOC conducted their own survey
In the files of Hawai‘i Peace and Justice, formerly AFSC, I found a sheet titled “INCIDENCE
OF CHILDHOOD LEUKEMIA” dated May 30, 1990. It lists six cases in census tract 9700, two
cases in 9604, one in 9602, one in 9603, and one in 9600.
29 Activists from American Friends Service Committee pressed the Navy on this matter, and C.A.
Pelligrini, Commanding Officer of the U.S. Navy, commented that the study is based on a “one-mile
28
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of approximately 100 families living in the immediate vicinity of the radio transmitter compound
and found nine instances of cataracts, two cancer cases, and 30 instances of families with
hyperactive children (Waite, 1982).
In addition to conducting their own research, CCFOC, led by Mabel Ho‘oipo DeCambra
(1982), engaged in extensive community organizing. They distributed newsletters and conducted
workshops in Wai‘anae to educate and mobilize people around the high incidences of cancer
and the threats of the radio transmitters in Lualualei. In 1982, the group pushed for a bill in the
Hawai‘i State Legislature to allocate funding for a comprehensive study of the physiological
effects of electromagnetic radiation, but officials killed it in the Health Committee (ibid). On
April 29, 1982, approximately 40 residents of Ma‘ili and neighboring Nanakuli stationed
themselves at the intersection of the Farrington Highway and the access road leading to the
Lualualei Radio Transmitting Facility to call attention to the radiation hazards and the failure of
public officials to investigate contamination (Waite, 1982). They also hosted a meeting on
February 4, 1983 at the Cancer Center of Hawaii with Cancer Center officials and University of
Hawai‘i medical school and engineering faculty, and extended an invitation to Captain D. J.
Harris, the Commanding Navy Officer (DeCambra, Meacham, Vierra, & Young, n.d.).
Scientific studies show that risks posed by Very Low Frequency (VLF) radio waves,
emanated by the Lualualei radio transmitters, are uncertain. In response to a letter from the
AFSC, the Navy (1979) wrote that they performed a HERO (Hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation to Ordnance) Survey of the Lualualei Naval Magazine from June 13 to July 6, 1978.
According to U.S. Navy Commanding Officer C.A. Pelligrini, “an interpretation of the results of
criteria contained in…standard planning manuals. It is not based on any studies or measurements
conducted by this Activity,” referring to the radio transmitters (Letter to Ian Y. Lind at AFSC from
C.A. Pelligrini sent on August 16, 1979).
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that survey indicated that the field intensity and power density levels at the boundaries of RTF
Lualualei were low and did not present any kind of hazard to personnel under the criteria
established by OSHA (Occupationational Health and Safety Act).” However, in 1990, the
Hawaii Department of Health conducted an investigation and found fourteen diagnoses of
leukemia from 1977 to 1990 for children under the age of fifteen who had spent at least 25% of
their lifetime living near the Lualualei base, nine of whom were Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian.
From 1982 to 1984, the frequency of childhood leukemia diagnoses near the base was almost
five times higher than the average for Hawai‘i (Goldsmith, 1997). However, despite these
findings, a 1993 epidemiological study by University of Hawai‘i medical school faculty
concluded, “closeness to the low frequency radio towers at Lualualei Naval Station may have a
weak association with leukemia, even though it is not statistically significant. This cannot be
considered proof that anything emanating from the station actually caused the leukemia”
(Maskarinec and Cooper, 1993, p. 666). Yet a literature review on radiofrequency studies
conveys that “RF radiation [should] be considered a carcinogenic risk” (Goldsmith, 1997, p.
1585), and another states that the adverse effects of Extremely Low Frequency and Very Low
Frequency electromagnetic fields are “highly controversial” (Ali and Hariman, 2005, p. 17).
Limited epidemiological data exists regarding health outcomes in Wai‘anae, however
existing public health studies on Hawai‘i do point to links between living in rural communities
such as Wai‘anae and health disparities from accidents, cancer, suicide, suboptimal care for
cardiac disease, and diabetes (Withy, Andaya, Mikami, and Yamada, 2007). Further,
epidemiological data for populations in Hawai‘i show significant health disparities for Hawaiians
in general. Compared to other ethnic groups, Kānaka Maoli have the highest rates for chronic
diseases such as obesity (69%) and asthma (14%), and among the highest rates of cancer,
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diabetes and AIDS (Ka‘opua and Mueller, 2004). In addition, the rate of deaths due to cancer
and heart disease are higher amongst Hawaiians than all other ethnic groups in Hawai‘i. The
prevalence of high risk behaviors such as smoking, substance abuse, and violent behavior have
been identified by Hawaiian people as some significant problems facing their community today
(Austin, 2004). Additionally, Kanaka Maoli mortality rates are 3.5 times that of the general
population (Niheu et al, 2005).
Wai‘anae community leaders with whom I spoke from 2013-2014 speculated that the
cumulative effects of various forms of risk contribute to the high incidence of cancer and other
chronic diseases in Wai‘anae. In other words, they conveyed that people get sick more frequently
in Wai‘anae than other places due to a constellation of factors. William Aila, the Chair of the
Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural Resources who was raised in Wai‘anae and continues
to live in the region, traced poor health outcomes to abundant toxins in the air from various
sources. These include power plants, gas stations, landfills, vog from volcanoes, and historically,
fires on plantations. Fred Dodge, a retired physician who worked on the Wai‘anae Coast for
most of his career, described the acute challenge of proving a direct cause and effect between
military activities and health outcomes, pointing to poverty and unemployment as major risk
factors. He stated that this, along with the history of colonialism and land dispossession,
produces a sense of hopelessness and thus various forms of substance and interpersonal abuse.
He emphasized the high rates of diabetes and hypertension in the region, which are chronic
conditions related to nutrition. It is also important to note that the high lead concentration
recently found in drinking water may contribute to the high incidence of hyperactivity found in
the CCFOC survey. It is safe to conclude that the lack of health-giving resources and the
preponderance of environmental health risks contribute to poor health outcomes and premature
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death in Wai‘anae.
Within this context, even with a carefully executed long-term case study in Lualualei and
neighboring areas, it would be nearly impossible to determine a precise cause and effect
relationship between activities on the base and health outcomes in the surrounding area, as other
variables (such as poverty and diet) also pose significant risks to health. Empirical models used
to examine a direct causal effect between environmental hazards and disease outcomes typically
provide inconclusive evidence that inadequately protect people from unnecessary harm. While
more research is necessary to determine the precise relationship between electromagnetic
radiation and leukemia, the question “Is this radiation safe?” must be reframed to ask: “Are
these sources of radiation necessary?” (O’Brien, 2000)
I contend—along with Fred Dodge—that at Lualualei, the history of land dispossession
and the resultant transformation of ways of life comprise a significant factor that contributes to
the health outcomes of its inhabitants. Dispossession began when ranching operations and sugar
plantations dominated the valley’s existent—albeit finite—water supply, making life difficult for
those not engaged in large-scale, corporatized agricultural production. And while ranches and
plantations severely limited access to water for other inhabitants, the U.S. military subsumed
ranching operations and resolidified dispossession. However, for decades, the naval operations
on the base contributed to the surrounding community in a limited fashion, as soldiers
interacted with the Hawaiian and local community and the base hired locally. Yet today,
following the military realignment that followed the end of the Cold War, much of the former
operations on the base have ceased or transferred to Pearl Harbor. Thus, today the largely
abandoned 9,200-acre operation at the Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickan Lualualei Annex have
virtually no practical use for the surrounding community.
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The military domination of land hinders other forms of land use on its 9,200 acres, such
as local farming operations and affordable housing. Community advocates often emphasize that
Lualualei yields some of the most fertile soil in Hawai‘i for farming (DMZ Hawai‘i, 2011). It
contains vertisol, a type of dark soil comprised of clay that forms cracks, shrinking and
expanding to enable the soil to mulch and mix on its own (TPSS, n.d.). As such, military
occupation in Lualualei clearly interrupts the potential for ecologically sustainable practices
predicated on the mutually productive interactive exchange between humans and the
environment. The large-scale abandonment of fertile lands stand as a stark symbol of how the
transformation of entire ways of life imposed by the U.S. military contributes to the structural
deprivation of general health and well being, particularly for Kanaka Maoli people.
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Figure 16. The radiotransmitters at the Lualualei Naval Annex. Source: Photo by Wayne Chi.
Used with permission of photographer.

Changing the Way They Live as a Strategy of Occupation
Surprisingly, over my years conducting research in Wai‘anae from 2011 to 2015, people
spoke little about organizing efforts against the Radio Transmitters in previous decades, 30
although they often mentioned the high cancer rates in the surrounding area and speculated that
radiation from the base was a contributor. One person I met eating lunch in the cafeteria at the
Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive Health Center referred to the coastline as “death row” and
immediately mentioned the radio transmitters. When I asked if she had any information about
activities at Lualualei Naval Annex or if she knew anyone who might, she offered to ask her
friend who had previously worked there. She called me two days later to inform me that her
friend had stated that she was unable to share any information with me, saying, “If I tell her, I’d
have to kill her.” Similarly, I met someone at the bar at the military Rest Camp, who said that he
was one of only a few civilian contractors employed to maintain the radio transmitters. He
vehemently told me that he was unable to share any more information with me, implying that he
was hiding a dark secret. While it is certainly plausible that extremely hazardous substances
and/or dangerous activities occur on the base, such as nuclear waste, the production of fear and
its silencing effects on local organizing is also notable. This is perhaps one reason that the
military will neither “confirm nor deny” the presence of nuclear weapons. By holding a secret,

In contrast, people frequently mentioned the organizing to protect Makua Valley, which I will
discuss in depth in the following chapters.
30
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they can increase their hold over the civilian population.
Because of the mystique surrounding the base, I decided I had to see it for myself from
the inside, as opposed to gazing in from outside its fences. After ten phone calls resulting from
being sent from one office to another in the Navy, I finally reached a kindly person at the Joint
Base Command Pearl Harbor-Hickam Public Affairs office, who provided detailed instructions
regarding devising a letter as an official access request for myself and my colleagues. The Navy
approved this request twenty-four days later, requesting the names, birth dates, and Social
Security Numbers of the guests and also requested that I detail on official forms every
photograph that I planned to take. When Lucy, Ross, and I arrived on August 12, 2015, the
three of us we were greeted by four Navy personnel and one federal civilian contractor. One
person with the Navy emphasized that her superiors were very much in favor of granting
permission for our visit.
From up close, the two radio transmitters were striking, standing 1500 feet tall and
resting on pieces of glass. Tim DuBois, who oversaw their maintenance, explained that their
Very Low Frequency waves communicate with submarines, sending instructions and family
grams. (Family grams notify naval officers about important family events, such as births and
deaths.) Surrounding antennas communicate with airplanes though high-frequency global
communication systems. Similar to the radio towers, they send but do not receive messages.
When I asked if the radio transmitters will ever become obsolete, DuBois immediately
responded that it is a “very important mission,” which would not ever be decommissioned.
Yet even more striking than the radio towers was the abject abandonment characterizing
the landscape of most of the base. It was in fact the Navy’s community liaison who uttered the
phrase “ghost town” as their group drove us around, inspiring the words that open this chapter.
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My stark impression from the visit was that in addition to communicating with aircrafts and
submarines, facilities for which only occupy a fraction of its space, a major function of the base
is for the U.S. Navy to maintain a significant hold on land and thereby prevent life sustaining
practices in the valley. (Perhaps this is one of the major secrets that they hold.) In fact, changing
ways of life is a common strategy of the U.S. military. One week after the attacks on U.S. soil, on
September 18th, 2001, then-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld told reporters in a Pentagon
briefing: “We have a choice: either to change the way we live, which is unacceptable, or to
change the way that they live. And we have—we chose the latter.” This strategy entails the
disruption of the networks of the enemy and “remov[al of] their sanctuaries and their support
systems” (Democracy Now!, 2016). While Rumsfeld claims that this strategy differs from
“conventional war,” Eyal Weizman (2012) iterates that the refashioning of environments to
constrain lives and livelihoods comprises a fundamental strategy of military occupation (p. 5).
The destruction of networks that support life increases the vulnerability of occupied populations
to premature death and produces dependency, requiring the assimilation of local populations
into ways of life compatible with U.S. objectives and aspirations. While advancing premature
death, military occupation concurrently imposes a particular way of life.
In this process, the partitioning of people from land forges imaginaries and facilitates
ideologies that simplify and thus distort the contradictory processes tied to capitalism and war
that have shaped its history. First, the dominant narrative of Lualualei as always dry and
therefore poor persists to this day. People convey similar untruths to describe the entire
Wai‘anae Coast. This neglects to consider the water that flowed near the back of Lualualei valley,
the existence of ponds, the possible wetlands that existed closer to the shore, and the valley’s
fertile soil. Second, the ambiguity regarding the presence of nuclear waste behind its fences
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enhances the mystery surrounding activities on the base, withholding knowledge and therefore
bolstering the power of the military in relation to the rest of the population. Both imaginaries
propagate ideologies conveyed by powerful war officials such as Rumsfeld, who casts ways of
life associated with the U.S. as more desirable and acceptable than that of those who hinder their
national security objectives. For example, in much of Hawai‘i, the suburban, car-driving,
consumptive lifestyle has largely usurped one predicated on farming, fishing, and communal
living. Fences consolidate these processes by producing uneven social and environmental
relationships between the military and the surrounding community while shaping the
environment and economic activity surrounding the base as well (Gillem, 2007).
Lualualei and neighboring Wai‘anae Valley are state-sanctioned and illegal dumping
grounds for a plethora of undesirable materials. For example, on August 31, 2013 on the H-1
freeway, a truck spilled sludge dredged from Hawaii Kai Marina, a wealthy suburb near the
eastern side of the island. A company called SER Trucking was illegally transporting the waste to
a private lot in Wai‘anae Valley, and the spill brought traffic to a near standstill for about four
hours. 31 The following Wai‘anae Neighborhood Board meeting was dedicated entirely to

According to a news report, “The city confirmed that SER Trucking did not have a permit to take
the materials to the landfill and had three complaints about illegal dumping and stockpiling. The
Department of Planning and Permitting issued the company a notice of violation for not having a
grading permit.” The community was soon in an uproar and decried this “environmental injustice.”
As part of a broad community response, five community members and myself drafted a letter to the
neighborhood board and elected officials representing Wai‘anae in December of 2014 stating the
following: “It has been established and reported in both print and broadcast news that a substantial
amount of dredged materials from the Hawai‘i Kai Marina have been transported and deposited in
Wai`anae Valley. Based on publicly acknowledged information, there is no disagreement that the
depositing of such materials was not properly permitted by city, state, and federal agencies. Despite
this public knowledge, the Waianae community within the boundaries of the Waianae Coast
Neighborhood Board #24 has yet to receive information on any progress regarding this issue. In
light of this situation, we demand community dialogue with public officials.” In response to this and
other advocacy, Wai‘anae City Councilmember Kymberly Marcos Pine introduced and passed a bill
31
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“environmental justice,” and for months, every meeting entailed at least an hour devoted to
community complaints and updates from policymakers regarding the sludge. During these same
Neighborhood Board meetings, elected officials and community residents alike criticized the
preponderance of illegal dumping in Wai‘anae, as well as the fact that its people are “left
behind.” As Johnnie-Mae Perry, the Chair of the Wai‘anae Neighborhood Board said in a
meeting regarding the sludge: “We’ve been dumped on for 100 years. This is just the tip of the
iceberg.” As she expressed, the illegal dumping represents the product of a longer history of the
production of unwanted surplus materials (waste) tied to capitalist development and subsequent
military land-use practices.
Analyzing the production of surplus land and populations, Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2007b)
states “the relative (and in some cases absolute) abandonment of…land, as capital concentrated
and centralized elsewhere, also constituted for rural areas—as for urban—the simultaneous
abandonment of labor” (p. 70). In other words, the flight of economic activities from a place
(ranching, plantation, and military jobs) produced surplus land, and through this process,
produced people who are unemployed. This speaks to the simultaneous production of land and
lives as “waste.” 32 The production of surplus land cannot be extricated from the production of
poverty, environmental racism, indigenous dispossession, and premature death.

stiffening fines for illegal dumping and provided Honolulu officials with discretion to pursue civil
and criminal court actions in their enforcement (Hawaii Reporter, 2015).
A few months after the community uproar and news coverage of the sludge dumping in Wai‘anae
in late 2013, news outlets covered another case of “illegal dumping” in Wai‘anae: the body of Ivy
Harris, a Black sex worker who had visited Hawai‘i to celebrate her 29th birthday. Marine Master Sgt.
Nathaniel Cosby—an explosive ordnance disposal technician—had killed her in his hotel in Waikiki
and dumped her body in a remote place of Yokohama Bay, also known as Keawaula, located
between Makua and Ka‘ena. A boy and his family found her body and called the police on May 20,
2013 (Steele, 2014). Cosby was convicted of murder and is now serving a life sentence in a military
prison (Dubois, 2015). This horrifying story conveys how many people approach Wai‘anae as both a
32
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While militarized dispossession influence the health and livelihoods of Kānaka Maoli
(Niheu et al, 2007), they have affected migrants from other forgotten places in the Pacific as
well. Through Dacca Francis as my interpreter, I spoke to someone from the island of Chuuk
who was a resident of the Civic Center shelter, located across the street from the Wai‘anae Boat
Harbor. 33 As we spoke, she held her four-week-old sleeping child in her arms. She explained
that herself, her husband, and their five-year-old had arrived in Hawai‘i seven months earlier to
access jobs and medical treatment, particularly for her pregnancy. She described life in Chuuk as
precarious, with frequent, unexpected deaths and lack of access to appropriate medical care. In
Hawai‘i, her husband worked on call for the Kona Coffee Company as well as a staffing
company, but finding a place of their own to live would be nearly impossible for them
financially. As Micronesians, they also faced constant discrimination. For example, during
disagreements at work, the employers would pin the blame on her husband, and when her child
fought, other parents would blame her. Living in Wai’anae, I often heard people refer to
Micronesians as “ignorant” and “uncivilized,” discrimination that extends to medical personnel
in hospitals. As Dacca explained of her brother’s death at the age of fifty, who died of leukemia
partially due to insufficient language interpretation in a Hawai‘i hospital, “it’s kind of easy for
Micronesians to enter the hospital and die right away.”
Similar to Lualualei, organized abandonment and the concentration of waste define the
Pacific region of Micronesia. According to U.S. geographical imaginaries, “Micronesia” includes
the Marshall Islands, Pohnpei, Yap, Palau, Chuuk, Kosrae, the Northern Marianas, Guam,
Nauru, and Kiribati. Following World War II, the 1947 UN Mandate known as the Trust
site of disposal, and the ways in which individuals cast people subject to militarized violence as
“waste.”
33 She asked that I not include her name in this study.
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Territory of the Pacific Islands designated the islands a “strategic area” and allowed the U.S. to
hold the small islands now known as Micronesia in trust. As a result, from 1946 to 1958, the
U.S. tested 67 nuclear weapons, the vast majority of their nuclear arsenal, in the Marshall
Islands. They later tested ballistic missiles. This resulted in the displacement of Marshallese
people from their homes and the infusion of their bodies with radionuclides while disrupting
their social organization and transforming their daily lives (Barker, 2004). While the trust
agreement mandated that the U.S. develop all of these islands’ health and educational
infrastructure, the U.S. failed to fulfill these obligations other than providing funds for
government jobs and the expansion of their cash economies starting in the 1960s. In the late
1980s, the former Trust Territories split into the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands (one of two U.S. territories with “commonwealth” status; the other is Puerto Rico) and
three separate “Freely Associated States.” These states have three separate Compacts of Free
Association (COFA) between the U.S. and: (1) the Republic of Palau; (2) the Republic of the
Marshall Islands; (3) the Federated States of Micronesia, which consists of Yap, Chuuk,
Pohnpei, and Kosrae. COFA allows entry into the U.S. without a visa or requirements for health
screenings. Further, Micronesians can legally work, reside, and travel to the U.S. with an
unlimited stay (Yamada and Pobutsky, 2009). Yet in Hawai‘i, Micronesians face discrimination,
inadequate housing, and difficulty accessing appropriate health care. 34

While access to social services through COFA is precisely the reason that many come to the U.S.,
the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act makes COFA migrants
ineligible for Medicaid for 5 years following entry into U.S. However, State of Hawai‘i law requires
access to Hawai’i’s managed care Medicaid programs (Med-Quest) if they meet eligibility
requirements based on poverty. However, “Compact Impact” funding from the federal government
has been inadequate. The State of Hawai‘i (2015) estimates that in 2014 they spent $163,155,199 in
state funds for health and social services for Micronesians, including financial assistance, medical
assistance, emergency housing and homeless outreach, education programs including specialized
language services, and “public safety” measures, including incarceration and interpreter services. As
34
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Most Micronesians report that they come to the United States for health care and
employment (ibid), and the State of Hawai’i (2015) has calculated that the number of Hawai‘i
migrants from this region has doubled in ten years from 7,297 in 2003 to 14,700 in 2013, and
considers these numbers under-representative due to limitations in Census enumeration
strategies. In addition to facing health consequences due to nuclear fallout, economic and
cultural shifts have disrupted previously existing food systems, as have climate-related events
such as severe weather and sea-level rise. Dacca explained, “It’s hard nowadays to go back to the
old ways because the new generation born and raised in the U.S., when they go back, they don’t
know how to work in the taro patch, they don’t know how fish, how to pound breadfruit.”
Similar to Lualualei, U.S. military presence in the region known as Micronesia has both polluted
its lands and interrupted former lifeways, transforming entire ways of life. The resultant
vulnerability has required the assimilation of these populations into capitalist ways of life, either
in their homes in Micronesia or in Hawai‘i.
Wai‘anae Boat Harbor community leader Loke explained that discrimination amongst
Hawaiians towards Micronesians is tied to anger to the United States for committing the error of
bombing these Pacific countries, then accommodating its people. “But when they bombed
Kaho’olawe,” she told me, “they never accommodated us.“ She was referring to a 45-square
mile island off of the island Maui that the U.S. military used for target practice for decades after
the Pearl Harbor bombing. After a lawsuit initiated by the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana (PKO) in
a result, in July 2009, the Hawaii Department of Human Services announced that they would
exclude COFA migrants from Med-Quest and enroll them in a program with fewer benefits called
Basic Health Hawaii (BHH). However, people organized against this change due to the possibility of
denial of necessary health services such as hemodialysis and chemotherapy. A federal judge
preempted the adoption of BHH, yet the U.S. Supreme Court has denied to take up this case. The
future of BHH is now uncertain.
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1976, a 1980 consent decree enabled continued naval training, but allowed monthly community
access and promised surface clearing of 10,000 acres of the island. In 1990, George H.W. Bush
ordered an end to live-fire training on the island, and currently Kaho‘olawe Island Reserve
Commission and PKO share land stewardship responsibilities (Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana,
n.d.). Loke then mused that the hatred is perhaps tied to jealousy. “We work, we pay taxes, and
they’re going to Micronesians. The Black people, the Mexicans fought for years for what
Micronesians are being handed. It’s not their fault. They been here already for awhile, but there
are more now.” She expressed frustration that Hawaiians cannot easily access food stamps and
other benefits.
While virtually killing people, the domination of land and resources for military activities
corresponds with the inadequate provision of resources for those who bear the brunt of this
destruction. This precipitates racism between the most vulnerable ethnic groups. Dacca had a
different interpretation from Loke. She told me, “they're so strict with the Hawaiians and
Micronesians” regarding “welfare money and health care stuff. But when the Filipinos use the
offices, everywhere are Filipinos, Filipinos” who work there. She estimated that Filipinos in fact
attain the most benefits. Dacca is correct that it is difficult for COFA migrants to access relief.
In addition to uncertain access to health care, they are not eligible for food stamps unless they
become naturalized U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, veterans, active duty military, or
dependents of military personnel. And they are only eligible for Social Security unless they have
worked for 40 quarters (Yamada and Pobutsky, 2009). However, she is incorrect that Filipinos
are over-represented as recipients of social services. The 2010 census count calculated that
25.1% of Hawai’i’s population identify as Filipino (alone or in combination with other races)
(State of Hawaii, 2012). Further, 41.6% were white, 57.4% were Asian, and 26.2% were Native
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Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander (alone or in combination with other races) (U.S. Census,
2010). But amongst those receiving “General Assistance” in 2013, 39.8% were white, 28.4%
were Hawaiian, 10% were “Other Pacific Islander” (which includes but is not limited to COFA
migrants), 9.5% were Filipino, and 8.8% were “Other Asian.” Recipients of SNAP (Food
Stamps) were 31.7% Hawaiian, 28.3% white, 14.9% Filipino, 12% “Other Pacific Islander,” and
10% “Other Asian.” In terms of recipients Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, TANF,
33.7% were Hawaiian, 28% “Other Pacific Islander,” 20.6% white, 9.7% Filipino, and 5.6%
“Other Asian” (State of Hawaii, 2014).
By partitioning people from land and resources, the military facilitates the partitioning of
displaced peoples from each other. As I have argued throughout in the previous chapter, the
scarcity of available provisions is the result of the military domination of land and resources.
When I proposed this possibility to Loke, she responded, “The government has put so much
fences around the land and say that they own it.” Partitions enclose land in Lualualei, displacing
Hawaiians from their homes in Hawai‘i. In Micronesia, the military similarly operates bases and
makes the place difficult to live through nuclear testing and the disruption of lifeways that
consequently forces people to migrate as refugees. Further, people move to Hawai‘i from all
over the world for reasons tied to war, economic instability, and inadequate social services. As
surplus populations forced to assimilate into U.S. ways of life, these people simultaneously stay
outside of bounds of selective membership in the “U.S. nation.”
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Figure 17. Dacca Francis at a farm across the street from
Lualualei Naval Annex. Photo by author.
The “Restoration of Ancestral Abundance:” Generating Wealth on the Wai‘anae Coast
Driving to Ka‘ala Farms in Wai‘anae Valley adjacent to Lualualei, the trees and plants
became progressively greener. Family farms grow watercress and other vegetables, wooden
shelters rest on dirt opposed to grass, auto parts and other household items scatter about lawns,
laundry flaps from clotheslines, and trees grow pomelos and mangos. I arrived at the bus loop
near the end of the paved road, which connects to a dirt lane. Near its entrance stood a small
garden with ti plants, papaya, and banana trees. A burnt out house was across the street from the
garden, with only stacked mattresses remaining. Yet despite the signs of decay, it is undeniable
that magic and spirits live in this valley. As I came closer to the steep ridges of the mountain
capturing the clouds, the mist cooled the air and offered respite from the brutal sun beating
onto the coastline.
Once at Ka‘ala Farms near the base of Mount Ka‘ala in Wai‘anae Valley, I encountered its
founder, Eric Enos, who was shoveling soil and wearing a black baseball cap, locals slippers with
green straps, and a blue T-shirt with fish. He gestured to his surroundings, including lo‘i, ti
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plants, and an earthen oven, which were all encircled by the green peaks of mountains that
surround the valley. The floor of the valley is broad, an almost circular shape. And from where
we stood, we could see a wedge of ocean. “This is the future catching up to the past,” he said to
me in lieu of hello. Later, when asked about their programs’ aims, he expressed his dedication to
changing Wai‘anae’s environment. He described his work with youth in the neighboring
ahupua‘a (land division) of Nanakuli:
You got to figure out how you going to neighborhoods, develop your backyard.
Because that's what you see every day. So where's the walk paths in Nanakuli?
Where the bicycle paths in Nanakuli? Where are the safe places to walk in
Nanakuli? Where is the edible forest in Nanakuli? Where is the beaches, where is
the Koa? Where is our fishing grounds? Where's the health of our limu
(seaweed)?...The schools sit on the ocean, but their backs are to the ocean.
Eric offered a series of questions embedded in an environmental vision that cultivates everyday
well-being. It entails a sensible transportation infrastructure that would provide an alternative to
cars, which would change lifestyles and restore health. He also highlighted the importance of
neighborhood, presenting a vision of living in an environment that meets the basic human needs
of locally accessed food, access to relevant knowledge, and the cultivation of community. At the
same time, he critiqued Western environmental planning paradigms that make it nearly
impossible to walk or bike, that have decimated livelihoods and subsistence practices, and that
have created an educational system that teaches ideas irrelevant to everyday life in Wai‘anae. As
such, his work restoring lifeways in Wai‘anae quite literally works to transform the environment
to promote Hawaiian ways and thus community health.
As we spoke, Eric described his work as catalyzed during the Vietnam War era, inspired
by social movements both within and outside of Hawai‘i. He explained, “My friends were being
shipped out, some were coming back, some didn't come back, some did come back, and whoa!
(laughs bitterly) mind gone, yeah. So.... but was all around us, anti-nuclear and all that stuff.”
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The experience of the disastrous war in Vietnam profoundly shaped his politics, as it did for
many in Wai‘anae. This corresponded with uprisings against racism and colonization in the
continental United States: “We were trying to figure out what the Black movement, what the
Chicano movement, what the AIM, the American Indian movement was. And then of course
you have Kaho‘olawe.” Eric and Ka‘ala Farm’s ongoing work is the product of oppositional
social movements comprised of broad coalitions confronting the colonial and racist practices of
the U.S. government.
At the same time, Eric stressed: “What kept us alive was just going back to the kalo, and
that's basically what kept us sane.” Jeff Corntassel (2012) describes such practices as “sustainable
self-determination,” a form of “indigenous resurgence” that centers land—not the state—as the
primary focal point for resistance. These efforts transform political economic structures that
organize relationships with the natural world while maintaining connections to place through the
exercise of relational obligations to land (also see Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, 2011). As a Hawaiian
community activist, Eric and many others face the acute challenge of reclaiming Kanaka Maoli
approaches to land while operating and functioning in capitalist and war-oriented economic and
political structures.
Eric’s son, Kamuela (Kamu) Enos, is the Social Enterprise Director at MA‘O Organic
Farms located in Lualualei Valley one mile away from the military base. He continues the
commitment of his father to malama ‘aina (take care of the land), while stressing a shift from
activist approaches in order to maintain economic longevity beyond protest movements.
Referring to lessons from his father as well as other elders and community leaders, Kamu
stressed the importance of collaborating with individuals working within institutions to develop
coalitions and together accomplish systemic change. He recounted:
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I remember, [my father and I] had been holding signs at the capitol, and we were
coming home in my dad's old truck and we were bone tired. He kind of looked at
me, and he said, ‘instead of fighting against the board, you need to be on the
board.’ So that intersect between thinking you're a Hawaiian rights activists and
then, because of your father, your father telling you being a Hawaiian rights
activist is not enough.
Kamu elaborated: “you get the Kanaka that will be ku‘e ku‘e (resist resist) and you realize they
gotta eat.”
Practicing “community based economic development,” MA‘O hires Wai‘anae youth
interns to work on the farm for 20 hours a week for a stipend of $500/month. If they stay for 2
and a half years, various sources of funding (including the Office of Hawaiian Affairs) pay for
the interns’ college tuition through MA‘O. This generates what Kamu calls “ancestral
abundance” on the largest profit-generating organic farm in all of Hawai‘i. Kamu stressed the
importance of community-based entrepreneurialism that develops culturally relevant programs
to socially and economically empower individuals. He added, “I use that word entrepreneur
intentionally, I think that in English, in the language of power in English, those are power words
that don't often get assigned to communities.” Money earned from this “social enterprise”
approach “finances this connection between people and land,” restoring “traditional resource
management and practices” to “localize the economy.” Working within systems imposed by
capitalism on land severely limited due the military use, MA‘O Farms has developed a successful
business model that also develops social programs. Through this strategy, MA‘O “subverts” the
systems that have dispossessed their community. Kamu calls this a process of “indigenization.”
Kamu emphasized that being located in the very same valley as the Lualualei military
base, MA‘O aims to show the land’s potential for wealth generation as well as communitycentered programs. While this represents a shift from the oppositional politics that defined the
politics of his father’s generation, it represents a practical strategy to confront and compete with
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some of the most powerful institutions in the world that include the U.S. military and industrial
agriculture. These efforts starkly contrast with the valley’s alternative uses: dumps and underutilized military operations. He speculates that the Navy will eventually decommission their
bases in Lualualei, and the eventual takeover of this land was one of the purposes of MA‘O’s
establishment in the first place. By executing successful social enterprise programs, MA‘O’s
activities represent a viable challenge to the military domination of land, which is particularly
impressive amidst the significant funding challenges for nonprofit organizations that drastically
heightened after the financial crash of 2008.
While such shifts are pragmatic, community-based approaches that harness the forces of
capital to serve the interests of communities are ripe for historically situated critiques. Arguing
against the idea that the interests of capital are synonymous with interests of communities,
James DeFilippis describes the systemic shift of community development agencies into an
embeddedness in neoliberal frameworks, pointing out that the radical demands for community
control have evolved into depoliticized, market-based language such as “capacity building,”
“asset development,” and “social capital.” Related programs work to fill the vacuum left by the
state retrenchment of social services. This signifies a shift from the Community Action Agencies
and Model Cities programs funded by Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty of the 1960s and
early 1970s, which both responded to and sought to contain more revolutionary movements
such as the Black Panthers. (It is important to note that Eric Enos was actively involved in
programs funded by Model Cities in the 1970s.) Further, these programs digressed from
community organizing approaches popularized in subsequent decades that developed
neighborhood-based campaigns that sought to highlight the centrality of power to community
struggles. DeFilippis characterizes the current stage of community planning as depoliticized,
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professionalized, and market-based. Nonconfrontational and communitarianism, these efforts
are rooted in the assumption that shared interests and social relationships between communities
and political actors will help mutual goals be realized. In the context of this critique, MA‘O’s
programs conform with—rather than challenge—capitalist development models.
Such a shift can be understood as emblematic of neoliberalism. Neoliberalism can be
defined as a set of economic and social policies established in the early 1980s, spearheaded by
the champions of trickle-down economics, particularly Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher in
the west. The policies include the deregulation of markets, which gave rise to multinational
corporations alongside the reduction of the government’s role in providing social services and
offering a safety net for the poor. Alongside diminished government programs to promote wellbeing, state power asserts itself through its increased presence in military, policing, and border
control. Ultimately, this results in an increasing polarization of wealth between rich and poor
(Harvey, 2007). Employing a critique of existing economic structures, DeFilippis states,
“Community development needs to reconnect with its goals of community control, but it must
do in a way that understands capital, capitalism, and class in American society.”
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Figure 18. Images from Wai‘anae Film Series participants depicting alternatives to
militarism. Photo by author.

Conclusion
This chapter has sought to uncover the mechanisms associated with the large-scale
processes that have shaped poverty and impeded access “ancestral abundance” on the Wai‘anae
Coast. It has also examined the ways in which neoliberal capitalist development has influenced
community-based programs. In my ongoing conversations with Lucy Gay regarding these
questions, she repeatedly pondered the possibilities for effectively addressing the entrenched
systems of power, particularly the military domination of land and capitalist development. She
repeatedly asked: “If we can’t beat them and we don’t want to join them, what are our options?”
Some additional questions we asked together include: What are the various possibilities for
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economic development in a highly militarized community that faces the ravages of economic
underdevelopment as a result? How can community-based approaches incorporate a critique of
capitalism, neoliberalism, and war? What support do community formations need for this
critique to become integrated in daily work? When is it effective to outright challenge
institutions such as the military and when should people work to forge “alternatives?” What
strategies and approaches can effectively challenge powerful, land-consuming institutions?
Aiming to contribute to knowledge surrounding efforts to address these questions, this
chapter has focused on Lualualei and surrounding areas to analyze how the military partitioning
of space facilitates the organized abandonment of fertile lands. Organized abandonment enables
the concentration of multiple forms of waste: under-utilized land and the production and
storage of hazardous and un-used materials. This is linked to the treatment of human lives as
waste and thus contributes to illness and premature death. At the same time, the people of
Wai‘anae employ multiple discursive and material strategies to reshape their landscapes to make
claims to land and livelihoods, demonstrating the capacity of activism and community selforganization to confront the structures and logics of military enclosure. Yet questions remain
regarding the most effective strategies to confront the destructive effects of one of the most
formidable institutions on the planet and their dominating hold on land. The following chapters
examine some of the contradictory outcomes of community demands for environmental
protection, particularly the purported commitment of military and State institutions to
conservation projects.
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Figure 19. Map of Makua Military Reservation
And Mount Ka‘ala. Source: Designed by Manu
Mei-Singh. Used with permission of artist.
CHAPTER FOUR
This Area Is Kapu
Conservation as a Placemaking & Statemaking Strategy at Mākua
“I want to start by saying we’re not anti-military, we’re more pro peace and pro Mākua
Valley,” Fred Dodge told me as we settled onto a bench beneath an oleander bursting with
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magenta flowers. It was a drizzly fall day in 2013 on Makua Military Reservation, and we had just
completed a “cultural access” in the valley. My visit had started by passing through a chain-link
fence topped with barbed wire. In an open pavilion surrounded by informational panels
describing the species and cultural sites in the valley, we signed in with a soldier, showing our
IDs and accepting the risk of injury from explosives. (A waiver delineated: “My personal safety
is my own responsibility and no one else’s.”) The eight visitors included students and teachers,
mothers and children, and tourists and long-term Hawai‘i residents. After a safety briefing, we
walked to the foot of a dirt road leading into the valley, where Leandra Wai led an ‘oli (Hawaiian
chant). We made ho‘okupu (offerings) at an ‘ahu (altar), a square shaped rock structure. We saw
petroglyphs engraved in upright volcanic rocks, a well under a mango tree covered by wooden
planks, and a hei‘au (Hawaiian temple) surrounded by stone walls. Our entry into Mākua was the
product of years struggle waged by the community organization Malama Mākua, of which Fred
and Leandra were leaders.
In addition to the twice-monthly cultural access in which we had participated, Malama
Mākua victories included the end to bombing practice in the valley and extensive, militaryfunded environmental programs in mountains surrounding Mākua Valley and much of the rest
of the Wai‘anae mountain range. This was the response to community pressure regarding the
vast destructiveness of military activities in the valley, the home of over 40 endangered species.
Fred recalls what compelled him to work on this campaign: “I kept coming back, photographing
and documenting fires during the day and night. From 1989 to 1998, there were I think 272 fires
in Mākua, most of them from [military live-fire] training.” Malama Mākua initiated a lawsuit
against the military in the late 1990s and an October 4, 2001 settlement agreement brought
about twice monthly community accesses and a tentative end to live-fire training at Mākua. Soon
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after, the military began to designate resources to environmental efforts to comply with the
Endangered Species Act. Despite these concessions, over 4,000 acres of land remain in military
hands.
Exploring the contradictory outcomes of the Malama Mākua struggle, this chapter
demonstrates how community activism redefines the terms by which U.S. military institutions
control space. At the same time, by granting limited concessions in the form of environmental
conservation programs, the military attempts to contain ongoing Hawaiian claims to land while
obfuscating the significant environmental damage wrought by military practices. Jonathan
Goldberg-Hiller and Noenoe Silva (2011) argue: “Shape-shifting has always been a face of
neocolonial governance in the hope of suppressing what cannot be held back: the theft and
violent destruction of indigenous worlds” (p. 442). Despite this shape-shifting, the U.S. military
maintains fences as a feature of military occupation. Carcerality is foundational to such projects,
employed through the partitioning of space that contains perceived “threats,” including nont
capitalist ways of life. I also show how mo‘olelo (stories, history) of shapeshifting sharks
reterritorialize space by proposing models of governance premised on community accountability
and interdependent relationships between humans and the environment. Finally, I analyze how
these mo‘olelo inform environmental justice efforts waged by a “community in the line of
fire.” 35

35

This phrase is borrowed from a report by the Military Toxics Project (2002).
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Figure 20. Makua Valley. Source: Photo by Wayne Chi. Used with permission of
photographer.
War and Partitions at Mākua: Fences as Colonial and Carceral Projects
Born in New Jersey, Fred was originally a “hawk” who served as a “simple lab tech” in
the Korean War. On his way back from Korea and Japan, he passed through Hawai‘i. Watching
the sunrise over Diamond Head at Hickam Air Force Base, Fred decided to make the islands his
home. After attending medical school, he returned to Hawai‘i in 1961 and moved to the
Wai‘anae Coast to serve one of Hawai‘i’s most disenfranchised populations. There he became a
beloved figure in the community, known widely as “Doctor Dodge.” He soon encountered
Mākua Valley in Wai‘anae. “It was like a déjà vu experience,” he said, describing his first
encounter with the place. It was this feeling that brought him back to Mākua again and again,
and to dedicate much of his life to protecting the place.
Others with whom I spoke mourned their inability to access this land except for cultural
accesses. Emma, a cultural practitioner with generational ties to Mākua, explained that her great
great great grandmother had walked around the westernmost tip of O‘ahu—Ka‘ena Point—to
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Mākua, married someone who lived there, and stayed for generations. Her family was “part of
that community out there. They were part of the church choir, they worked, some with the
railroad and others as paniolo [cowboys] for the ranch.” As I traced in Chapter 2, the Army
began to acquire land for training in 1929, and evicted all of Mākua’s residents in December of
1941, weeks after the Pearl Harbor bombing. (Honolulu Star-Bulletin, 1996). A 1964 Executive
Order signed by Lyndon B. Johnson named the valley Makua Military Reservation, leasing the
valley for 65 years for one dollar (Kelly and Quintal, 1977). Although Emma had previously
participated in community accesses to Mākua, she said that she would not return again because
it was too painful. Throughout our conversation, Emma frequently returned to the topic of
fences. “The fences out there make me feel so disconnected,” she reiterated. Another
demilitarization activist with whom I spokestressed regarding Mākua: “Our goal is to take the
fences down.”
What then, do fences accomplish?
First, I understand fences as a colonial structure. As a symbolic fixture in the landscape,
fences communicate powerful messages about the colonial control of territory and the uneven
social and political relationships therein produced. In a colonial context, the army and police
represent “pillars of the regime” (Fanon, 1963, pg. 117). “The dividing line, the border, is
represented by the barracks and the police stations” (ibid, pg. 3). Patricia Seed (1995)
characterizes the construction of fences and other barriers such as hedges surrounding houses as
a “ceremony of possession” for British colonizers during the sixteenth and early seventeenth
century upon their arrival to the “New World.” This marked the dispossession of previous
inhabitants as well as claims to space in the face of other European states, which each had their
own particular ceremonial protocol. As demonstrated by the United States’ vast network of
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military bases, almost all of which are surrounded by fences or walls, the United States engages
in a similar claim-making practice to assert control over land in the face of competing claims to
territory by indigenous and local people in Hawai‘i, Guam, Okinawa, and Puerto Rico to name a
few examples. At Mākua, fences mark United States’ possession of land to people like Emma,
who still claim generational ties to the place.
I also understand fences as a carceral project, containing the land itself. Here land, like
people, functions as a significant life force, holding power and agency. The land poses a threat to
the colonial prerogatives of the U.S. nation-state because it presents possibilities for survival
outside of its colonial structures, laws, and economic systems. To manage the threat posed by
interdependent relations between humans and the nonhuman world, the military must partition
and enclose land. The making of territorially bound—carceral—spaces enable society as a whole
to organize itself threats of their own making while containing populations within and outside of
particular spaces. As a result, partitions shape entire ways of life (Loyd with Gilmore, 2012) to
advance the interests and stability of the occupying force (Edelstein, 2004). This use of the term
carcerality elucidates the ways the nation-state partitions and repartitions land and living space to
shape power relations and ways of life.
Albert was eighty-four-years-old when I met him in the spring of 2014 and lived in the
valley next to Mākua. He has witnessed many transitions throughout his life. His grandfather
was Link McCandless, the ranch owner at Mākua from the late 1800s until World War II, who
established artesian wells across Hawai‘i and later served as a territorial delegate to the U.S.
Congress. His grandmother was Hawaiian. “The grandfather came here to Wai‘anae to develop
water systems to irrigate the sugarcane, and that was a good investment. He came here and had
several, several babies. The oldest was my mother. She was, you know, a half breed.” Albert
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started off working at sugar plantations in Wai‘anae, “digging the weeds. And that was the main
area for opportunities, job opportunities.” In 1948, after the expansion of the U.S. military
across O‘ahu following World War II, he worked as a civilian for the Naval Ammunition Depot
(NAD) ten miles down the road from Mākua, and “went automotive...Bulldozers, cranes and all
that.” He described the military as “part of the community,” and recalls during his childhood
that he “made friends with everybody. The military, oh they were good to me.” He said, “Us
kids could go through the base and watch movies all through the war” at Pokai Bay and the
adjacent Wai‘anae Boat Harbor. They would also take him out on their boats.
Albert’s life represents the ways plantations and the U.S. military organize “the
production and reproduction of daily life” (N. Smith, 1992, pg. pg. 60) by establishing
economies and offering recreational opportunities due to their vast control over land and
resources. Sugar production in Wai‘anae produced the conditions by which people could join
the workforce, making the industry “the main area for opportunities.” With the expansion of
war infrastructure following the bombing of Pearl Harbor, working on the naval base became
another “area for opportunity.” (Currently few military jobs are available, as what used to be
NAD is now a site for ammunition and waste storage as well as a radio transmitter while Mākua
is an under-utilized training ground.) The military also provided opportunities for recreation and
play. Given his experiences, it is not surprising that Albert attends veteran support meetings in
Wai‘anae—where we met. Albert’s views represent that of many with whom I spoke when I
conducted ethnographic research from 2011 to 2015. Many from the ages of eighteen to 84
years from all ethnic and class backgrounds insisted that the U.S. and its military apparatus
protects Hawai‘i from Japan, China, and the nebulous category of “terrorists.” Similarly, Albert
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sees soldiers as “the ones up there to protect us. They are like the policemen of the
world…[who] go through the wall, they get killed.”
Fences do not produce clear “dividing lines,” rather, as we see with Albert, they produce
a particular set of contradictory relationships to the racial settler state. In other words, fences do
not produce indigenous and racial identities in the sense that it separates different groups from
each other, rather it establishes and produces a set of expectations for citizenship that determine
actions and behaviors in the spaces through which we move. 36 Albert repeatedly returned to the
redeeming qualities of the U.S. military over the course of a four hour conversation at Hannara’s
a local diner in Wai‘anae. However, when I called him ten days later to thank him for his time,
he conceded that “the one bad thing” about the military that he neglected to mention was that
the military took the land of so many Hawaiians. He admitted that he learned later in life about
the overthrow of Queen Liluokalani by Hawai‘i’s business elite and backed by U.S. Marines, and
described 1893 as a pilau (stink, rotten) time when Hawaiian people, including those in his own
family, lost their wealth and land. For many who have spent most of their lives in Wai‘anae,
they, like Albert, sit somewhere on the fence, so to speak. Their livelihoods and identities are
tied to the land as well as to the U.S. military, as almost everyone in Wai‘anae are family
members of soldiers or veterans or are veterans themselves.
After stating his ambivalence regarding the U.S. military, Albert then sang Kaulana Nā
Pua (famous are the flowers/children) over the phone, a song written by Eleanor
Kekoaohiwaikalani Wright Prendergast in 1893 for members of the Royal Hawaiian band in
protest of the illegal overthrow of the Queen and the Kingdom. “Kaulana nā pua aʻo
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Thanks to Juliet Nebolon for articulating this important clarification.
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Hawaiʻi/Kūpaʻa mahope o ka ʻāina/Hiki mai ka ʻelele o ka loko ʻino/Palapala ʻānunu me ka
pākaha.” This translates approximately to: Famous are the children of Hawaiʻi/Ever loyal to the
land/When the evil-hearted messenger comes/With his greedy document of extortion. (This
“document of extortion” refers to the Bayonet Constitution, which stripped King Kalaukaua,
Lili‘uokalani’s predecessor, of his powers in 1887.) While the first lines of the song critique the
chipping away of the Hawaiian monarchy, a later verse offers an economic critique of
colonialism: “ʻAʻole mākou aʻe minamina/I ka puʻukālā a ke aupuni/Ua lawa mākou i ka
pōhaku/I ka ʻai kamahaʻo o ka ʻāina.” This translates, We do not value/The government's hills
of money/We are satisfied with the rocks/The wondrous food of the land. This song expresses
the competing economies that characterize the conflict between U.S. colonial projects and
indigenous modes of survival. By stating satisfication with the “rocks” that provide “wondrous
food of the land,” the song expresses the possibilities for land—not “hills of money”—to meet
human needs for sustenance and to enable self-governance.
I return to the martial law during World War II as a turning point in which the military
reconsolidated its power through carceral measures. Japan’s bombing marks a crisis of authority
of the U.S. nation-state’s control over a strategic territory crucial for the U.S. military to contain
Asian countries across the Pacific. However, a major problem hindered U.S. control over these
spaces: 160,000 Japanese civilians, a third of Hawai‘i’s population. Rumors circulated that
Japanese people cut arrows in the sugar cane fields to guide incoming plans to Pearl Harbor,
blocked traffic deliberately on the morning of the bombing, fired at American troops, and
helped ships bring saboteurs. In response, U.S. agents arrested up to 1,400 people in Hawai‘i
(most of them Japanese), forced thousands to appear in front of loyalty boards, mandated that
Japanese people move if they lived near bases, and required that they turn in cameras and guns
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(Daws, 1968, pg. 346-347). The United States also interned over a thousand Japanese people
from Hawai‘i and relocated them to camps both on the islands and on the continent, targeting
community leaders. In response, many Japanese people proved their loyalty by participating in
the war effort (Okihiro, 1992).
Less has been documented about Native Hawaiians during this period. The trauma of
the bombing recalibrated Hawaiians’ relationship with haoles (foreigners, white people), forging
“a kind of political unity” against a “common enemy” (Osorio, 2010, pg. 7-8). At the same time,
the U.S. military displaced many Hawaiians in Wai‘anae during this time. Subsequent to the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, presidential executive orders allowed large tracts of land to be seized,
and military land holdings reached its peak of 600,000 acres on the islands in 1944 (Kajihiro,
2009). A former resident of Mākua Valley describes the manner in which land was taken from
his family during the war: “The government moved all of the residents out and said after the
war, you can move back—and then they used the houses for target practice…the military came
with guns and said…“You’ve got to move” (LaDuke in Niheu et al, 2007).
Amidst martial law that lasted for nearly three years and land seizures that destroyed
previously existing infrastructures as well as livelihoods, white soldiers on the islands cast
Hawaiian men as criminals. In 1931, a white American woman named Grace Fortescue (married
to the cousin of Theodore Roosevelt) and three accomplices from the U.S. Navy murdered a
Kanaka Maoli boxer named Joseph Kahahawai. This was because they accused him of raping
Fortescue’s daughter, Thalia Massie. (Evidence demonstrates that it is extremely unlikely
Kahahawai committed the rape.) Hawai‘i’s territorial governor, Lawrence Judd, ruled that the
defendants’ only punishment for the murder of Kahahawai was one hour of service in his office.
As a result, Hawai‘i came close to race riots, and Hearst-owned newspapers advocated martial
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law on the islands, writing: “a population of dark-skinned racists had no claim on the rights and
privileges enjoyed by good Americans under the Constitution.” 37 The ruling as well the martial
law proposal sought to construct the islands as a space safe for white Americans, where they can
show Hawai‘i’s capability for ruling itself under the American flag (Daws, 1968). The treatment
of the life and death of Joseph Kahahawai, described in media portrayals as “dark-skinned,”
demonstrates how Hawaiian presence exposes the tenuousness of U.S. colonial control in
Hawai‘i, mimicking lynching of Black men on the continent. In fact, David Stannard (2006)
chronicles that Massie’s husband who was one of the murderers spent much his life in the deep
south of the U.S., where the lynching of Black men accused of making sexual overtures directed
toward white women was an epidemic. Variant social projects took shape through carceral
measures. As the U.S. military managed the Asian threat that ultimately resulted in the mass
assimilation of Japanese people, the criminalization of Hawaiian men enabled the statesanctioned erasure of Native Hawaiian lives, governance, and ways of life. The inclusion of the
“Asian threat” is premised on the containment of Hawaiians (Saranillio, 2010), and vice versa.
In response to threats rooted in racist constructs that take multiple forms, the carceral
state makes borders, walls, and fences to establish and reconsolidate its tenuous territorial
control and power. I refer to territory as not a bounded space, rather as a bundle of political
technologies that differentiates “acceptable citizen” from enemy threat moving through borders
defined by the state. “Territory is a process, not an outcome” (Elden, 2013, pg. 2). Through the
making of carceral spaces to contain this threat, partitions manage the tenuous relationship

Contradictorily, popular representations of the luau emerged during this time, which painted the
islands as a domesticated and welcoming place where eroticized Hawaiian women welcomed military
servicemen. As opposed to a place surrounded by fences, luaus constructed the islands as a region of
hospitality and thus depoliticized the violence of colonialism (Imada, 2008).
37
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between nation and territory as well as citizen and state (Zamindar, 2007). In spaces of active
warfare, walls and fences are the most common ways in which states preserve its territorial
integrity in the face of security threats, a strategy that has expanded since 2001 and the
subsequent crises (Brown, 2010 in Elden, 2009). In Wai‘anae, a space of war preparation, fences
enable the military to manage competing claims to its space. Ongoing resistance to dispossession
shows how such partitioning is always contested. The next section examines one particular
strategy of contestation: the telling of shark stories.

Shark Stories: Reterritorializing Mākua through Mo‘olelo
Because of decades of community struggle demanding its protection from military livefire training as well as anti-eviction struggles on the beach, Mākua is widely known throughout
Hawai‘i as a contested place. One day, when I pulled over on the side of the Farrington
Highway to buy fish, I mentioned to the fisherman that I was heading to Mākua. “Be careful of
the Shark Man,” he warned me with a smile. Later, I asked Alice Greenwood, a Wai‘anae
community activist who was born in the 1940s and spent much of her childhood at Mākua
Beach to tell me about the shark. She replied that there are as many shark stories about Mākua
as there are people who tell it. 38
Her version of the story is the following: Her family used to see a huge shark in the
ocean around Mākua, but it didn’t bother them. Her mother swam in Kaneana cave, which was

A written version points to Kaneana cave at Mākua as the dwelling place of the shark goddess
who “holds sway” from Ka‘ena to Kepuhi point and lives in the cave where she takes the form of a
woman rather than man (McAllister in Sterling and Summers, 1978).
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near the ocean but not immediately connected to it. However, Alice would smell limu (seaweed)
and algae in the cave’s water, so she surmised that its water source is connected to the sea, likely
underground. She wove the story of the land’s features seamlessly with her story of the creatures
that dwelt there, and explained: “There was a mo‘o (lizard), which represents land, and it was a
woman. And then there was a mano (shark) who represents the ocean, and then they fell in love
with each other.” The fact that land and sea creatures were lovers conveys the harmonious
relationship between the earth and water. In the Kumulipo, the Hawaiian creation chant, the
pairing of complementary land and water life forms lead to the progression of new life forms. In
this vein, Alice continued: “They had a child, and he was the shark formation. And he was the
guardian of this whole place. That's how my mother puts it. He was a guardian.” Based on the
stories of people who have sighted the shark from their boat, she’s heard that the shark is bigger
than a Boston Whaler. But she told them, “It won't bother you, it’s just watching the area.”
Alice then described her familial connection to sharks. Her great grandmother gave birth
to twins, one who was a person and the other who was a shark. I clarified that this meant her
great aunt is a shark, and she affirmed this. She didn’t believe it until her sister saw a shark one
day off Lahaina on the island of Maui. Her mother assured her sister, “Don’t worry, that's
family.” In fact, many people shared with me that they consider sharks their aumakua, or deified
ancestor. They describe them as protectors, including fishers who encounter sharks diving or
“throwing net.” Another friend communicates with sharks through song. These stories articulate
the genealogical connections between people, animals, and the environment.
Mo‘olelo provide historical and geographical accounts of Hawaiian worldviews (Kanahele,
1986; Oliveira, 2014), redefining and reshaping the modern world for Kanaka Maoli. As theory,
mo‘olelo are “orally based communal knowledges” that make sense of indigenous worlds, lives,
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and communities (Million, 2014, pg. 35). In Hawai‘i, mo‘olelo—translated as story, narrative,
and history—communicate “living, dynamic realities” articulating Kanaka agency rather than
displacement (ho‘omanawanui, 2014). Collectively generated, the telling and retelling of mo‘olelo
disrupt notions of history as a linear process; rather, it enables people to refashion history as an
active process linked to multiple perspectives and continual contestation. They enable people to
make sense of their daily lives, producing knowledge and narratives that govern relationships to
the world and each other (Barthes in Cowen and Gilbert, 2008, pg. 3). These theories offer a
guide for action, informing projects for survival in the face of colonialism, carcerality, and
displacement.
Mo‘olelo advance the integrity of the community connected to a particular place by
teaching people how to behave in a way that enables them to function as part of a collectivity.
When I asked Alice whom the shark at Mākua did harm, her voice quieted. “According to my
mother, a lot of the legends and a lot of the things that happened to people comes from the
person's heart. You know what I mean? They're protected if their heart is pure, they’re not
protected if their heart is not pure.” Another longtime inhabitant of Mākua said of the shark,
“Lot of the old folks and the children named him if we disobeyed.” Disobeying included
swearing, offending, having a bad temper, and a big mouth. (Kelly and Quintal, 1977). Even
younger people from Wai‘anae told me that their parents invoked the threat of the shark when
they misbehaved as children.
Alice then shifted to a related story about Olowalu on Maui, where a family in the area
practiced rituals and fed a shark. Another family bought a property there and told the family
connected to the shark they could no longer trespass on their property to go to the ocean.
“Please ma‘am, I just like show my mo‘opuna (grandchildren) the rituals that we do in this area,”
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they replied. The owner responded, “No, I don't want you guys here ever again.” Later, the
shark ate this woman. “It's a true story and was headline news in the 1970s,” Alice says.
“Afterwards, they turned around and sold the property.” The decisive authority of sharks in the
face of exclusive land tenure systems represents a strategy through which people assert potential
to disrupt enclosure, entitlement, and ownership. These stories propose laws premised on the
primacy and agency of natural forces, familial relations to the animal and plant world, and ethical
and community-oriented relations to each other. Nature, represented by sharks, represents an
active form of governance that is both natural and supernatural.
Sharks, like fences, represent a territorial practice, a process that involves a “spatial
expression of power” in a particular place that a defined group of people have a vested interest
in defending and securing against incursions of others (Cowen and Gilbert, 2008, pg. 16). They
propose territorial relationships that contrast with military enclosure of land while disrupting
colonial hierarchies that place humans above the natural world. Jonathan Goldberg-Hiller and
Noenoe Silva (2011) argue that sharks enact a version of governance that does not rely on
colonial, state-based institutions. This is exemplified by the shark’s “guardianship” of Mākua.
Mo‘olelo articulate a form of indigenous territoriality though which indigenous people as well as
people aligned with indigenous self-determination protect space from colonial encroachment.
The telling and retelling of shark stories, as a protector and guardian, is a way through which
everyday people reclaim their connection to places in the face of incursion.
Mo‘olelo represent an “indigenous intellectual tradition” (Woods, 2007) offering an
antithesis to the plantation and military domination of land that has shaped Wai‘anae’s
development. The justice served to the property owner who attempts to prevent access presents
a form of democratic governance that contrasts with tightly managed enclosure enforced by
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private property systems and military bases. In this sense, such counternarratives present an
ethical system through which people teach each other and newspapers teach the public about
the limitations of paradigms that contradict indigenous, ancestral relationships between humans
and the natural world. They are informed by the daily lives of the displaced and the poor,
incorporating an awareness of uneven access to land and resources for Hawaiians. In Wai‘anae,
they represent the worldviews of the organic intellectuals challenging military partitioning of
land, presenting alternative conceptions of space and time (ibid).
These shark stories present an interdependent cosmological relationship between
humans and the natural world, contrasting with western portrayals of sharks portraying an
antagonistic relationship between humans and animals. In the trailer for the 1975 Jaws movie,
the highest grossing film in history at the time, the narrator describes sharks as creatures who
“[live] to kill. A mindless, eating machine. It will attack and devour anything. It is as if God
created the devil and gave him Jaws.” Universal Pictures released in film a couple of months
after the end of the disastrous Vietnam War, during a major financial crisis in New York City,
and a few years after the global uprisings of the late 1960s. The random destructiveness of the
shark represents the widespread insecurity prevalent amongst the U.S. middle class at the time.
To convey the shark threat, Steven Spielberg turned to war movies featuring submarine battles
from World War II rather than horror film conventions. Parallels between the shark threat and
World War II are made explicit when the rugged shark hunter Quint compares his experiences
with sharks to being on the sinking USS Missouri off the coast of Japan in 1945. The diabolic
portrayal of the Shark matches the prevalent racist portrayals of Japanese people as subhumans
who waged a “sneak attack” on innocent American victims. The explosion that kills the shark at
the end of the movie mirrors the climax of an epic submarine battle (Willson, 1977). In this
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movie we see the shark, a wild and unpredictable manifestation of nature, representing a
quintessential opponent to U.S. society. Its unpredictable violence threatens the security of a
white, middle class public that desires security, pleasure, and leisure.
Hawai‘i has its own Jaws story. Goldberg-Hiller and Silva (2011) document a shark attack
off the windward coast of O‘ahu in March of 1959, three months before the vote that
transformed Hawai‘i into a state. A tiger shark severed the leg of fifteen-year-old Billy Weaver,
who was from a prominent Native Hawaiian merchant family. When his friends tried to save
him, they fled, terrorized by the shark’s extravagant display on the water surface. Billy
disappeared under the water and his body was recovered from the reef later that day. With the
support of local citizens’ groups, the Hawai‘i Division of Fish and Game subsequently waged a
mass shark-killing program that mirrors the desperate efforts of state agents to kill the great
white shark in Jaws. The newly established legislature appropriated $300,000 to the Billy Weaver
Shark Control Program, which killed 595 sharks by the end of the year. This represents an
example of “spectacular displays of sovereign state power” that reify the boundary between
animal and human and defines the civilized citizen in opposition to the “animalistic savage”
(ibid, pg. 432). In both Jaws and the Billy Weaver story, sharks signify an enemy threat to the
national “body.”
The State of Hawai‘i’s approach to shark attacks has shifted since then, which I will
discuss in the conclusion. For now, I stress that, as a major ocean predator that is a master of
survival, shark stories invoke and represent competing visions of power, authority, and territory.
The contrasting versions of shark stories told and retold between people, in newspapers, and in
Hollywood blockbusters represent the complex “structures of feeling” regarding these themes.
Structures of feeling are processes through which people select and reselect the stories and
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images that represent both their lived experiences and understandings (Williams, 1984, pg. 69).
They are informed yet not wholly produced by “the conflict between institutionalized
knowledges directed toward governmentality and localized knowledges that guide affective
loyalties and socio-environmental identities” (Harvey in Woods, 2007). The Jaws and Billy
Weaver stories portray sharks as enemy threats necessitating militarized displays of power that
require killing campaigns to accommodate the lifestyles of a leisuring, middle class public. On
the other hand, shark mo‘olelo portray sharks as potential guardians and allies to be respected
and acknowledged, presenting a form of territoriality predicated on intimate relationships
between animals, humans, and their shared environment at particular places.
Reflective of local processes and experiences, mo‘olelo inform environmental justice
movements, and are thus influenced by and have the power to influence global and historical
developments. By telling the mo‘olelo of Kaneana and the surrounding Mākua area, Alice and
other tellers of shark stories make their personal experience part of a collective history that can
shape future landscapes.
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Figure 21. Gate in front of Army conservation
land in the Wai‘anae mountains. Photo by
author.

Carceral Conservationism: Rethinking Environmental Justice
In the archives of Hawai‘i Peace and Justice, an organization founded during the
Vietnam War and still dedicated to demilitarization struggles, I found pamphlets and other
informational materials describing the danger of live fire training to the endangered species at
Mākua dating as far back as the 1970s. During this decade, antiwar activism coalesced with a
burgeoning Hawaiian movement, which raised the public’s consciousness about the impacts of
U.S. military presence. A significant outcome of activism during this period was the return of
Kaho‘olawe, a 45-square mile island near Maui that, like Mākua, was used for target practice for
decades after the Pearl Harbor bombing. In 1976, the Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana (PKO)
initiated a lawsuit against the military, and in 1977, George Helm, a charismatic Hawaiian activist
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and musician, and Kimo Mitchell were “lost at sea” 39 on their way to Kaho‘olawe to protest its
occupation. These events amplified public outcry supporting the return of the island. As a result,
a 1980 consent decree entailed monthly community accesses and the promised surface clearing
of 10,000 acres of the island. Currently Kaho‘olawe Island Reserve Commission and PKO share
land stewardship responsibilities (Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana, n.d.). 40
The Vietnam War marked a shift away from a pro-military consensus. Old-time activists
explained that the civil rights movement, American Indian movement, and Chicano struggles on
the continental U.S., as well as opposition to the Vietnam War, ignited the Hawaiian movement,
which they originally called the “Hawaiian civil rights movement.” Veterans played leadership
roles in both Hawaiian and antiwar struggles. The Vietnam War transformed Fred Dodge,
whose story opens up this chapter, as well as many other veterans. “That changed me a lot,”
Fred told me. “A good friend was a Buddhist and…he in his gentle way convinced me that the
war was wrong. He educated me and my family and other friends too. We took part in
demonstrations during the war.” It is likely that these conversations, along with Fred’s
attachment to Mākua, brought him to document military fires from 1989 to 1998. It also likely
that these factors motivated him to respond to the notice in the paper put out by the EPA in
1992, which asked for public comments regarding an 18-acre site where the military burned
used, outdated, and defective munitions.

Many activists and scholars doubt that he was lost, as Helm was experienced and skilled in the
ocean. They speculate that the U.S. government participated in George Helm’s disappearance.
40
As I witnessed at a community access to Kaho‘olawe in 2014, while the outer perimeter of parts of
the island are safe to walk on, much of the island remains roped off due to the fact that they have
not yet been cleared of ordnance.
39
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Moved by the many mo‘olelo of Mākua, critiques of the U.S. military, and a desire for
environmental justice, Fred Dodge along with formerly homeless and other community
members formed Malama Mākua, and asked the EPA in 1992 to demand an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) from the U.S. Army. At issue was the threat of live-fire training to the
44 endangered species in the valley and the Hawaiian cultural sites. In response, the Army
started a study in 1994, which they abruptly stopped soon after. This made Malama Mākua
suspicious, so they linked up with lawyer David Henkin at Earthjustice, an environmental law
firm formerly affiliated with the Sierra Club. The Army completed an Environmental
Assessment, which is less comprehensive than an EIS, and determined a Finding of No
Significant Impact. Dissatisfied with this claim, on behalf of Malama Mākua, Earthjustice filed a
complaint on December 20, 2001 again demanding an EIS (Malama Makua v. Gates, 2008).
After September 11, 2001, Malama Mākua decided to negotiate with the U.S. military due to
widespread public support for national security measures, which resonates with the period
following the Pearl Harbor bombing.
They thus entered into a settlement agreement that included several stipulations: First, it
mandated that the Army prepare an EIS. Regarding live-fire training, the Army could conduct a
minimum amount of live-fire exercises (a number varying from 9-16) for three years, but would
cease training after the third year unless the EIS was complete. As a result of the lawsuit, the
military also gave $50,000 to Malama Mākua to hire independent experts on the impacts of livefire training and agreed to clear UXO in designated portions of the valley. Further, the Army
decreased its transport of ammunition through Wai‘anae by land vehicle, which several people I
interviewed described as a disturbance to the community. The military agreed not to move
ammunition while children were traveling to and from school, and that they would move more
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dangerous weapons by helicopter. Further, the Army would allow public access to Mākua at
least two days a month, and overnight access for cultural observances at least twice a year
(Earthjustice, 2001). In a 2008 amended order, Federal Judge Susan Oki Mollway determined
that the Army failed to comply with the 2001 settlement agreement in two ways. First, they
failed to develop a plan and secure funding for cleaning UXO from “high priority” cultural sites.
Second, citing safety concerns, they denied Malama Mākua access to the base in 2005 and failed
to consult with Hawaiian practitioners (Malama Makua v. Gates, 2008). On July 16, 2009, the
Army completed an EIS, and “decided on a greatly reduced option of 32 CALFEXs and 150
convoy live-fire exercises per year” (U.S. Army Garrison-Hawaii Public Affairs, 2009; also see
U.S. Army Environmental Command, 2009). However, in 2011, Judge Mollway ruled that their
EIS was unsatisfactory, and required that the Army indefinitely cease live-fire training. In
response, the Army threatened to use the valley as a counterinsurgency training center with
convoys, simulated explosions, and villages to represent Afghanistan (Cole, 2011), but this plan
has not materialized at Mākua, likely due to Army budget reductions.
In response to grassroots demands for the protection of natural resources, the U.S.
military has stated its commitment to striking a “balance” between national security goals and
environmental conservation (OANRP website, n.d). However, it is clear that the contemporary
rise of the twinning of militarization and environmental conservation signify intensely
oppositional logics. This is because the U.S. military is the largest polluter in the United States
and “national defense by its very nature involves endangerment to human life” (Wilcox, 2007,
pg. 163). The proposition that a “balance” is possible conveniently obfuscates the large-scale
destruction wrought by militarization, as the Department of Defense controls 25 million acres of
land total (Durant, 2007) and discharges unexploded ordnance, radioactive waste, nitrates, spent
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fuels, oils, solvents, paints, acids, heavy metals, and other hazardous materials (Bettigole, 1994,
in Wilcox, p. 4). Environmental impacts of the military at Mākua include naval and air bombing,
helicopter strafing, mortar and artillery fire, mustard gas and napalm use, open burn and open
detonation (OBOD) of old ammunition and other waste, and lead and other carcinogens in the
air, land, and water. Department of Defense policy mandates that land can be returned only after
the clearance of all explosives, yet the army wrote in 1988 that it “would not be feasible in terms
of time or money, to clear unexpended ordnance from Makua Military Reservation” (Kelly and
Aleck, 1997). In April, 2015, a bomb denoted while workers cut grass to reduce fuel load for
fires and injured two people, one critically (KHON, 2015). 41 In light of the atrocities of
pollution and unpredictable explosions, it is ironic that the military presents itself as a protector
of land.
Further, the proposition of a “balance” operates under a cosmology that separates
humans and the natural world. As conveyed by the Jaws and Billy Weaver stories, this cosmology
establishes a hierarchical relationship between people and land, articulating a relationship of
humans to the environment that relies on strategies of management and control. The nationstate promotes the idea that such strategies will secure the national body from external threats.
However, this persists at the expense of livelihoods, homemaking, and survival. As the stories of
Alice, Emma, and Leandra convey, “environmental impacts” cannot be separated from “human
impacts;” indigenous cosmologies articulate intimate, generational connections between people
and the environment. In other words, livelihood, identity, and social organization depend
fundamentally on relationships with the natural world.
During an early morning visit to the valley for fieldwork in late 2013, I had seen these
maintenance workers arriving to work; many had carpooled to make the long drive to work at 8 a.m.
They all appeared young, in their twenties and thirties, and Hawaiian and local.
41
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To learn more about these military conservation efforts, I went with the O‘ahu Army
Natural Resource Program to Mount Ka‘ala, the highest peak on O‘ahu. It stands at the back of
Wai‘anae Valley four valleys over from Mākua, all of which are part of the Wai‘anae mountain
range. Our group included a retired lawyer, a retired engineer, and a woman who mentioned
over the course of the day that her father and husband had been in the military. Our task was to
spray invasive Sphagnum moss brought by a botany student to the mountain in the 1970s, which
had taken over much of the forest floor and threatened one of the only remaining native forests
on O‘ahu. We carried heavy buckets with sprayers with a mix of clove oil, citric acid, and bright
blue die to spray on the puffy, neon-green moss. The group sprayed from a narrow boardwalk
cutting through a bog, an area with a ground of muddy earth covered in moss. The bog is in a
“cloud forest,” as much of the year clouds and damp rain cling to the mountain peak.
The place was astounding, a landscape of native plants and trees. A State of Hawai‘i
Department of Land and Natural Resources report (1992) conveys that 61 native wet forest
plant species, including four mosses, 23 ferns, and 34 flowering plants grow in the cloud forest.
As I sprayed the moss, I recognized Ohia Lehua by their blooming red flowers, and noted the
various shades of green and reds. Most of the plants were only a few feet higher than me, and
the minimal sun filtering through the clouds shined an eerie gray light on their leaves. I had
never seen an ecosystem quite like this before, despite the fact that I was born and raised on
O‘ahu. In fact, the leader of the group informed me that Ka‘ala is the second most biodiverse
place in the world, after a place on the island of Kauai. While the area is accessible to hikers
climbing in through Wai‘anae Valley, the military controls this land, and uses it for the purpose
of environmental conservation rather than war preparation. “Malama Mākua did a great thing
for Hawai‘i,” said a civilian military contractor who was the leader of our volunteer group that
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day. She was referring to the fact that the October, 2001 settlement brought significant
resources to environmental conservation efforts in Hawai‘i, funded by the military.
Through the Army’s extensive environmental conservation initiatives through the Makua
Implementation Plan and O‘ahu Implementation Plan that both focus on the Wai‘anae
mountain range, the Army partners with academic institutions, local governments, and nonprofit organizations (OANRP, 2012). With $7 million for conservation, 42 the O‘ahu Army
Natural Resources Program (OANRP) covers 55,000 acres of Army land, which includes Mount
Ka‘ala, the peaks in the back of Mākua Valley, and other military bases. Their mission is
“stewardship of imperiled natural and cultural resources within the Pacific.” Engaging in
ecosystem restoration management initiatives, their goal is to “effectively balance the
requirements of the Army’s training mission with it’s (sic) natural resource responsibilities”
(OANRP website, n.d.). The task of the OANRP is to make sure that the Army complies with
the Endangered Species Act, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services (USFWS) oversees them to
ensure obeyance of existing laws. An insider with OANRP explained that the military often tries
to cut conservation from their budgets, but the USFWS, as the regulatory agency, does not allow
this. In addition to controlling invasive weeds, volunteers plant endangered species in their
natural habitat. The OANRP also engages in predator control through fencing to keep out pigs
and goats that trample wildlife and spread weeds on their hooves. They also coordinate
volunteer days for soldiers, who are often enthusiastic to learn about the environment. “They’re

For the OANRP to attain its funds, the Department of Defense gives money to an agency based
at the University of Hawai‘i called the Research Corporation (the archeologists who guide Makua
community accesses are also funded by the Research Corporation). The Research Corporation gives
these funds to the Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit, which then provides funds to the OANRP. The
OANRP partners with the State of Hawai‘i, since military bases are often on State land.
42
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usually learning about bombs and weapons because they’re preparing for war. So learning about
conservation is a nice break,” a civilian contractor for the OANRP told me.
A volunteer stated that most people only pay attention to the harmful things the military
does to the environment. However, she stressed that these sorts of initiatives provide evidence
that the “military is doing good things.” I found over the course of my research that military
supporters as well as a handful Hawaiian scholars, activists, and cultural practitioners who are
otherwise critical of the military view such efforts as a positive aspect of military presence. This
resonates with some scholarship on the environmental impacts of militarization, which claims
that military bases can protect places because of limits they place on development and other
human activity (Durant, 2007). This work frequently refers to nature as endangered species and
habitats, and occasionally mentions archeological sites but glosses over the poisoning of people,
displacement, and social trauma that occurs alongside militarization (for example, see Durant,
2007; Wilcox, 2007). Yet it is important to stress again that these military conservation initiatives
and the military’s purported commitment to this “balance” on O‘ahu is a product of decades of
community struggle demanding the environmental protection of the valley.
While acknowledging the importance of these environmental programs, I contend that
military conservation efforts represent a strategy of carceral conservationism. As I previously
explained, carcerality partitions land and people, which the nation-state justifies as security
measurea that protect the national body from internal and external threats. Yet the mo‘olelo of
Mākua call carceral logics into question by emphasizing the interconnectivity between humans
and the nonhuman world. In response, the military offers concessions in the form of
environmental conservation measures and twice monthly “cultural accesses.” This enables the
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U.S. military to reconsolidate their power by obfuscating the significant environmental
destruction imposed by their activities, thereby legitimizing their control of land and space.
Further, the imposition of military authority over land-based knowledge signifies a key
strategy for controlling this important territory in the middle of the Pacific. By impeding
subsistence practices through partitions, militarization continues to shape ways of life while
proclaiming that they are “environmental stewards.” The swelling of resources for war purposes
following World War II marks the rise of military humanitarianism as a key feature of U.S.
warfare in the post-9/11 era, and military environmental conservation represents an iteration of
this trend. 43 Just as humanitarianism projects justify the refashioning of market states in the face
of civilian demands for human rights (Amar, 2013), military conservation responds to
community demands for environmental protection. The contemporary moment can thus be
understood as “the humanitarian present,” characterized by the “balancing [of] liberty against
security” (Ignatieff in Weizman, 2012, p. 8). This ideology artfully masks the egregiousness of
ongoing war. Rather than easing suffering, militarized humanitarian maintains endless war.

During the 1990s, efforts to green U.S. military were more concerted and sustained than ever
before, as the budget for DoD environmental programs increased from $150 million in 1984 to
$1.96 billion in 1994. Environmental improvements in military practices can be attributed to military
downsizing in the post-Cold War years. In the mid-1990s, military allies in the Republican-led
Congress stymied these efforts to “green” the U.S. military, and shifted funds from conservation
efforts to military operations. Environmental regulation of the military went on a further downswing
after September 11, 2001 when military resources ballooned virtually overnight without any
rethinking of Cold War military doctrine. However, by the time George W. Bush’s campaign for
reelection was underway in 2004, the federal government faced a substantial deficit along with a
commitment to continue wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. This helped the case for further limiting
resources for DoD environmental programs. Such a history provides context for understanding how
historically contingent military practices evolve in relation to both changing conditions of war and
community activism, which reshape the environmental policies of the U.S. military (Durant, 2007).

43
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Environmental initiatives in Hawai‘i funded by the U.S. military accomplish similar aims in the
face of grassroots efforts opposing environmental destruction.
Architectural strategies, particularly walls and fences, represent a key feature of military
occupation in the humanitarian present, as these “spatial artifacts” both reflect and shape social
realities. The wall on the West Bank calibrates the flow of life-sustaining resources through
physical enclosure. This carceral space partitions people from each other and is one visible
element amidst an assemblage of walls, checkpoints, permit systems, and military bases across
Palestine (Weizman, 2012). The contours of the wall represent a malleable spatial product
representing both the will of state actors as well as other political forces who participated in and
contested the making of its route. While situated in varying historical, geographical, and political
contexts, the fence surrounding Mākua, the wall on the West Bank, the U.S.-Mexico border, and
partition between India and Pakistan represent pliable spatial projects that are part of
discontinuous regimes of statemaking and racemaking through the staking of territorial
boundaries. They are products of violent practices tied to military occupation as well as ongoing
struggles for self-determination.
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Figure 22. Ka‘ala’s landscape, with a sprayer for invasive moss
in the foreground. Photo by author.
Conclusion
Hawaiians and advocates for Wai‘anae continue to fight for Mākua’s return. On May 15,
2014, the U.S. Army held a meeting at Wai‘anae District Park about extending their
Programmatic Agreement, which delineates the terms of their training to ensure they do not
affect “historic properties.” Members of Malama Mākua did not want the Programmatic
Agreement to extend because it states that the Army can still train with blanks, drones, and
convoys. William Aila, a member of Malama Mākua who is also a government official, explained
that they also fire mortars, which have a tendency the go outside the training area. By not
extending the agreement, Malama Mākua hoped that the military would have to consult with
them before every action, which would further hinder their ability to train in the valley and lead
to its eventual return. Over sixty people attended the meeting, from high school age to elderly.
Four Hawaiian veterans in attendance, who I presumed were members of the Wai‘anae VeteranCivic Association, sat at tables near the front of the room and voiced their support of the
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Programmatic Agreement, military presence in the valley, and the possible return to live-fire
training. Glen Kila, from a group called Koa Mana, asserted that he was a lineal descendant of
Makua and expressed his willingness to work with the Army and the existing Programmatic
Agreement so that he could reacquire his land. Many others at the meeting saw the return of
Mākua as an important step for restoring Hawaiian sovereignty. One person spoke about the
obsolescence of war and the importance of world peace. At one point in the middle of the
meeting, meeting attendees began to ask clarifying questions about the workings of the
Programmatic Agreement and its particular language regarding live-fire training. As the meeting
closed, the soldiers hosting the meeting acknowledged a consensus against the return to live-fire
training and against the extension of the Programmatic Agreement. Further within a span of five
days that surrounded the meeting, 419 people signed an online petition supporting their support
for no live-fire training at Mākua and for the demilitarization of Wai‘anae in general. Some
people asked why the Army couldn’t find other land to train on, while others vocalized the
demand: “Not here, not there, not anywhere.” By unpacking the complexities and contradictions
that have shaped and continue to shape the history of Mākua, I hope to lend insights regarding
the success and failure of such initiatives to inform powerful efforts for the return of military
land in Hawai‘i and other parts of the world.
This chapter has traced the ways in which activism at Mākua has redefined the military’s
use of land and space, and the shifting practices attached to the military’s continued enclosure of
an entire valley in response to these efforts. If anything, I hope to clarify that activism has the
power to change the terms by which military institutions are able to control land, placing firm
limits on their ability to destroy places. Additionally, I contend that the persistence of military
fences represent a colonial structure that establishes foreign control over land and space by
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displacing indigenous people from ‘aina—that which feeds. I further described fencing as a
carceral project, unpacking the ways the military partitions space to control perceived threats,
shaping power relations and ways of life. Yet people connected to Mākua assert competing
modes of geographical knowledge by sharing shark mo‘olelo, a potent strategy for
reterritorialization. In response to activism that calls attention to Mākua’s destruction, the U.S.
military implements carceral conservation initiatives that aim to protect the environment while
reconsolidating their control over land and space.
Just as the military has sought to absorb demands of communities for environmental
protection at Mākua, the State of Hawai‘i has similarly sought official recognition for Native
Hawaiian connections to sharks. In 2010, the Hawai‘i legislature attempted to pass a law
acknowledging the “great cultural, historical, and spiritual significance [of sharks] for many
native Hawaiians, native Hawaiian practitioners, and others who value the Hawaiian culture”
(Goldberg-Hiller and Silva, 2011, pg. 430). While restraint from mass shark killing makes for
sound ecological practices, Goldberg-Hiller and Silva (2011) argue that these official
acknowledgements of Hawaiian cultural practices transfer land stewardship responsibilities to
the realm of the state. Such efforts therefore treat the State of Hawai‘i as the institution most
capable of environmental protection. Many versions of the shark story at Kaneana cave describe
the shark as kinolau (a shapeshifter), and this construct applies to the State of Hawai‘i (ibid) and
the U.S. military as well. They similarly shift their forms of enclosure in order to reconsolidate
power in the face of persistent indigenous claims to land. The following chapter further explores
these developments.
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Figure 23. Map of Ka‘ena. Source: Designed by
Manu Mei-Singh. Used with permission of artist

CHAPTER FIVE
Carceral Conservationism
Contested Landscapes and Technologies of Dispossession at Ka‘ena Point
Introduction
“Don’t turn your back to the ocean,” Kaula Crawford-Kapanui warned me on a
morning visit to Ka‘ena in March 2014 as we climbed down wet rocks between sets of bonebreaking waves to gather hāʻukeʻuke, brilliant purple sun-shaped shells thick with salty meat.
While we gathered, our friends “threw net” to catch moi, manini, kala, and other fish in reefs
they had known their whole lives. Al Sabagala and Ace Andicko Navarro have been “fishing
partners” since they were children; Al told me that day that you have to choose your friends
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wisely, because not everyone is as strong a swimmer as Ace. They went to several holes in the
reefs off Ka‘ena, the crevices of which they have known their entire lives. They would wait for
the waves to come and watch closely for the fish to swim in the hole along with the wave. Then
they would throw their net into the hole, lead weights pulling down the outside of the net to trap
the fish.
Al returned the first he caught, a tradition in Hawai‘i and other places where fishing is a
way of life. “It’s all about the universe,” he told me, smiling. “That’s how it works, give back and
expect nothing in return.” He grinned, and flicked some ash off his cigarette. “Isn’t that right,
Laurel?” Over the course of the day, Al and his fishing partner caught a large cooler full of fish.
We saw a monk seal swimming in tidepools and an eel’s head resting in a cove, its jaws wide
open and the rest of its body torn off by a predator. Kaula and I also picked wild cherry
tomatoes growing in brush along the sandy roads. Perhaps because of the abundant life and
isolation of Ka‘ena from the parking lots, highways, and malls that shape the rest of the island of
O‘ahu, people affectionately refer to Ka‘ena as “in the back.” As in, when I ran into Al cousin at
a takeout in Wai‘anae, he told me: “Al went fishing in the back last weekend,” indicating that
Ka‘ena exists as a space somewhat outside the relentless forward motion of what capitalist
developers consider “progress.”
At the same time, Ka‘ena’s landscape reflects the geographies of colonial modernity,
exemplified by a 630-meter fence constructed in 2011 that wraps around the westernmost tip of
the island from shoreline to shoreline. It is two meters tall with aluminum posts connected by
wire mesh with caged gates for people to pass through. To get there, one walks over rocky
footpaths to reach the fence, and it imposes a jarring presence amidst the sand, rocks, and
boundless sky. The State of Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR)
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oversaw fence construction, with the stated purpose of keeping out predators such as mice, rats,
mongoose, cats, and dogs to protect wedge-tailed shearwater birds, laysan albatrosses, and three
endangered plant species (Young, VanderWerf, Lohr, Miller, Titmus, Peters, and Wilson, 2013).
Al and others who have fished at Ka‘ena for generations see the fence differently: as part
of a strategy to displace fishers with ancestral ties to the place to make space for tourists. Al
explained bitterly that the fence is meant to keep out “dog, rats, and us.” “Us” refers to Ka‘ena
lawai‘a, a Hawaiian term describing people who fish who are Hawaiian as well as non-native
locals with generational ties to the place. During fence construction from November 10, 2010 to
March 30, 2011 (Young, VanderWerf, Mitchell, Yeun, Miller, Smith, and Swenson, 2012), Al
told me that himself and other fishers received $300 fines due to increased enforcement against
camping in the area. In response, they joined together as the Lawai‘a Action Network and
successfully fought their tickets in court. William Aila, the chair of the DLNR at the time,
explained that State policies have never prohibited fishing, and that the citations targeted
homeless people. While the fence and its related mechanisms manage the behaviors and
lifestyles of fishers and people who live outside, it produces a secure space for hikers and
recreational environmentalists to visit, take pictures of birds and seals, then leave.
The fence also stands as an element of a vastly militarized region fashioned by the
confluence of fencing and environmental conservation. The previous chapter traced the recent
history of Mākua, five miles south of Ka‘ena Point, where a chain-link fence topped with barbed
wire surrounds the valley, now a military reservation. The U.S. military displaced its residents
and seized this land after the Pearl Harbor bombing. Whereas the Army previously used this
land for target practice, community group Mālama Mākua initiated a lawsuit that has prevented
live-fire training since 1998. Further, to protect over 42 endangered species in the valley and
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ensure compliance with the Endangered Species Act, the military now funds extensive
environmental conservation programs in Mākua’s surrounding mountains (U.S. Army Garrison
Hawai‘i, n.d.; Earthjustice, 2000). The previous chapter explored the contradictions between
these conservation programs and the fact that over 4,000 acres at Mākua remain in military
hands. 44
By analytically linking Ka‘ena’s predator-proof fence to the fence surrounding Mākua
Valley, I place Ka‘ena’s conservation infrastructure into a genealogy of military occupation. The
two fences are not linked spatially, and they differ in obvious ways: the U.S. military encloses
Mākua for war preparation while the State of Hawai‘i constructed the fence at Ka‘ena for a
wildlife reserve, producing a space amenable to tourism. Nevertheless, both fences interrupt,
manage, and control people’s relationships to land. This legitimizes the U.S. military’s and the
State of Hawai‘i’s territorial control in the face of powerful grassroots claims. The previous
chapter introduced the term carceral conservationism, the territorial compromise (Weizman, 2012a)
between grassroots efforts for environmental self-determination and the military’s imperatives to
control land and natural resources. This chapter describes how the State of Hawai‘i utilizes
fencing to both mimic and compete with the U.S. military’s vast territorial reach on the islands.
“Carceral” amplifies the ways these institutions cast lawai‘a and homeless people as
threats to the State and military’s domination of land and natural resources. In response, both
institutions employ conservation measures that partition land and living space with the stated
aim of resource protection while in actuality criminalizing existing populations in order to

The convergence of militarization and conservation is not specific to Hawai‘i. For a case study of
militarization, resistance, and environmentalism, see Katherine McCaffrey (2002), Military power and
popular protest: The US navy in Vieques, Puerto Rico. Rutgers University Press.
44
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displace them. Yet such processes do not operate in a unidirectional manner. Instead, I continue
to show how Hawaiian mo‘olelo (stories, history) inform community activism and selforganization that shape Ka‘ena’s landscape, revealing capacity to shift the structures and logics
that produce carcerality. In response, the State of Hawai‘i imposes measures that contain
possibilities for noncapitalist economies and related forms of social organization. This chapter
also uncovers the historical underpinnings of carceral conservationism in Wai‘anae. A
continuation of security measures from World War II martial law, security strategies replace
indigenous modes of land tenure through ideological and land-based projects that facilitate
militarization/war and tourism/capitalist accumulation. Last, I examine possibilities yielded by
lawai‘a for alliances between indigenous people and non-natives confronting dispossession from
carceral conservationism. Such connections premised on exchange and reciprocity can inform
movements against carcerality, militarization, and displacement on a global scale.

Figure 24. Ka‘ena fence during construction. Source: Photo by
Summer Kaimalia Mullins-Ibrahim. Used with permission of
photographer.
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Carceral Conservationism and the Contestation of the Ka‘ena Point Ecosystem
Restoration Project
On O‘ahu’s Northwest tip, Ka‘ena is one of the island’s best fishing grounds. Ka‘ena is
hot—in fact, it translates to “the heat”—and Ka‘ena Point is situated between lava and coral
stretching into the ocean and steep brown and green cliffs inland that host a U.S. military
satellite tracking station. Waialua, on the North Shore side, is a former plantation town with
skyrocketing property values and bustling tourist economy due to its famed surf breaks.
Wai‘anae, to the south, is the focal area of this dissertation, with the highest poverty rates on the
island and 62% Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander residents, compared to 26% for the rest of
Hawai‘i (Honolulu Department of Planning and Permitting, 2012). Today, cliff erosion and the
fence obstruct vehicular passage around Ka‘ena Point.
Infrastructural transformations have shaped Ka‘ena’s history. From the 1800s to early
1900s, extended family groups lived along the coastline, and fishing shrines testify to prevalent
fishing (Isaki, 2013). William is a fisherman, Hawaiian cultural practitioner, community leader,
and public official who considers Ka‘ena ancestral land. He shared:
In my great, great grandfather's time, Kamakahiki Aila, he had 17 children...In the
1860s-80s, the springs were still running so you could grow food naturally. …The
fisheries out there were incredibly rich so you had your sources of protein.
Capitalist agriculture and its lubricating infrastructures brought rapid changes. In 1879, politician
and sugar tycoon Hermann Widemann established a sugar plantation in Wai‘anae Valley, ten
miles south of Ka‘ena. While Ka‘ena’s isolation, sandy landscape, and heat prevented large-scale
agricultural production, the Oahu Railway and Land Company built railroad tracks in 1897 that
connected Wai‘anae to plantations on O‘ahu’s North Shore until 1947 (Krauss et al, 1973).
According to William, businessman Benjamin Dillingham “quiet titled” the parcels of his family
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to build the railroad, subduing other claims to ownership. Such changes facilitated Hawai‘i’s
incorporation into global capitalism (Kent, 1993).
Hawai‘i’s admission to the U.S. as a state in 1959 spurred the Hawaii State Government
Reorganization Act and establishment of the DLNR to manage public lands. The DLNR
acquired Ka‘ena, and now works to “Enhance, protect, conserve and manage Hawaii’s unique
and limited natural, cultural and historic resources… [for] the people of Hawaii nei, and its
visitors, in partnership with…public and private sectors” (Isaki, 2013). William served as the
DLNR Chair from 2010 to 2014, and oversaw fence construction. As a Wai‘anae advocate who
regularly attended community meetings as a representative of the Governor and as a community
resident, William’s positionality demonstrates the multiple and competing mechanisms that
contributed to fence construction at Ka‘ena. His appointment signified the power and visibility
of the Hawaiian and environmental movements, as well as limitations posed by existing state
formations for Hawaiian self-determination. He explained of Ka‘ena, “the parcels that my tutus
(grandmothers) lived on were eventually sold to the State of Hawai‘i for a park—which I now
manage.”
On borderlands between rich and poor neighborhoods, modern development and
abandonment, and military and indigenous geographies, Ka‘ena could be considered an
interface 45 between colliding ideologies, lifestyles, and visions of development. The fence in
many ways demarcates these boundaries. My first encounter with the Ka‘ena fence was during a
rainy Thanksgiving weekend that brought an unusual winterly kona storm approaching from the
west. As I walked along the coastline, drizzle mixed with the rough surf, and watery grayness
seemed to block access to a world just beyond the horizon. Upon reaching the tip of the island
45

On interfaces, see Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2007), p. 11.
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after an hour of hiking, I encountered waves colliding from east and south forming a foamy
white line jutting toward the horizon. Amidst this landscape, the fence resembled images of
Palestine and the U.S./Mexico border. Even a federally funded report concedes: “Given the
height of the fence and the materials being used, it was expected to be a prominent feature in an
otherwise open and scenic landscape” (Young et al, 2012).
The Ka‘ena Point Ecosystem Restoration Project constructed the first predator-proof
fence in the United States, using techniques imported from New Zealand. Made possible by
partnerships between federal, State, private, and nonprofit organizations, it aims to exclude dogs,
cats, mongoose, rats, and mice that prey on sea birds and their eggs and reduce stress on plant
life. The fence bends two feet beneath the earth’s surface to prevent animals from burrowing
underneath, and a hood prevents animals from climbing over. Grants totaling $772,595 funded
this project, with over half from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and $285,000 from the
Packard Foundation. The Hawai‘i DLNR Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DFW) received an
annual grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture for predator control for $35,000 per year
that will soon end. The Wildlife Society constructed the fence, while the DLNR oversaw this
task. The Hawai‘i Tourism Authority supported this project with a $50,000 contribution (ibid).
The Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit, which oversees conservation efforts at nearby Mākua
Military Reservation, demonstrated an active interest in the project by developing a
comprehensive evaluation of its effectiveness (OANRP, 2012).
The project faced numerous challenges. Questions remain regarding its necessity, as
Brent Liesemeyer from the DLNR DFW explained prior to fence construction in 2009 that the
population of wedgetail shearwaters “continues to grow over the years with current methods,
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and it would probably continue to grow without the fence.” 46 Lawai‘a have also documented
fence erosion due to metal oxidation from salt-water sea spray and heavy winds, and in late 2015
noted that much of the hood had fallen off and gates had become stuck open. Also, hikers
sometimes bring unleashed pet dogs through the caged gates, and the fence design also includes
a “coastal gap” that widens during low tide and enables mammals to circumvent the fence.
Further, the cost of project implementation is higher than anticipated (Young et al, 2012). Last,
the project has faced vigorous resistance from lawai‘a. In October 2008, four Ka‘ena lawai‘a,
which included three Hawaiians and a non-Hawaiian, requested a contested case hearing against
the cooperative agreement between the Hawai‘i Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR, a
branch of the DLNR), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Wildlife Society, demanding
cultural site protection. The following month, the DLNR convened the Ka‘ena Point Advisory
Group (KPAG) to “encourage public involvement and facilitate discussion and
recommendations.” Despite the fact that fishers represented the majority of attendees at the
meeting where the DLNR announced KPAG’s convening, KPAG included only one fisher
representative, Denis Park. He resigned two years later citing that KPAG bullied lawai‘a and that
KPAG failed to open meetings to the public. On May 22, 2009, the BLNR adopted
recommendations to protect cultural sites, yet denied the petition for a hearing. On Jan 8, 2010,
the BLNR unanimously approved the fence project (see Isaki, 2013). The Pacific Cooperative
Studies Unit evaluative report states, “the vast majority of the public was supportive despite the
vigorous objections of a few individuals.” However, it continues: “two years were lost as a result
of multiple contested cases filed against the project which prevented progress during their
Ka’ena Point Ecosystem Restoration Project Public Hearing, October 5, 2009. He continues: the
fence is “the best way to ensure that we don’t have catastrophic losses” to birds from events such as
dog attacks. However, visitors frequently bring unleashed dogs past the Ka‘ena fence.
46
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resolution” (Young et al, 2012, p. 4).
Summer Kaimalia Mullins-Ibrahim is a member of the lawai‘a community and a socalled “individual”—along with Al and Ace—who vigorously objected to fence construction.
Having spent years fighting and researching the fence, Summer introduced me to the term
fortress conservation. She explained, “It’s a completely western way of managing environments,
closing people out, creating nature as only there to be visited, to enjoy for the day.” She clarified:
“my understanding of environmentalism is based on ecology and understanding the entire
system,” which includes people. In contrast, fortress conservation makes use of “fences and
fines” to purportedly protect the environment from destructive, irrational humans engaging in
subsistence practices. Approaching conservation as incompatible with human activity, fortress
conservation fails to acknowledge that people have practiced sustainable resource use for
generations and operates under the assumption that humans and the environment operate in
separate realms. It employs an imagination of a pristine landscape with subsistence practitioners
as environmental spoilers. Here state institutions—not people—are approached as the most
effective manager of natural resources (Siurua, 2006).
While fortress conservation captures the land tenure strategies at Ka‘ena that separate
humans from the environment, I propose carceral conservationism to apprehend its
criminalizing elements and the specific historical and geographical movements that contributed
to fence construction. The partitioning of space through carceral measures functions as “partial
geographical solutions to political economic crises.” Amidst political and economic instability,
policing, military, and their auxiliary bodies pursue a development path “created through the
assumption that there is a perpetual enemy who must always be fought, but who can never be
conquered” (Loyd with Gilmore, 2013, p. 45). Casting people engaging in indigenous ancestral
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practices as a way of life as an iteration of this “enemy threat,” carceral conservationism
criminalizes their practices. The making of territorially bound—carceral—spaces enable the
society as a whole to organize itself around such threats, containing populations both within and
outside of particular spaces and ways of life.
With its porous gates and permitting systems, carceral conservationism at Ka‘ena
establishes what demilitarization activist and scholar Kyle Kajihiro dubs an environmentally
productive regime of control that establishes a set of expectations for proper citizens premised on
their relationship to the natural world. Fences and fines cast homeless people and lawai‘a as
illegal occupants, criminals, and not-green-enough subjects while marking tourists, birdwatchers,
and recreational hikers as ideal stewards. In a legal analysis of the Ka‘ena fence, Bianca Isaki
(2013) asserts: “The state does not openly denigrate Hawaiian culture, but recruits, shapes, and
regulates the kinds of Hawaiian lives, cultures, and claims that can achieve state recognition” (p.
63, also see Ojeda, 2012). Carceral conservationism at Ka‘ena represents a “territorial
compromise” (Weizman, 2012) between the persistence of indigenous claims to land and
hegemonic imperatives for legitimacy and control.
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Figure 25. From inside a caged gate at Ka‘ena, with the Leina Ka ‘Uhane in the background. Source: Photo by Summer Kaimalia Mullins-Ibrahim. Used with permission of
photographer
Remappping Carceral Landscapes: Mo‘olelo and Activism at Ka‘ena
Summer’s Kanaka Maoli family lived at Mākua for generations, but because of its
enclosure, spent much of her early life fishing and camping at Ka‘ena with extended family.
Unlike Mākua Valley, with tightly regulated entry, at Ka‘ena she experiences “a very strong sense
of place, not in terms of the country or the state, but in terms of the details, the feeling, the
mood…” (Morrison and Stepto, 1977, p. 473-474) She is as much part of Ka‘ena as Ka‘ena is
part of her Basso, 1996). We met up after she worked one day with thirty high school students
to plant native shrubs and pick up nails from pallets used for bonfires, car parts, and beer
bottles. Driving toward the fence to collect the waste, we passed signs that the students had
attached to wooden posts. One read: “This land is your kupuna” (elder, ancestor); another said:
“This is sacred land.” It is the site of the Leina Ka ‘Uhane, a large and flat rock from which
spirits leap into the next dimension after death. From there spirits jump into pō, the darkness
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where the universe originated. Summer has heard mo‘olelo (stories, history) of spiderwebs
blocking spirits traveling to the Leina and doubts that they can pass through fences. Summer’s
connections to the place characterized by knowledge of interdependence between humans and
the natural world as well as porosity between earthly and metaphysical realms shapes an
environmental vision that embraces possibilities excluded by the fence.
Soon four men wearing camouflage that we presumed to be soldiers passed in a sandcolored jeep. When they stopped, she pulled over to speak to them, concerned that they were
engaged in recreational off-roading, a common practice at Ka‘ena that contributes to erosion
and unearths iwi kupuna (bones of ancestors). They explained that they were working on the
radio signals, gesturing toward the satellite trackers. Summer asked if they would help us remove
trash from the area by lifting a trash can into her truck, to which they obliged. Afterwards she
explained that off-roading has been a problem at Ka‘ena for decades and that confronting offroaders, who are sometimes soldiers as well as Hawaiian or local men, is a tactic of the Lawai‘a
Action Network. To control this problem, the State established the Ka‘ena Point Natural Area
Reserve in 1983, and placed boulders to block four-wheeler access to Ka‘ena Point in 1992.
Likewise, fence proponents argue that the exclusion of off-roaders is the only way that the
seabird populations can thrive (Young et al, 2013; Isaki, 2013). While the State manages offroaders by controlling entry to the space, Summer engages in dialogue and confrontation that
contests environmental destruction and demands that every visitor take care of the place.
Soon after this encounter, Summer pointed out Pōhakuloa, a large rock beside the road.
We told the Pōhakuloa mo‘olelo together out loud. Ka‘ena is considered one of the homes of
deity Hi‘iaka, the patron of hula who represents a counterpart to the fire and destruction
associated with her sister, Pele. Pele sent Hi‘iaka across the islands to fetch Pele’s lover on the
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island of Kauai and equipped Hi‘iaka with supernatural strength and a lightning pā‘ū (skirt). On
the journey, Hi‘iaka visited Mākua. One day, as a young girl jumped into Mākua’s coastal waters,
Pōhakuloa—a shapeshifter—turned from shark to rock, knocking the girl unconscious. Hi‘iaka
struck the girl with the skirt to revive her. Hi‘iaka then proclaimed from the edge of a cliff that
the rock is a supernatural being that “actually has the body of a man, and his true name is
Pōhakuloa.” In defense of the child, Hi‘iaka threw the rock to Ka‘ena, several miles away
(ho‘omanawanui, 2014; Maly, 1998).
Similarly, Summer and Al both explained to me that land has a sort of spiritual force that
is both powerful and conscious and that the natural world, including pohaku (rocks) exercise
their own agency. They illustrated this by sharing with me, at different times, a story about an
instance when Al was fishing at Ka‘ena during fence construction. During the night, Al heard a
deep rumbling that sounded like thunder. The next morning he walked toward where he had
heard the noise and saw a large pohaku resting at the bottom of an incline. The worker who had
been posted to watch the fence materials overnight explained to Al that the boulder had
materialized seemingly out of nowhere, rolled down the mountain, and landed near his station.
In recounting the story, Summer explained that she was unsure if the spirit was operating from
within the pohaku itself, or if spirits decided to push it down as a warning to the worker.
However, Al was certain that the noise it had made surpassed the sound that would have been
made simply from a boulder rolling down the mountain. Because of this, while Summer
ultimately lost her fight against the fence, this story affirmed to her that the surrounding
environment would eventually destroy the fence. She postulated that the salt-water spray from
the ocean would eventually break down the metal.
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Such place-based counternarratives accomplish three objectives. First, they articulate a
web of relationships between humans, deities, and the natural world, proposing cosmologies
that confound those enforced by the partitioning of fences. Just as Pele and Hi‘iaka share a
reciprocal relationship as sisters, Hawaiian cosmologies cast the ‘āina (land, that which feeds) as
the sibling of humans. This renames and remaps places just as the signs created by the students
remind visitors that land is sacred. As a place where remembering and imagining inform each
other, Ka‘ena represents a site where people engage in the making and remaking of theory
(Woods, 2007). Conscious of how race, class, and colonial positionality shape daily relations to
place, such mo‘olelo create new and original possibilities (Casey 1976 in Basso, 1996; Bacchilega,
2007).
Second, and relatedly, mo‘olelo represent indigenous intellectual traditions invoking
histories of dispossession. Kyle Kajihiro interprets the shapeshifting rock as a metaphor for the
U.S. military in Hawai‘i. In 1890, Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan affirmed that Hawai‘i was the
key to the survival of Western civilization because of its strategic position in relation to Asia. In
1893, Marines landed in Honolulu, leading to the illegal overthrow of Queen Lili‘uokalani and
establishment of the provisional Republic of Hawai‘i. The 1898 Spanish-American War brought
unprecedented military expansion (Linn, 2000). During the early twentieth century, when a
Hawaiian language newspaper published the Hi‘iaka mo‘olelo, military forces were building on
the islands (Maly, 1998). Later, during World War II, the general public understood the U.S.
military as a protector of the people of Hawai‘i in the face of a Japanese invasion (Osorio, 2010).
Today, the military presents itself as an environmental steward despite the fact that it is the
single largest polluter of the United States (Wilcox, 2007) and controls 23% of O‘ahu (Kajihiro,
2009).
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The State of Hawai‘i mimics this shapeshifting. In 2010, the Hawai‘i State legislature
attempted to pass a bill acknowledging the “great cultural, historical, and spiritual significance
[of sharks] for many native Hawaiians, native Hawaiian practitioners, and others who value the
Hawaiian culture,” whereas previously State policies had sanctioned mass shark killings.
Jonathan Goldberg-Hiller and Noenoe Silva (2011) argue that shapeshifting secures and
legitimizes state authority in the face of indigenous claims to land while transferring land
stewardship responsibilities away from indigenous people. The telling and retelling of mo‘olelo
about a shapeshifting shark critiques these practices while reterritorializing space for indigenous
practices. These worldviews precede and for many exceed the changing practices that partition
human relations from the natural world.
Indigenous intellectual traditions thirdly challenge the legitimacy of carceral strategies. A
hunter who regularly passed under a fence surrounding a military base to hunt for pigs and goats
clarified, “I wouldn’t break the law otherwise, but this is our land. It didn’t belong to anybody
before the military took it away.” In his eyes, as well as the eyes of many opposed to the U.S.
occupation of Hawai‘i, the military and State control of land is illegitimate and even illegal. In
recent years, this idea has achieved common sense status amongst Kānaka Maoli, as evidenced
by wide and vocal opposition to U.S. federal recognition of Hawaiian people at 2014 hearings
hosted by the Department of the Interior. Many refer to the scholarship of Keanu Sai (2004),
who argues that the legal status of the Hawaiian Kingdom is that of an independent—albeit
occupied—nation-state, appealing to the 1907 Hague Regulations that maintain and protect
occupied states. While some cite from international law, the hunter defines Hawaiian selfdetermination as “our way of life, we live off the land. I hunt and fish to feed my family. That’s
the way our grandparents did it.” He provides an informal definition of sovereignty: everyday
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environmental practices that provide sustenance while making connections with places that are
personal, familial, and communal.

The DLNR and Environmental Land Management
William, as a fisherman with ancestral ties to Ka‘ena, and as the Chair of the DLNR,
ultimately agrees with lawai‘a about many issues plaguing the area. They detest off-roading
because of its destructive elements. They also abhor people who approach Ka‘ena as a place for
bon fires, drinking, and leaving copious trash. They all spoke in disdain about people who lack
knowledge about resource protection, overfish, and thus deplete the area of life. However, they
diverged significantly in their views regarding strategies for land and resource management. As a
result of his complex allegiances, William stands literally and figuratively on the fence between
the State of Hawai‘i and lawai‘a. The DLNR published a draft Environmental Assessment for
the Ka‘ena Point Ecosystem Restoration Project in December 2007, over two years before
William’s appointment as Chair. Further, after William’s term, the harassment of fishers at
Ka‘ena worsened, according to Al, who fishes at Ka‘ena regularly.
As the Chair of the DLNR, William invoked the importance of pragmatic governance to
handle daily challenges. Repeatedly stressing the importance of accommodating traditional and
customary practices while preventing homeless people from occupying State land, he explained
of his job responsibilities, “I gotta manage… for public health, safety, and the environment.” He
clarified that tickets issued by the DLNR for camping during fence construction did not
specifically target fishers, rather they policed homeless people in response to a rape in the area
and the burning of cars. While emphasizing law and order, William draws from indigenous
worldviews to inform his understandings of land management. He invoked the kapu system that
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delineated when people can catch certain fish depending on their breeding schedules, which
exemplifies the “agreement that we have to each other in society” that he works to fulfill. I
pressed that a tension exists between modern governance and ancestral knowledge, and that
many question the legitimate authority of the State and federal government. William responded,
“I gotta deal with the situation that I’m presented with now, and not live in this romantic vision”
and elaborated on the importance of achieving “the right balance under these modern complex
conditions.” As someone intimately familiar with Hawai‘i’s land, culture, and resources,
William’s environmental knowledge and professional commitments enabled him effectively
fulfill State of Hawai‘i prerogatives: the maintenance of law and order, the practical management
of natural resources; the administration of people, laws, and institutions; and legitimacy in the
face of claims to the contrary.
This organizes space “according the underlying principles of rational organization,
classification, procedure, and rules of administration,” which Eyal Weizman (2012, p. 5) cites as
legitimizing tactics for contemporary military occupation—yet I contend that the State of
Hawai‘i employs such measures to challenge military authority over of land. As a State actor who
has also worked for decades for Mākua Valley’s return from military control, William
vehemently denies that the fence represents a military infrastructure, and repeatedly emphasized
that lawai‘a continue to fish at Ka‘ena. In fact, for well over half a century, the State has engaged
in efforts to wrest land from military control and convert it to parkland. For example, a letter
from Hawai‘i’s Territorial Governor, John Stainback, dated November 26, 1945, three months
after Japan’s surrender, urged the U.S. military to reconsider their request to transfer 6,608 acres
of Mākua to the War Department. Stainback writes:
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The land requested to be transferred includes…almost the only remaining area
suitable for camp sites and other recreational areas. The vicinity offers good
fishing and a beach formerly enjoyed by the Public… these lands should be
made available to the public again and not permanently removed from their
enjoyment.
The letter unheeded, President Lyndon B. Johnson, in the midst of the Vietnam War in 1964,
issued an Executive Order and signed a lease enabling the military to use Mākua Valley for 65
years for a dollar total (Kelly and Quintal, 1977). Stainbeck is not the only Hawai‘i Governor
who has supported Mākua’s return. Likely in response to advocates such as William—whose
uncle was displaced from Mākua—Neil Abercrombie, the former Governor of Hawai‘i, has also
vocalized support for its return (Cole, 2011). The Ka‘ena fence could be understood as an
aggrandizing tool for the State of Hawai‘i, simultaneously mimicking and challenging the U.S.
military’s far-reaching territorial jurisdiction.
At the same time, the Hawaiian mo‘olelo and practices of lawai‘a defy the efficacy and
legality of competing colonial institutions by offering wholly alternative visions for social
organization, economic systems, and environmental relationships. While Summer and the
Lawai‘a Action Network were unable to stop fence construction, they hindered its progress
through tactics that included organizing fishers, filing petitions for a court hearing, contesting
tickets in court, bringing people to Ka‘ena to care for the land, confronting off-roaders, and
documenting the fence’s continued erosion. The indigenous intellectual traditions of lawai‘a
informed these efforts by critiquing, questioning, and confronting partitions. In turn, the U.S.
military and other institutions approach self-determination efforts rooted in place-based
knowledge as a threat to their control of land. While William emphasized that these policies do
not displace Hawaiians or fishers, carceral conservationism manages and contains indigenous
practices that present viable noncapitalist modes of survival. It further signifies a culmination of
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three historical movements: World War II martial law, the rise of the security state, and the
expansion of the tourist complex.

Figure 26. Fence decay from the salt-water spray.
Source: Summer Kaimalia Mullins-Ibrahim. Used
with permission of photographer.
Genealogy of Partitions at Mākua and Ka‘ena
The Rise of the Security State
Chapter 1 traced how in the months after the December 7, 1941 Pearl Harbor bombing,
the U.S. military constructed a vast complex of fences and barbed wire, characterized as a
“barbed-wire-and-pill-box defense posture along the coastlines of the islands.” This transformed
the fishing village and “relatively peaceful cattle ranch” at Mākua into a busy garrison. These
developments signify the ways the U.S. military used partitions to organize the environment
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according to their need for security, and, as a result, transformed entire ways of life. Further,
Steinback’s letter to the War Department also demonstrate the ways in which the military has
usurped control of land from the State of Hawai‘i, and how the State has sought to wrest control
of land.
As a result, competing with military control of land, the State of Hawai‘i protects the
environment while policing people who live outside of capitalist private property relations. Laura
Thielen, a former DLNR chair, in 1999 justified a ban on “camping paraphernalia” in wildlife
sanctuaries by stating that it would protect the environment and tourists from “tent cities.” In
2009, the Committee on Water, Land, and Ocean Resources of the State House of
Representatives introduced HB 645 to establish a pilot program for camping passes for Ka‘ena,
which failed to pass (Isaki, 2013). William, regarding camping regulations, explained his
prerogative to allow lawai‘a protection from the elements while preventing the homeless from
occupying Ka‘ena.
A striking example of the DLNR prerogative to displace homeless people from State
lands can be traced to 1996, when 300 people, 83% of whom were Kānaka Maoli, lived in an
interdependent community at Mākua Beach in shelters of tarp and wood which I discussed in
Chapter 2. On March 8, 1996 the DLNR had approved an agreement with the Army authorizing
its control over the shoreline from Mākua to Ka‘ena Point, which they designated Ka‘ena Point
State Park. Four days later, the DLNR issued an eviction notice at Mākua. The construction of
fences alongside the criminalization of homeless people and subsistence practitioners at Ka‘ena
and Mākua consolidate military and State power in the face of crisis, particularly at moments
“when the balance of class forces are upset” (Hall et al, 1978). The final eviction of people from
Mākua Beach, who lived at Mākua without paying rent or mortgages, and the policing of Ka‘ena
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fishers, who continue to engage in productive labor outside of a market economy, stand as
striking examples of the nation-state’s prerogative to manage instablity.
Relatedly, multiple crises have defined recent years in Hawai‘i. First, the soaring price of
real estate has made renting a home on the islands outside of the realm of possibility for
Hawai‘i’s poor and working class. A severe lack of government support for affordable or
subsidized housing compounds this problem. Second, like much of the planet, Hawai‘i now
faces a major environmental crisis, influenced by the continual loss of land for sustainable
agriculture to real estate development and agribusinesses such as Monsanto and Syngenta. In
recent years, Hawaiian and environmental movements have forged a powerful alliance, resulting
in previously nonexistant regulations for dangerous agricultural practices such as chemical
spraying. In addition, 2015 broke weather records, with eight documented hurricanes tracked in
the Pacific that approached the islands (Klotzbach, 2015). Third, the Hawaiian movement poses
a significant crisis for existing state formations, marked by the increasing traction of demands
for independence under international law.
In the face of instability, noncompliance, and efforts for self-determination, the state
functions as a connecting force that “holds a ruptured social formation together.” Carceral
conservationism coercively bonds people to capitalist land tenure systems and ways of life. By
preventing or managing access to life-giving resources such as living space and places to fish,
multiple and sometimes competing state bodies “police the crisis” (Hall et al, 1978). Paul Amar
(2013) dubs this the “human-security state,” which works to “protect, rescue, and secure” spaces
in the face of human rights demands, while maintaining the hierarchies of existing state and
capitalist formations. At Ka‘ena, carceral conservation strategies secure space while legitimizing
the State of Hawai‘i in the face of environmental, economic, and social crisis.
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Yet at Ka‘ena, multiple and competing actors shape a landscape of occupation. In
addition to the State of Hawai‘i and U.S. military, non-state actors such as off-roaders impede
the DLNR’s objectives to protect, conserve and manage natural resources while intruding in the
lives of lawai‘a engaging in interdependent relational practices with the land and ocean. Yet while
the DLNR considers off-roaders a problem, Al and Summer often film unregulated off-roading
activities. They have engaged in this political tactic since 2008, when the Lawai‘a Action
Network purchased video cameras in response to DOCARE’s harassment of fishers. Their
filming aims to draw attention to both the DLNR’s lack of enforcement as well as the
destruction caused by off-roading practices. According to Eyal Weizman (2012), “chaos has its
peculiar structural advantanges,” because it justifies and naturalizes domination over territory.
One aim of territorial control—among many—is to secure conditions to enable the unhindered
flow of capital. In Hawai‘i today, tourism functions as a primary source of accumulation.

The Expansion of the Tourist Complex
Ka‘ena’s landscape conveys the palpable confluence of tourist and military
infrastructures. In December of 2014, the DLNR constructed a yellow steel bar as part of a new
permitting system to regulate vehicular access and prevent off-roading. As a result, the number
of hikers in January 2015 spiked dramatically. 47 Overhead, planes flew every thirty minutes from
Dillingham Air Field down the road, an operational base that the U.S. military began to fully
utilize during World War II. While “the military maintains priority for use at all times,” the State
leases 272 acres for “civilian use” and subleases land to sky diving and glider concessions. Here

According to Aila, the increase in tourists results from the fence’s success in increasing native
plants, birds, turtles, and monk seals.
47
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the State of Hawai‘i repurposes military infrastructure for recreation, bringing economic activity
to a rural region where plantations have long been closed. As an industry that capitalizes on the
surplus of land and wealth from war, tourism signifies an extension of militarization by
promoting a similar—yet less direct—process of dispossession (Klein, 2003). 48
Summer and Al both fear that the fence signifies a step in converting Ka‘ena to tourist
destination with regulated entry, intimating that Ka‘ena could become like the Hanauma Bay
Nature Preserve on southeast O‘ahu, a popular tourist destination with copious fish where
fishing is now banned. To enter, tourists view a film on safety and pay a $7.50 fee. Tourist
development has gradually affected Wai‘anae, as a controversial hotel complex on its south end,
called Ko Olina, now hosts a Disney Resort. Kaonalua Kane, a resident of a neighboring village,
described the area as full of Kiawe trees and owls before hotel development. As a child, he spent
countless hours on beaches playing with friends, but the hotels made it clear that they were no
longer welcome. After his primary job protecting cultural sites, he now regularly visits Ko Olina
to socialize, and dance in hula shows every Tuesday night at a hotel. Kaonalua’s experiences
represent Summer’s fear of the assimilation of indigenous practices and lifestyles into tourist
economies. She feared that as a “cultural place,” the Leina Ka Uhane would become a landmark
in a “pristine cultural landscape [where] the Native Hawaiians, speaking in past tense, used to
believe...” she trailed off, implying that the beliefs themselves are irrelevant.
Remaking landscapes, the Ka‘ena Point Ecosystem Restoration Project facilitates the
ideological and material transformation of a space where fishing is a way of life to a wildlife
refuge that welcomes the leisuring practices of tourists. Honolulu Soaring, which charters
The Hawai‘i Department of Transportation (DOT) sued a recreational aviation company based at
Dillingham Airfield, winning $267,261.36 for landing fees. See Foley, J. Pofolk Aviation Hawaii Inc
v. Department of Transportation, (Intermediate Court of Appeals of Hawai‘i 2014).
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vehicles over Ka‘ena, advertises: “What a wonderful way to see the island, in our sleek highperformance aircraft…Panoramic vistas unfold…on the wings of the wind with sights and
sensations never experienced before. It’s thrilling, it’s serene; and it’s HAWAII !” Such language
exploits the dramatic landscape and pleasure-seeking sensibilities of visitors with virtually
unfettered mobility. Similarly, a DLNR official rationalized the installation of the Ka‘ena gate
regulating vehicular entry by declaring the need to protect the area’s “fragile resources” at “one
of the last ‘wild’ places on Oahu” (Dennison, 2014). Portrayals of “wild and gigantic” nature in
an “an unclaimed and timeless space” conflates femininity with nature and advances a paradigm
that subjects the environment to the management and regulation of a strong, capable state
(Pratt, 1992; West, 2006). In doing so, the State of Hawai‘i and tourist apparatuses replace
indigenous modes of land tenure premised on fishing labor to feed neighbors, friends, and
extended family with a new set of economic relations. A tourist visiting Hawai‘i for a week may
pay for a hotel, rent a car, drive to Ka‘ena, then eat a pricey meal and shop at nearby Hale‘iwa
town. While the Ka‘ena fence may not itself produce a traceable profit, it secures conditions for
accumulation by promoting a lifestyle premised on land as a source of recreation and leisure
rather than subsistence and informal exchange.
Carceral conservationism aggrandizes nature while promoting its management and
consumption to bolster both tourism and militarization. The term militourism refers to the set
of logics, imaginaries, and processes premised on advancing tourism and war preparation in
places such as Hawai‘i. It enables supple forms of domination to mask and facilitate the brutality
of militarism (Gonzalez, 2013; also see Teaiwa, 2010). As such, carceral conservationism at
Mākua legitimizes the military’s control of land for the purpose of geopolitical dominance, while
carceral conservationism at Ka‘ena secures conditions for tourism and thus capitalist
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accumulation. By managing and containing homeless people and lawai‘a at Ka‘ena, carceral
conservationism manages the tenuous relationship between people and territories and humans
and the environment. Forging subjectivities and fashioning landscapes, it promotes the dual
projects of capitalism and war.

Asian Settler Colonialism and Potentialities for Solidarities Between Kānaka Maoli and
Non-Native Locals
Bianca Isaki (2013) argues that the Ka‘ena Point Ecosystem Restoration Project
constitutes “settler state conservation,” criminalizing and displacing indigenous people under the
aegis of environmental protection. I elaborate that carceral conservationism structures settler
colonialism and signifies a culmination of historical processes that overdetermine the “zero-sum
logic whereby settler societies for all of their internal complexities uniformly require the
elimination of Native alternatives.” (Wolfe, 2006). Related scholarship on Asian settler
colonialism confronts narratives that celebrate Asian ascendance in Hawai‘i. Responding to
Haunani-Kay Trask’s (2000) call for settlers of color to acknowledge their complicity in
Hawaiian dispossession, Candace Fujikane (2008) critiques celebratory proclamations that “we
working people struggled for and built Hawai‘i!” The triumphant discourses about the work and
resistance associated with plantation labor and the building of infrastructure such as roadways,
malls, schools, and suburbs ignore the fact that such structures manifested Hawaiian
dispossession. Applying these frameworks to Ka‘ena, Isaki (2011) considers the “sentimental
aggression” that Asian fishers direct toward Hawaiian homeless people due to their lack of
access to property. This literature importantly challenges liberal multiculturalist narratives that
flatten the differential histories of the people of Hawai‘i. As Dean Saranillio (2014) argues,
“Examining [Asian settler and Hawaiian] projects and aims in complex unity helps us to be
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mindful of the different ways these variegated groups relate differently to settler state formation
and projects of empire without losing sight of the ideological collisions, moments of
accountability, and/or work at solidarity.
A lesson from Ka‘ena is the fact that lawai‘a represents a place-based identity that crosses
the bounds of indigeneity, providing an example in which “variegated groups” find common
cause. As an example, Al Sabagala knows Ka‘ena’s underwater crevices and coral heads better
than the back of his hands, and holds personal stake in Hawaiian efforts for self-determination.
He identifies as lawai‘a, and also does not have Hawaiian blood relations. The descendant of
plantation workers, Al’s Filipino father learned to fish from uncles who worked at the
Dillingham railroad that crossed Ka‘ena. A Kanaka named Old Man Aku taught Al’s great
uncles to fish the Hawaiian way—throwing net and observing kapu. Al explained a fact about
Hawaiian history that warrants further scholarly attention: it was common for Hawaiians and
local Asian workers to exchange land-based knowledge for produce from plantations. In
addition to teaching them to fish, Old Man Aku taught them to honor the land by recognizing
the mo‘olelo of the place. This story depicts the collaborations and solidarities between Filipinos
and Hawaiians rooted in place-based connections rather than liberal multiculturalist modes of
settler colonialism. For Summer, non-native local lawai‘a “grew up and were raised alongside my
great uncles and uncles and cousins.” Like Hawaiian practitioners, locals “continue to pass down
fishing practices that have been taught to them by lawai‘a kupuna (elders). And they are out
there taking care of the ‘āina right alongside Native Hawaiian practitioners.”
While Al’s family has a differential history from that of Summer and Al’s fishing partner,
Ace, who is also Hawaiian, carceral conservationism homogenizes Kanaka Maoli and non-native
lawai‘a by subjecting them to criminalization and displacement. Because of this, non-native
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locals worked alongside Hawaiians protesting fence construction, carceral conservationism, and
dispossession. Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua (2011) traces the beginnings of the Hawaiian
movement to land struggles in which Kānaka and non-native local working class people fought
to stay in places they lived, fished, farmed, hunted, gathered, and practiced ritual ceremonies.
Likewise, the mo‘olelo of Ka‘ena lawai‘a open space for complexity, nuance, and solidarity by
recognizing connections between Hawaiians and non-native locals with generational ties to the
place.
Structuring native dispossession, the fence does not produce clear dividing lines between
natives and settlers. In fact, the fence differentiates Hawaiians from each other, as it positioned
William against other lawai‘a. Thus, his positionality conveys the messiness of settler colonial
projects. As an actor with authority over Hawai‘i’s State lands, he used his power to bolster
demilitarization initiatives and accommodate what he calls “traditional customary rights and
practices” while advancing State of Hawai‘i prerogatives for land management, legitimacy, and
control of resources. One could say that his limits of possibility were literally confined by the
prerogatives of the institution that he works for. As Patrick Wolfe (2006) argues, “invasion is a
structure, not an event.” Within such a structural framework Ka‘ena demonstrates that the
power and salience of institutions and initiatives that advance dispossession eclipse the ethnic
and racial identities of people who shape the space. The identity categories themselves are salient
yet secondary to the primary forces at play at Ka‘ena: carceral geographies that dispossess lawai‘a
of land and living space, contain noncapitalist economic practices, and produce uneven access
to resources while boosting capitalist accumulation and war.
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Conclusion: Countertopographies on the Wai‘anae Coast
As an ideology and practice, carceral conservationism enforces an environmental
paradigm that partitions lawai‘a and homeless people from the environment. In doing so, it
interrupts, manages, and criminalizes subsistence practices for those who live in intimate
relationship to the land and ocean as a mode of identity and survival. While it does not prevent
subsistence activities at Ka‘ena, carceral conservationism represents a mode of state-sanctioned
land tenure that accommodates lifestyles premised on capitalist consumption rather than
subsistence, solidarity, and informal exchange. Whether or not the fence has effectively
protected wildlife, carceral conservationism at Ka‘ena represents a crystallization of the
widespread fencing that characterized martial law during World War II, the rise of the security
state and concomitant escalation of its putative dimensions, and the growth of the tourist
complex. As a product of the confluence of militarization and tourism, carceral conservationism
also propels both projects.
At the same time, indigenous cosmologies that invoke intimate personal, familial, and
spiritual connections to the natural world inform the environmentalism of lawai‘a and
community efforts for resource protection. The invocation of indigenous intellectual traditions
is a primary strategy that Hawaiian and non-native lawai‘a employ to make and remake relations
to time and place, challenging the legitimacy of the colonial logics of enclosure. Mo‘olelo
articulate countertopographies that reframe relations to places as rooted in collective and crosscutting strategies of survival and resistance that counter the colonial logics of carcerality. As
Cindi Katz argues, “Countertopographies can slice through the lethal binaries of ‘us’ and ‘them,’
calling forth political projects that can confront what it means to live—everywhere—in the
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shards of capitalist modernity, and make impossible the maneuvers of global capitalism and
militarized adventurism that would use these shards as a weapon” (p. 259). It is precisely these
ways of being and knowing that military and State institutions approach as threats to their
control over land and land-based knowledge. Through carceral measures such as fences,
contested institutions reconsolidate legitimacy through the containment of practices that yield
alternatives to dispossession, war, and capitalist accumulation. In response to enclosure,
Hawaiian intellectual traditions inform burgeoning efforts for self-determination in Hawai‘i with
potential to shape movements against colonialism and carcerality on a global scale.
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CONCLUSION
Finding Home
Tired and worn, woke up this morning
found that I was confused.
Spun right around, I found I had lost
the things that I couldn’t lose.
Like beaches they sell to build their hotels,
your fathers and I once knew.
Like the birds all along, the sunlight at dawn,
singing Nanakuli blues.
Thor Wold and Liko Martin, Nanakuli Blues
This dissertation has examined the ways in which war and security strategies embodied
by fences give form to settler colonialism as a historical process, and how the settler colonial
origins of military occupation cannot be separated from its racist makings. Scholarship on settler
colonialism analyzes the “logic of elimination” wielded by institutions and people against
indigenous lifeways, lives, and modes of social and political organization. Its aim is to replace
indigenous populations and ways of life with settler populations and ways of life. As such,
“invasion is a structure, not an event,” (Wolfe, 2006) meaning that invasion is not only ongoing,
but its manifestations shift and adapt according to the central logic of elimination. The fences
structuring settler colonialism in Hawai‘i resonate with other racemaking and statemaking
projects such as borders (Ngai, 2004; Zaminder, 2010), prisons (Gilmore, 2007b; Sonoda, 2008),
and detention centers (Loyd et al, 2012). All of these forms of partitions (re)consolidate control
over territorially contested places while enacting racism—group-differentiated vulnerability to
premature death (Gilmore, 2007b). Producing uneven access to resources, partitions establish
lines along indigeneity, race, and class.
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Confronting settler colonialism and racism, Kanaka Maoli along with local, poor, and
working class people continue to resist displacement in Hawai‘i. In the Introduction to A Nation
Rising: Hawaiian Movements for Life, Land, and Sovereignty, Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua (2014) traces
the history of resistance on the islands from the latter half of the twentieth century to the
present. After 1959, which marked Hawai‘i’s new status as a state, the rush of U.S. settlers and
suburban sprawl transformed the islands. As ways of life continued to shift from reliance on
subsistence practices to U.S. consumerism in a post World War II economy, working class
people began to rise up to demand land reform. In 1968, amidst a housing boom on the islands,
the City and County of Honolulu rezoned Kalama Valley from agricultural to urban. Bishop
Estate, the landlord of the valley, 49 subsequently issued eviction notices to the tenants, who were
poor and working class, including many pig farmers (ibid). The plight of the tenants attracted
the attention of antiwar and environmental activists, Students for a Democratic Society, Black
Panther Party supporters, and others inspired by the global social movements that marked this
moment in history. In response to the large-scale coalitional mobilization in support of the
tenants, on May 11, 1970, 70 riot police evicted over 32 people who remained on their land.
Further, controversy had surrounded the fate of pigs living on the valley’s pig farms. A few
weeks after the eviction, the State of Hawai‘i instituted what the Honolulu Advertiser newspaper
called a “military maneuver” to remove the pigs. A team of truckers, State health and agricultural
officials, the State veterinarian, and Bishop Estate employees enacted this operation (Milner,
2006). Oral history accounts conducted by scholar Candace Fujikane (2011) convey, “The story

Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua (2014) documents that evictees and activists “pointed out the irony
that an institution founded for Native Hawaiians by a Hawaiian ali‘i (chief) was evicting local
farmers in order to build high-priced suburgan homes that most Kanaka could not afford” (p. 8).
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continues in Lualualei Valley [in Wai‘anae], where many of the [Kalama] farmers relocated their
farms.”
Despite the fact that in March of 2016, houses in Kalama were priced at almost $1
million, this struggle brought land, culture, and power to the center of political movements—a
tradition that the maka‘ainana, poor, and working class people of Wai‘anae continue today. Yet
the rhetoric of movements in Hawai‘i often emphasize Hawaiian claims to land while
downplaying the salience of class. Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua traces the shifts in the 1970s from classbased struggles centering land rights to “a larger struggle for Native Hawaiian autonomy” (in
Trask, 1987). In some instances after the Kalama movement, the shift from “class-based land
struggle to Indigenous cultural resurgence happened quite organically” (Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua,
2014, p. 9). 50 In others, tensions developed between Marxists focused on building a proletarian
movement and Hawaiian nationalists striving for Kanaka leadership, cultural revitalization, and
“recognition of the distinctive genealogical relationship that Native Hawaiians have to the
islands” (ibid, p. 10). While the latter political strategy has ascended since this historical moment
and Marxist-oriented struggles have gained less traction, Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua concludes this
component of her historiography by asserting: “An indigenous movement without a class
analysis can be vapid in terms of its ability to produce meaningful change” (ibid, p. 12).
By focusing on the maka‘ainana and poor and working class people of the Wai‘anae
Coast of O‘ahu in their encounters with military occupation, this dissertation has sought to
investigate the analytical potential for bringing together these discrete yet similarly powerful
political strategies. In particular, I have examined the ways the history of militarized

In the first chapter of the anthology, Jacqueline Lasky (2014) describes this shift in the WaiaholeWaikane struggle in the late 1970s.
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dispossession has disrupted lifeways such as land and water while producing poverty, indigenous
dispossession, and environmental racism. In the case of Wai‘anae, the dialectic between
dispossession and Hawaiian claims to land cannot be separated from political economic
understandings of accumulation by dispossession (Harvey, 2006) starting with the sandalwood
trade and continuing with the imposition of sugar plantations. By concentrating land in the
hands of a few individuals, this laid the groundwork for military occupation. As a result of
uneven access to land and resources, class consciousness stands as a salient feature of the
discourses of many on the Wai‘anae Coast engaged in the quotidian task of restoring Hawaiian
lifeways.
In this analysis of militarized dispossession amidst ongoing efforts asserting connections
to particular places, partitions have stood as a prominent theme to which I have returned
repeatedly. The earlier chapters examined how partitions in the form of military fences separate
people from land and thus lifeways. This aspect of military occupation structures settler
colonialism and produces racism. The last two chapters analyzed the contradictory outcomes of
struggles centered on environmental protection, particularly the consequences of using legal
channels as a tactical tool to minimize environmental destruction behind military fences. These
efforts importantly brought an end to live-fire training in Mākua Valley, protected endangered
species, and enabled twice-monthly “community accesses” to a place previously enclosed to
civilians. At the same time, this consolidated and legitimized the military enclosure of land, and I
contend that this served as a model for fence construction in the name of wildlife protection at
neighboring Ka‘ena Point. This advances, reconsolidates, and legitimizes occupation through
shifting strategies in response to grassroots organizing that challenges militarized environmental
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destruction. The use “carcerality” interchangeably with partitions to highlight the ways
territorially bound spaces delimit and enclose ways of life for individuals and communities.
Ongoing competing territorial claims give rise to ways of knowing and being that grapple
with collective loss, recognize the challenges of working class life, and celebrate the coconstitution of indigenous and diasporic traditions. The following section proposes the
“Wai‘anae Blues” as a site of resistance.

The Wai‘anae Blues
My next-door neighbors were at again, pounding an endless stream of forties while
blasting Pacific reggae songs on repeat. With my requests to turn down the music unheeded, I
had no choice but to sleep fitfully amidst wooping interspersed with keyboard synthesizers and
melodramatic songs about travel and lost love. Then, familiar words pierced the warm night air.
“We’ll be together!” The group of men shouted. “With a roof right over our head! We’ll share
the shelter! Of my single bed!” They played the song on repeat, as if the longer and louder they
shouted, the more likely this elusive love would come to them. Drowning Bob Marley’s lucid
voice, their voices together made an off-key melody that rattled a place inside of me. In my halfconsciousness, I realized: this is the Wai‘anae Blues.
The Wai‘anae Blues is about a shared, disjointed sadness. It’s about camaraderie and
community. And it’s about a fervid desire to find home. These neighbors, Afa and Vivian, grew
taro from plastic ten-gallon buckets on their lanai that connected to mine at Pokai Bay. Every
afternoon, I would hear the splashing of water that kept their taro thriving and the concrete
floor of their lanai impeccably clean. At night, I would often hear loving laughter and tender
conversations. When they drank, it usually started out that way too. Then, it would sometimes
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turn into shouting about money accompanied by the breaking of glass—I had overheard Vivian
telling another neighbor that Afa had recently quit his job working for the City and County of
Honolulu, leaving her with her full-time job at KFC to pay their bills. But other times, Afa
would get sentimental. “It’s better back in Samoa,” he would say. “At least there, people take
care of each other. Here no one gives two futts about you. You have to work all the time to pay
bills. Back home, you can go fishing, you go see your family, people know each other. Here, they
forget about you the second they see you.” Afa is one of many from the Pacific diaspora who
call Wai‘anae their home, yet Kānaka Maoli share a similar homesickness and desire to return to
the old days, the times before the alienation of late capitalism.
As I described in the Introduction and throughout this dissertation, many Hawaiians in
Wai‘anae are part of a diaspora too. Glen Kila shared with me that his family is aboriginal to
Wai‘anae and the neighboring island of Kauai, and that he can trace his family lineage back 2,000
years through knowledge transmitted by his family. However, many others in Wai‘anae have
family who relocated from town (Honolulu) starting in the mid-twentieth century because they
were displaced by development and the soaring cost of real estate. Similarly, many have parents
who arrived to other parts of O‘ahu from other islands for work, and they later relocated to
Wai‘anae to find a sense of place and Hawaiian community. Thus, while indigenous claims to
land have stood as a primary theme that I have examined in these pages, the dialectics, tensions,
and collisions of indigeneity and diaspora have animated much of the analysis therein. In her
book on Maori connections with Oceania, Alice Te Punga Somerville (2012) writes, “The
relationship between indigeneity and migration is so crucial to indigenous creative, cultural,
political, and theoretical activities in the present” (p. xxiv). Scholars of the Pacific point to the
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fact that travel across its waters has defined the lives of Oceanic people throughout history
(Hau‘ofa, 1994; Diaz, 2011; Saranillio, 2015).
Engaging with Paul Gilroy’s analysis of how the criss-crossing of Black people, their
ideas, and their cultural formations across the “Black Atlantic” have shaped the modern
capitalist world system (1993), Pacific scholar Teresia Teaiwa (2005) asserts the contemporaneity
and historicity of “Native” Pacific identities. While Gilroy historicizes slavery, the plantation
system, and the making of Black countercultures, Teaiwa historically situates the modern
tensions tied to militarism and tourism that shape the Pacific “Native” as a cultural and racial
category. Following a similar path, by examining the multifaceted dimensions of militarization
and the partitioning of land in Wai‘anae, this dissertation has unpacked the meanings tied to the
making and remaking of wahi pana (storied places) by exploring the inherent contradictions
between tradition and the unrelenting movements of history. These collisions along with the
genealogical interweaving of indigenous Kanaka Maoli with diasporic groups, Hawaiians and
otherwise, comprise the making of “culture.” In this endeavor, I have sought to convey the
supple power of indigenous worldviews in the face of the violent forces that comprise
modernity, particularly war and racial capitalism, and the ways in which people consistently enact
and reenact connections to particular places.
While some participate in the Hawaiian independence movement through formal means
such as political protest and legal channels, the maka‘ainana of Wai‘anae provide insights into
the multiplicity of methods to enact national liberation and self-determination. For many whose
voices resonate throughout these chapters, Hawaiian independence is premised on recuperating
ways of life that entail living outside, fishing, hunting, and engaging in other subsistence
activities. The maka‘ainana of Wai‘anae demonstrate that competing national claims do not
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solely play out through international law, they play out spatially through community organizing
and everyday practices. This is their definition and practice of ea (sovereignty, life, breath)
(Goodyear-Ka‘opua, 2011).
The making and remaking of locally situated theories through everyday practice is not an
endeavor unique to Hawai‘i; in fact, people the world over with homes under siege by militarized
forces invoke place-based cosmologies to assert connections to place. This dissertation has been
shaped by Clyde Woods’ (2000) work on the Mississippi Delta region, which describes how
subaltern, local knowledge systems reshape socio-environmental identities through
countertographies (Katz, 2004) that confront the racial logics of neoliberal, neoplantation
economies. Woods (2000) characterizes blues epistemology as a worldview and expression of
Black culture self-conscious of working class positionality and situatedness in space and time.
This worldview informs the “imagined community” of a nation, connected by horizontal
networks of kinship and affiliation (also see Anderson, 2006) as well as the longstanding ties of
this community to a place. In the face of “militaristic” agriculture that has laid the foundation
for development in both Hawai‘i and the southern United States, the blues epistemology invokes
a reflexive vision of development representing the promise of new social relations, economic
redistribution, and environmental sustainability.
I have contended that the blues are not specific to Black communities, following Jodi
Byrd’s (2011) work showing the blues as a product of collaborations between people indigenous
to the southeastern United States and Black slaves. She proposes “kinship sovereignties”
centering Cherokee structures of governance as a potential decolonial tactic. Further, the blues
are not entirely tied to the experiences of the southern region of the continental United States.
In fact, historian John W. Troutman (2013) shows that “Native Hawaiian guitarists, who slid
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metal bars over their strings to create sweeping glissando sounds, inundated the South in the
first decades of the twentieth century and likely served as the direct inspiration for the slide
guitar” (p. 26), which is closely related to the contemporary Hawaiian music style “slack key
guitar.” These techniques have inspired blues musicians such as Chuck Berry (see the song
“Blues for Hawaiians”), Charles Patton, Son House, and Taj Mahal, among others. While some
theories trace blues string instruments to Africa, Troutman argues that Hawaiian guitarists in
fact brought the guitar to the U.S. South. This was a product of the ascendancy of the guitar in
Hawai‘i at the end of the 1800s, when Kanaka Maoli musicians strummed meles (songs) to
assert their language and genealogy in the face of the impending overthrow of the kingdom.
During these years, a Kanaka Maoli adolescent named Joseph
Kekuku‘upenakana‘iaupuniokamehameha Apuakehau (Kekuku) developed a technique that
entailed playing the instrument by laying it across his knees, tuning his guitar to open chords,
and sliding metal pieces along the strings. Kekuku and other musicians traveled across the world
spreading this style. In 1916, the Hawaiian guitar outsold every other genre of recorded music in
the United States, and the South, especially New Orleans, was a major pit stop for Hawaiian
musicians. Hawaiian guitarists played in a Black segregated music circuits, and
Jim Crow laws actually may have created some opportunities for African
Americans to interact with Native Hawaiian musicians at the time, as Kānaka
Maoli would likely have taken up lodging with African American families or in
boarding houses for African Americans and other people of color as they toured
the segregated South (ibid, p. 37).
As a result of these interactions, Southern musicians played with guitars across their laps tuned
slack key, sometimes moving a device over the string, attributing this “Hawaiian style” (ibid).
The blues have circuited back to Hawai‘i, namely through songs such as Liko Martin and
Thor Wold’s Nanakuli Blues about Wai‘anae. (Don Ho and other musicians later changed to the
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Waimanalo Blues, referring to another Kanaka Maoli stronghold on the east side of O‘ahu.) The
song is about intergenerational dislocation and loss: “Tired and worn, woke up this
morning/found that I was confused./Spun right around, I found I had lost/the things that I
couldn’t lose./Like beaches they sell to build their hotels,/your fathers and I once knew.” It also
invokes the diaspora to Wai‘anae: “Birds on the wing forgetting they’re wild/head for the
Leeward side.” (The leeward side is the downwind side of the island, and refers to the west side
of O‘ahu, where Wai‘anae is located.) Amidst ongoing displacement and the search for home,
the song conveys the sadness that results from the coercive loss of lands: “In all of your dreams
sometimes it seems/you’re just along for the ride./Some have cried because they have
pride,/For someone whose love here died.” The blues describe the theft of lands and
livelihoods, destruction of home and family, dislocation, and poverty. It also recuperates the
stories specific to particular places. Hawaiian musician and activist George Helm spoke of the
new music emerging from the Kalama Valley struggle in the late 1960s and 1970s, which marks
what Haunani-Kay Trask (1987) calls the “birth of the modern Hawaiian movement.” Helm
describes these songs as a reflection of “pain, revolution; it’s expressing the emotional reaction
the Hawaiians are feeling to the subversion of their lifestyle” (in Milner, 2006, p. 168).
These place-based counternarratives grapple with pain and intergenerational loss while
mapping countertopographies that resonate with localized practices throughout the world (Katz,
2004). The locally situated theories articulated through the blues express indigenous worldviews
that offer possibilities for the exchange of cultural knowledge as a basis of solidarity between
and amongst disparate groups. These products of grief signify reaction to the “subversion” of a
way of life advanced by the partitioning of land. Such carceral projects enclose possibilities for
noncapitalist ways of life in Hawai‘i. The following section examines partitions as an ongoing
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formation that diasporic and indigenous communities consistently remake in endeavors for selfdetermination.

The Excruciating Work of Partitions
In the book, The River of Dark Dreams, historian Walter Johnson (2013) describes the
carceral landscape as “less an accomplished fact than an ongoing project…an excruciating
becoming: a landscape being fiercely cleared in a counterinsurgency campaign to which there
could be no end” (p. 243). The U.S. military and auxiliary state institutions produce carceral
geographies by subjugating life-sustaining practices that include care, mutuality, bearing witness
to history through the telling of stories, and intricate knowledge of an environment. The
persistence of these decolonial practices make the land and its inhabitants unconquerable to an
extent. In the preceding pages, I have sought to trace the mo‘olelo that give life to the activism
and self-organization that have forestalled militarization and confronted carcerality for
generations. Because of this, military occupation is an unfinished project, and perpetually
incomplete. Amidst this push and pull, Kānaka Maoli and other displaced people continue to
remake their relations to Wai‘anae.
While earlier chapters in this dissertation examined the socioenvironmental implications
of military occupation, later chapters examined the effects of military concessions that responded
to demands for environmental protection. Environmental programs—implemented by the U.S.
military and State of Hawai‘i—maintain their enclosure of land through fencing. Reconsolidating
territorial control, the coexistence of environmental programs and partitions reinforce the
human-environment relationships and economic possibilities imposed by military occupation.
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These developments betray the pliability of occupation in the face of powerful grassroots claims
to land that threaten the viability of settler state authority.
Martial law marked a moment in which the U.S. military seized land and dominated all
functions of government, setting a precedent for ongoing processes that continue in Hawai‘i to
this day. Here the set of colluding and colliding institutions that comprise the hegemonic state
serve two functions, which Michael Mann (1994) describes as infrastructural and despotic. The
state’s infrastructural features ideally operate to meet human needs, such as the building and
maintenance of roads, sewage systems, the provision of water. Such functions are necessary in a
late capitalist economy where corporations have increasingly usurped the workings of everyday
life. Yet these infrastructural imperatives interlock with its despotic and militarized requirements,
the latter comprising a fundamental source of its power. During World War II, the state’s
despotic dimensions became wholly commensurate with its infrastructural. The U.S. military
built fences and walls that separated people from land, converted fishing villages and cattle
ranches into military garrisons, and policed everyday activities for Hawai‘i’s people. While
Hawai‘i is no longer entirely under Army rule, this dissertation has traced the ways partitions as a
defining feature of military occupation continues to foreclose noncapitalist alternatives while
reconsolidating U.S. territorial control.
Throughout this dissertation, by analyzing the dialectic between militarization and selfdetermination efforts in Wai‘anae, I have interrogated the contradictions that define the racial
settler state. Through the ongoing dispossession of indigenous people from land and living
space, the racial settler state reshapes human-environment relationships and realigns economic
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possibilities (Vivanco, 2001 51), thus producing conditions of dependence. This defines military
occupation on the islands. An aim of this dissertation has been to uncover how sociopolitical
structures and historical processes determine who lives and who dies. The identity categories
themselves are salient yet secondary to the primary subject of analysis: the historical trajectory of
ongoing human suffering and how to change it.

Possibilities
The mo‘olelo of Wai‘anae maka‘ainana and locals as well as organizers striving to
demilitarize Hawai‘i have informed this cross-cutting analysis of military fences and Hawaiian
cosmologies. While carcerality advances the enclosure of particular ways of life, carceral spaces
are also wahi pana (storied places) budding with possibility. As former Mākua Beach resident,
Curly, elucidated, “Mākua is a sacred place because it’s where you can understand injustice.” He
echoes Clyde Woods (2007) definition of sacred places as “critical sites in the construction and
revision of theory, method, and praxis” (p. 60). Curly’s narrative animates the distinct aim of this
project to examine sacred places in order to develop an analysis that can contribute to
movements to abolish all institutions that advance war, partitions, and premature death. In this
endeavor, this dissertation conveyed the “countertopographies” (Katz, 2004) that map potential
for confronting the militarized partitioning of land across the entirety of the earth’s surface.
These countertopographies reimagine and make change across space, inspiring “political and
geographic imaginations vibrant enough to grapple with the myriad ways global capitalism and
other large-scale processes ricochet through and between disparate places” (Katz, 2004, p. 259).

Luis Vivanco describes the realignment of economic possibilities as a result of tourism, yet I
contend that military apparatuses accomplish parallel objectives.

51
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Similar to Curly, Leandra Wai has mapped her own countertopographies throughout her
life. While living in the village at Mākua Beach, Leandra made patterns in the sand every day
while sweeping her hale (house). These patterns painted pictures over the markings of her
footsteps. After the State of Hawai‘i forcibly evicted her from this hale in 1996, she returned to
Mākua regularly to construct her garden. After Leandra’s passing from the earthly realm in
March of 2016, this kīpuka at Mākua remains. And like Leandra’s paintings in the sand, the
people of Wai‘anae continue to defy the forces that have stripped away their land while
refashioning the place according to their vision every single day.
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APPENDIX 1: List of Interviews
Albert, Wai‘anae, 2014
Curly, Wai‘anae, 2014
Emma, Wai‘anae, 2013
William Aila, Wai‘anae, 2013, 2014
Cathie Alana, Honolulu, 2014
Walterbea Aldeguer, Wai‘anae, 2015
Twinkle Borges, Wai‘anae, 2015
Puanani Burgess, Wai‘anae, 2014
E.R. Cachola, Pearl City, 2014
“Gigi” Cocquio, Wai‘anae, 2014
Francis Dacca, Pearl City, 2015
Fred Dodge, Wai‘anae, 2013
Eric Enos, Wai‘anae, 2014
Kamuela Enos, Wai‘anae, 2014
Lucy Gay, Wai‘anae, 2013
Polly “Granny” Grace, Wai‘anae, 2014
Alice Greenwood, Wai‘anae, 2013, 2015
Black Ho‘ohuli, Wai‘anae, 2014
Ted Kahawai, Wai‘anae, 2014
Kyle Kajihiro, Honolulu, 2014
Larry Kamai, Wai‘anae, 2014
Kaonalua Kane, Kapolei, 2013
Shad Kane, Kapolei, 2014
Terri Keko‘olani, Honolulu, 2014
Kapua Keli‘ikoa-Kamai, Wai‘anae, 2014
Glen Kila, Christophor Oliveira, and Gabriel Nakashima, Wai‘anae, 2014
Michele Long, Wai‘anae, 2015
Rita Martin, Wai‘anae, 2014
Keolamālie A. McComber, Kapolei, 2013
Summer Kaimalia Mullins-Ibrahim, Ka‘ena, 2013
William Prescott, Wai‘anae, 2014
Derek Robello, Wai‘anae, 2014
Sparky Rodrigues, Wai‘anae, 2014
Elizabeth Stack, Honolulu, 2014
Leandra Wai, Wai‘anae, 2014
Karen Young, Wai‘anae, 2014
“Youth Community Leader,” Wai‘anae, 2014
“Cultural Practitioner,” Wai‘anae, 2013
Anonymous person from Pacific Fleet, Pearl Harbor, 2015
Anonymous partner of soldier, 2013
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